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NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT 

BOARD MEETING AGENDA 

 

December 5, 2014 

9:00 AM - 1:00 PM 

Jim West Regional Transit Center 

Board Room 

 

 CALL TO ORDER: 

 

1. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE  

2. MOMENT OF SILENCE  

3. ROLL CALL 

4. INTRODUCTIONS  

5. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

6. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – November 7, 2014  

7. PUBLIC COMMENTS 

 

PRESENTATION ITEMS:   
 

 

ACTION ITEMS FOR APPROVAL/ DISCUSSION:   
 

A. Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014–21 establishing the North Central 

 Regional Transit District’s 2015 Legislative Agenda  
 Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director.  Attachment. 

 

B. Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014-22 Open Meetings Act 2015 

 Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director. Attachment.  
 

C. Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014-23 Amending the North Central 

Regional Transit District’s Procurement Regulations 
Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive.  Attachment.  

 

D.  Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014-24 Adopting Fares for Premium 

Transit Services 

Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director and Michael J. Kelly, Transit and 

Facilities Operations Director.  Attachment. 

 

E.  Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014-25 for a Budgetary Amendment 
Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director and Glenda Aragon, Finance Director.  

Attachment. 

 

DISCUSSION ITEMS: 

 

 F. Discussion and Review of Ski Santa Fe Service - Update 

 Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director and Stacey McGuire, Projects and 

 Grants  Specialist.   
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G.  Financial Report for November 2014:  
Sponsor: Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director and Glenda Aragon, Finance Director.  

Attachment. 

 

H.  Finance Subcommittee Report:  
Sponsor: Chair Tim Vigil and Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director. Minutes from 
August 22, 2014.  

 

I.  Tribal Subcommittee Report:  
Sponsor: Chair Lonnie Montoya and Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director. Minutes from 

July 1, 2014.   

 

J.  Executive Report for November 2014 and Comments from the Executive Director: 

1) Executive Report 

2) Performance Measures for October 2014 

3) Ridership Report for October 2014 

 

             

           MATTERS FROM THE BOARD  

 

            MISCELLANEOUS 

 

            ADJOURN 

   

            NEXT BOARD MEETING:   January 9, 2015 at 9:00 a.m.  
 

If you are an individual with a disability who is in need of a reader, amplifier, qualified Sign 

Language interpreter or any other form of auxiliary aid or service to attend or participate in the 

hearing of the meeting, please contact the NCRTD Executive Assistant at 505-629-4702 at least one 

week prior to the meeting, or as soon as possible.  Public documents, including the agenda and 

minutes, can be provided in various accessible formats.     
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North Central Regional Transit District 

Board Meeting 
Friday, November 7, 2014 

9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
 
CALL TO ORDER: 
 
 A regular meeting of the North Central Regional Transit District Board was called to 
order on the above date by Commissioner Miguel Chávez, Vice Chair, at 9:10 a.m. at 
the Jim West Transit Center, 1327 Riverside Drive, Española, New Mexico.   
 
 
 1. Pledge of Allegiance 
 
 2.  Moment of Silence 
 
 3.  Roll Call 
 
 Ms. Lucero called the roll and it indicated the presence of a quorum as follows: 
  

Members 
Present: 

Elected Members Alternate Designees 

Los Alamos 
County 

Councilor Pete Sheehey  

Rio Arriba County  Mr. Tomás Campos 

Taos County Commissioner Dan Barrone [T]  

Santa Fé County Commissioner Miguel Chávez  

Nambé Pueblo Mr. Lonnie Montoya [T]  

Pojoaque Pueblo Mr. Tim Vigil [T]  

Ohkay Owingeh Absent  

San Ildefonso 
Pueblo 

 Ms. Lillian Garcia 
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Santa Clara 
Pueblo 

 Ms. Valerio [arriving later] 

Tesuque Pueblo Absent  

City of Santa Fé  Absent  

City of Española  Councilor Tim Salazar  

Town of 
Edgewood 

Councilor Chuck Ring  

Rio Metro (ex 
officio) 

Ms. Elizabeth Carter  

 
 Staff Members Present 
 Mr. Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director 
 Ms. Dalene Lucero, Executive Assistant 
 Mr. Mike Kelly, Transit Operations Manager 

Ms. Stacey McGuire, Projects and Grants Specialist 
Mr. Jim Nagle, PIO 
Ms. Glenda Aragon, Finance Manager 

 
 Others Present 
 Mr. Peter Dwyer, Legal Counsel  
 Mr. Carl Boaz, Stenographer 
 Mr. Ardee Napolitano, Rio Grande Sun 
 Ms. Lisa Katonak, Santa Fe County Manager’s Office 
 Mr. Robert Griego, Santa Fe County Planning Manager 
 Mr. Ken Smithson, Santa Fe Trails 
 Mr. David Harris, NMDOT 
 Ms. Delilah Garcia, NMDOT 
 Mr. Gary Suiter, Felsburg, Holt and Ullevig 
 Ms. Holly Buck, Felsburg, Holt and Ullevig 
 Mr. Andrew Martinez, Rio Arriba County 
 Ms. Miranda Quintana, Town of Taos 
 Mr. Francisco “French” Espinoza, Town of Taos 
 
 
4. INTRODUCTIONS 
 
 No introductions were made. 
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5. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
 Vice Chair Chávez requested consideration of item B after item H in order to maintain 
a quorum for all action items. 
 
 Councilor Ring moved to approve the agenda as amended. Councilor Sheehey 
seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous voice vote. 
 
 
6. APPROVAL OF MINUTES - September 5, 2014 and October 10, 2014 
 
 Mr. Mortillaro said the minutes for the September 5, 2014 meeting were corrected. 
 
 Councilor Salazar moved to approve the minutes for September as submitted 
(corrected). Councilor Ring seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous 
voice vote. 
 
 
 Councilor Sheehey moved to approve the minutes for October 10, 2014 as 
presented. Councilor Ring seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous voice 
vote. 
 
 
7. PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 
 There were no public comments. 
 
 
PRESENTATION ITEMS 
 
 A. Presentation of Federal Transit Administration Award to the North Central 

Regional Transit District For Outstanding Public Service in Rural Public 
Transportation 

 
 Mr. Mortillaro had the opportunity to attend the FTA Conference in Monterrey over a 
week ago where the NCRTD was presented with a service award from FTA. - One of five 
to receive the award. It was presented by Acting Director, Mrs. Teresa McMillan.  
 
 Mr. Mortillaro presented the award to Vice Chair Chávez for the NCRTD and those 
who worked over the last ten years. He read the award.   
 Mr. David Harris said NMDOT was really pleased with the progress and Vice Chair 
Chávez has been here since the beginning. It has really come a long way, physically with 
the facility, staff and capabilities. He was also pleased with the partnership and pleased 
that the FTA acknowledged that as well. Thanks to staff, drivers, Mr. Mortillaro and the 
Board for making it happen. 
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Commissioner Barrone also thanked everyone: what a great opportunity for recognizing 
the outstanding performance of staff and E.D.   
 
Vice Chair Chávez offered others. 
 
 Ms. Carter congratulated the RTD for putting transportation options out there who 
might not have any other means of transportation. She thanked Mr. Mortillaro, and staff 
for their hard work. 
 
 The other board members thanked Mr. Mortillaro and staff for their hard work and 
dedication. 
 
 
 B. Presentation and Discussion of Long Range Transit Service Plan 
 
 This matter was delayed until later. 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS FOR APPROVAL/DISCUSSION 
 
 C. Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014-18 Adding the Town of 

Taos as a New Member of the North Central Regional Transit District 
 
 Mr. Mortillaro reported that the Town of Taos had passed a resolution and held a 
public hearing for consideration of joining and as a result, requested membership and a 
seat on the NCRTD Board. The Resolution, if passed, would permit the Town of Taos to 
join as a member and membership would commence in December. Their membership 
would also modify the voting strengths according to the matrix in the packet (p. 38) and it 
would change the quorum requirements as well. The consideration of this action is being 
held as a public hearing on their membership. For them to become a member it would 
require a 2/3 majority of the members present voting affirmatively. 
 
 Mr. Dwyer put a memo in the packet on the legal analysis of membership starting on 
page 42.  He explained that the Town of Taos doesn’t add any area to the District so the 
only thing changing was to reduce Taos County’s population by the population of the 
Town of Taos.  He attached the IGC that needs all members to sign it. He asked that 
each member take it back for signature as a “novation” (to renew and refresh”) and to 
clean up the signatures from 2013 also.  
 
 Mr. Mortillaro reviewed the amendments. The first amendment was Española’s 
change in population and then when Edgewood joined and then again when Nambé 
joined as a member.  None of those three versions has 100% signatures. 
 
 Mr. Dwyer asked for 100% signatures of this version. 
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 Vice Chair Chávez asked him to send it out for signature. The memo spells it all out 
and if legal counsels have questions he asked them to give him a call. 
 
 Commissioner Barrone said he would appreciate a vote in favor of the Town of Taos. 
It is a great opportunity for collaboration with them and the NCRTD.  
 
 Mr. Mortillaro said the resolution is straightforward and as it was utilized in other new 
memberships.  It verifies that Town of Taos adopted a resolution on October 7th, and then 
enumerates the intent of this body. It will make the Town of Taos a member of RTD. 
 
 Mr. Campos moved to approve Resolution 2014-18 as presented. Councilor 
Sheehey seconded the motion and it passed by roll call vote with the Town of 
Edgewood, City of Española, Los Alamos County, Pojoaque Pueblo, Rio Arriba 
County, Santa Fé County, San Ildefonso and Taos County voting in favor and none 
voting against. 
 
 Vice Chair Chávez gave congratulations to the Town of Taos. 
 
 
 D. Discussion and Consideration of the Intergovernmental Contract Approving 

Modification of Voting Strengths Analysis for the City of Santa Fe 
Annexation 

 
 Mr. Mortillaro explained that Santa Fé City recently annexed more of the County of 
Santa Fe into the city and their population grew to over 80,000 and, according to the 
matrix, when 80,000 is exceeded, the entity gets one additional vote. So the action is to 
approve an amendment to the IGC (Exhibit B) for new population numbers. Both Santa 
Fe City and County concurred the numbers are correct.  As a result, no one lost any votes 
and it slightly modifies the requirements for a quorum from 7 to 8 and the Board needed 
at least 18 voting units to approve it.  The prior amendments are included in the novation. 
 
 Mr. Dwyer confirmed it would be sent out electronically to all member entities. 
 
 Councilor Ring moved for approval of the Intergovernmental Contract as 
modified in Exhibit B. Ms. Garcia & Councilor Sheehey seconded the motion and it 
passed by unanimous roll call vote with the Town of Edgewood, City of Española, 
Los Alamos County, Pojoaque Pueblo, Rio Arriba County, Santa Fé County, San 
Ildefonso and Taos County voting in favor and none voting against. 
 
 
 E. Discussion and Consideration of Memorandum of Agreement between the 

Town of Taos and the North Central Regional Transit District Regarding 
Various Service Modifications and Exchanges 
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 Mr. Mortillaro reminded the Board of the short range transit plan adopted a few months 
ago which identified duplication between the Chili Line and RTD routes. With adoption of 
the service plan, staff were to resolve that duplication and it also called for the NCRTD to 
look at operating express service between Santa Fé and Taos which is on weekends and 
performed by the Chili Line.  After a number of months and lots of cooperation, this MOA 
implements those discussions.  
 
 He highlighted the key provisions which, if approved by the Board and Town Council, 
what is known as UNM-Klauer route would be deleted by the NCRTD and incorporated 
into the Chili Line Red Line route. It also agreed that any faculty or student would not be 
charged a fare if presenting student ID. And lastly, would commence on January 20, 2015 
when students return after holiday break. The District will take over the Express service 
so it will operate on Saturdays and Sundays and be our first foray into weekend service 
and the first time we will charge a fare but only on weekend service at $5 each way. He 
will bring a resolution in December to authorize assessing a fare for that service.  
 
 On April 1, 2015, the Town of Taos will transfer to the RTD Unit 30, the bus that 
operates on that route. The District will compensate the Town of Taos $15,000 for use of 
that 18 month old bus. Since there is no other change in funds, the Town of Taos will 
submit in their 5311 application that change and it should not bring any reduction in funds 
for the District or Town. 
 
 Ms. Quintana and Mr. Espinoza, representing the Town of Taos, acknowledged the 
agreement and were looking forward to the new route arrangements. 
 
 Commissioner Barrone said he was looking forward to these services and medical 
access that would result. This was first set up to have it for visitors to Taos but really 
looked at the opportunity to get riders to appointments and back. 
 
 Commissioner Barrone moved to approve the MOA. Mr. Campos seconded the 
motion and it passed by unanimous roll call vote with the Town of Edgewood, City 
of Española, Los Alamos County, Pojoaque Pueblo, Rio Arriba County, Santa Fé 
County, San Ildefonso and Taos County voting in favor and none voting against. 
 
 
 F. Discussion and Consideration of Resolution 2014-19 Adopting Revised 

Paratransit and Demand Policies 
 
 Mr. Kelly clarified this as an annual housekeeping issue. Back in April 2014 we brought 
modifications and additions to the Plan and Policies. We added Demand, Dial a Ride and 
Paratransit into one policy. We submitted for State review and, based on certain federal 
requirements, need to have the ADA policy separate. They found a few findings to 
improve our language so those are also listed in both documents. 
 
 This includes clarified language for requests, a downloadable application, changed 
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language on wheelchairs like the ability to lift a certain amount of weight and if they block 
an aisle and other safety disclosures if we couldn’t transport them. They also noted that 
both fares (door to door or curb) be set at $1.00 to be fair. It can be reviewed annually.  
 
 Councilor Sheehey asked Mr. Kelly for the difference in the two services. 
 
 Mr. Kelly said the low ridership at Pojoaque Pueblo meant they would be best served 
to use dial a ride service and not demand response. Demand response came into the 
district 10 years ago when the RTD brought in the Rio Arriba transit service which was 
demand response. They are very similar. It is a 24 hour or one day in advance phone call 
and doesn’t provide same-day service. But same day service on space available can be 
provided in Pojoaque with the new technology if space was available. 
 
 Vice Chair Chávez moved to approve the Resolution 2014-19 as presented. 
Commissioner Barrone seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous roll call 
vote with the Town of Edgewood, City of Española, Los Alamos County, Pojoaque 
Pueblo, Rio Arriba County, Santa Fé County, San Ildefonso and Taos County voting 
in favor and none voting against. 
 
 
 G. Continued Discussion and Possible Direction Regarding Jicarilla Apache 

Nation Service Request 
 
 Ms. McGuire said the Rio Arriba County Manager presented the request for Jicarilla 
Apache Nation last month. The Chama Route is three times per week. In January it will 
become five times weekly and most likely Jicarilla could become an extension of the 
Chama route which is 27 miles west of Chama. Staff needs to further assess the feasibility 
and funding for this request. It was not included in the 5-year service plan. It would take 
into account multiple stops including the Tribal headquarters, a supermarket and will work 
to identifying funding for the extension for service and have discussions with Jicarilla and 
residents to see when and where it would be most beneficial.  
 
 Ms. Valério arrived at 10:02. 
 
 Mr. Campos reported that Councilman Leon Varela, approached him for this service. 
Mr. Campos recommended the District study it further and meet with their Council to 
explain the service requested. The Nation is about 1/3 of the County and has not much 
tax base but the County receives revenues from oil and gas production there.  
 
 Councilor Sheehey understood conversations were also going on about Jicarilla 
joining RTD as a member. He asked if that would put RTD in a better position to then 
apply for federal funds which are sometimes earmarked for pueblos.  
 
 Ms. McGuire said she could look into tribal transit funding. There could be an 
opportunity there for the Chama route if they went on to Dulce. Beyond that, she was sure 
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there were other opportunities for increased mileage that FTA looks to in allocations. In 
their discussions, they didn’t get to funding but talked about needs. She and Councilman 
Varela were coming at it from a similar approach to start small and maybe even on a trial 
basis. In conversations, they talked about starting with one/week to test waters and go 
from there. But they felt it would be in everyone’s interest to get more information from 
residents to determine the level of interest there. 
 
 Mr. Chávez moved to direct staff to continue efforts to identify funding sources 
for Jicarilla route service. Councilor Ring seconded the motion and it passed by 
unanimous roll call vote with the Town of Edgewood, City of Española, Los Alamos 
County, Pojoaque Pueblo, Rio Arriba County, Santa Fé County, San Ildefonso, 
Santa Clara, and Taos County voting in favor and none voting against. 
 
 
 H. Discussion and Consideration of Resolution No. 2014-20 Authorizing the 

Submittal of an Application for Federal Section 5310 Funding in Federal 
Fiscal Year 2016 

 
 Ms. McGuire said the Section 5310 provides funds to serve elderly and disabled 
riders. It was due on September 5, 2014 but she had discussions with DOT and 
determined the RTD is eligible for this funding so it was submitted to DOT to request 
$461,000 for demand response vehicles with an 80/20 match.  
 
 The resolution commits to the local match and since matching funds were not included 
in the budget, this would be a revision to the budget and RTD does have enough funds 
to provide them. Without this funding, the District would have diminished ability by 
$261,000. 
 
 Councilor Ring moved to adopt the Resolution 2014-20 and call for an amendment of 
the budget. Councilor Salazar seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous roll call 
vote with the Town of Edgewood, City of Española, Los Alamos County, Pojoaque 
Pueblo, Rio Arriba County, Santa Fé County, San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, and Taos 
County voting in favor and none voting against.  
 
 
DISCUSSION ITEMS 
 
 I. Discussion and Review of Ski Santa Fe Service Update 
 
 Vice Chair Chávez asked about the status of the Santa Fé Ski Service. 
 
 Mr. Mortillaro said they reached a need for discussions on funding. He was waiting to 
hear back from the City of Santa Fé’s participation. The County has confirmed their 
presence and hopefully a report back in December. 
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 J. Financial Report for October 2014 
 
 
 
 K. Finance Subcommittee Report 
 
 There was no report. 
 
 
 L. Tribal Subcommittee Report 
 
 There was no report 
 
 
 M. Executive Report for October 2014 and Comments from the Executive 

Director 
 
  1. Executive Report 
 
 
  2. Performance Measures for September 2014 
 
 
  3. Ridership Report for September 2014 
 
 
B.  NCRTD - Long-Range Transit Service Plan - Holly Buck and Gary Suiter, 

Felsburg, Holt and Ullevig 
 
 Mr. Mortillaro introduced Holly Buck and Gary Suiter to present their work on the plan 
and to lead exercises as a workshop to work on the Plan. 
 
 They described the nine tasks in the project summary and displayed an eight-month 
schedule for completing the long range transit plan. Ms. Buck said they would return in 
January, March and May and shared the agenda for each one.  They led the Board 
through several exercises regarding Vision and Goals that included a discussion on 
strengths and weaknesses of the District.  The Board members identified strengths and 
weaknesses which Mr. Suiter recorded for their use in planning. 
 
 Several members of the public also made comments about the process and their 
views of the District. 
 
 At 10:51, the Board broke into four groups to discuss the ideal picture of the NCRTD 
in the future and reported back to the consultants at 11:20 a.m. Mr. Suiter recorded their 
responses. 
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MATTERS FROM THE BOARD 
 
 Ms. Garcia excused herself from the meeting at 11:20 a.m. 
 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
 
 Mr. Mortillaro announced that Ms. Aragon is moving to Colorado for professional and 
personal reasons and recognized her contributions over past 2.5 years to the District.  
 
 Several Board members thanked her for her service and wished her well for her future. 
 
 
ADJOURN – Next Board Meeting: December 5, 2014 at 9:00 a.m. 
 
 Vice Chair Chávez adjourned the meeting at 12:01 p.m. 
 
 
        Approved by: 
 
 

      
Daniel R. Barrone, Chair 

Attest: 
 
 
        
Dennis Tim Salazar, Secretary 
 
 
Submitted by: 
 
 
        
Carl Boaz for Carl G. Boaz, Inc. 



 
 

Agenda Report 

NCRTD Board of Directors Meeting 
Meeting Date: December 5, 2014 

  

Agenda Item - A             

 

Title: Resolution 2014 –21 establishing the NCRTD’s 2015 Legislative Agenda   

 

Prepared By:  Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director  

 

Summary:  This resolution establishes a “Legislative Agenda” which is used as a guide for the 

Districts intergovernmental efforts. The Legislative Agenda serves as guidance from the Board of 

Directors to staff and our legislative support contractor in dealing with various State officials and 

entities with a consistent voice.  The Federal items provide guidance to the Executive Director and 

Chairman as to our priority items related to federal issues and in dealing with our elected federal 

legislators.  

 

Background:  This is the 3rd annual resolution related to this topic that the NCRTD has adopted. 

Various sources are used when determining the District’s priorities such as: 

 

 Regional, State and National Organizations’ identified priorities;  

 Staff recommended and identified issues;  

 Review of state and federal budgets.  

 

The 2015 State Legislative Session commences on January 20, 2015 and ends on March 21, 2015.   

This is the 60 day short session.  

 

Recommended Action: It is recommended that the Board adopt Resolution 2014-21.  

 

Options/Alternatives: The Board may consider the following options/alternatives: 

 

1. Take no action; or 

2. Adoption of the recommendation; or 

3. Provide further direction in relation to the legislative priorities and then take action to adopt 

 the resolution. 

 

Fiscal Impact:   Most of the items have varying fiscal impacts depending on the specifics of the 

legislation. However, the focus of our efforts involves decisions that are revenue neutral or 

enhancements for the District.   

 

Attachments:     

 Resolution No. 2014-21 

 2015 Legislative Agenda – State and Federal  

 



 
 

 
North Central Regional Transit District (NCRTD) 

Resolution 2014 – 21 

 

 A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE 2015 NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT 

DISTRICT LEGISLATIVE AGENDA  

 

 WHEREAS, the NCRTD was created through legislative enactment (NMSA 1978, Section 73-25-

1 et seq.); and 

 

 WHEREAS, the NCRTD is a sub-division of the State of New Mexico; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the NCRTD was approved and certified by the New Mexico Department of 

Transportation on the 14th day of September 2004; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the NCRTD Board of Directors and Staff is concerned with legislative matters at the 

state and federal level which could have an impact on the operations of the District; and  

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD seeks to advocate on its behalf to protect the Districts interests during 

the New Mexico State Legislative Session and provide guidance to staff and its legislative support 

contractor in dealing with various state and federal officials and establish those priority items for federal 

and state legislative review and enactment; and   

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the NCRTD Board of Directors that the Districts, State 

and Federal Legislative Priorities are as follows:  

 

GENERAL LEGISLATIVE POLICY 

 

Statement of Preservation 

 

As a general policy, the North Central Regional Transit District (District) seeks to preserve its current 

authority to govern the affairs of the District and its property. The District will oppose any legislation 

viewed as detrimental to the District’s strategic goals and existing statutory purpose; that is contrary to the 

health, safety, and welfare of its constituents, that mandates increased costs or loss or revenues; or that 

would diminish the fundamental authority of the District.  

 

Statement of Support 

 

Similarly the District supports any legislation viewed as advance the District’s strategic goals and existing 

statutory purpose; that improves the health, safety, and welfare of its constituents;  that responsibly 

increases revenues;  or that advances the District’s authority to conduct the public’s business.  

 

Coalitions-based Advocacy with Parties that Share Common Goals and Interests 

 

The District will engage and foster strategic partnerships with cities, counties, political subdivisions, non-

profits, regional and metropolitan planning organizations and private sector entities that share common 

goals with the District. Additionally, the District will work in coordination with regional and national 

organizations such as the New Mexico Transportation Association, South West Transit Association, 

American Public Transportation Association, New Mexico Municipal League and New Mexico Association 



of Counties when their adopted positions are in line with the legislative objectives, goals and priorities of 

the District. The involvement in strategic partnerships and coordinated efforts is intended to provide the 

District with a stronger presence in the legislative process.  

 

LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES 2014 

 

STATE 

 Support capital appropriations for acquisition of fleet replacement. 

 Support capital appropriations to install an emergency electrical generator. 

 Support capital appropriations to fund acquisition and installation of photovoltaic panels and 

conversion to electrical power for the Jim West Transit facility.  

 Support capital appropriations to fund ADA improvements.  

 Support capital appropriations to fund the design and construction of a fleet maintenance facility.  

 Support capital appropriations to fund acquisition of satellite facilities.  

 Support a reliable and adequate source of financing for NCRTD. 

 Support continued relationships, collaboration and support with county, municipal and tribal 

governments to solve transportation needs of New Mexican citizens. 

 Support legislation that enhances NCRTD in its ability to serve its constituents.  

 Support legislation that establishes a State Transit Fund to Support Municipal and Regional 

Transit Capital and Operational needs.  

 Oppose any changes to gross receipts structure for the funding of North Central Regional Transit 

District. 

 Oppose unfriendly amendments to the Regional Transit District Statue (Article 25 Regional 

Transit District). 

 Oppose any decrease in gross receipts used to fund services provided by NCRTD. 

 Monitor state implementation of MAP-21 and any successor legislation and support efforts to 

ensure that the NCRTD receives a fair share of federal transportation funding.  

 Monitor state budget and transportation funding opportunities.  

 Monitor or oppose legislation deemed to directly affect the NCRTD and/or its ability to serve its 

constituents.  

 

FEDERAL  

 Monitor and support surface transportation authorization funding (MAP 21).  

 Monitor and support surface transportation reauthorization efforts due to expiration of MAP 21 

and successor legislation. 

 Support level or increased Transportation Appropriations. 

 Support legislation that identifies long-term funding for transportation.  

 Support efforts to protect transportation funding from legislative initiatives or budget proposals.  

 Support legislative policies that promote national Transit Safety and Security. 

 Support reasonable legislative policies and programs that incorporate public transit as a solution 

to achieve environmental sustainability.  

 Work with the American Public Transportation Association and other state and national 

associations to oppose efforts that would reduce funding for transit or that would make significant 

policy shifts that would be unfavorable to the NCRTD.  

 

            PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE NORTH 

CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT ON THIS 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2014. 

 

 

       __________________________ 

       Daniel Barrone, Chairman 

Approved as to form: 

 

      

Peter Dwyer, Counsel 



 
 

Agenda Report 

NCRTD Board of Directors Meeting 
Meeting Date: December 5, 2014 

 

Agenda Item - B 

 

 

Title:        Resolution 2014-22 Open Meeting Act for 2015 

 

Prepared By:     Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director  

 

Summary:   This is a resolution to adopt the annual policy for open meetings for 2015.  Included 

in the resolution are stipulations for time, location, dates, subject matter, and requirements for 

notices for all regular Board meetings as well as for “special” or “emergency” Board meetings.  

These requirements are according to the provisions of New Mexico’s “Open Meetings Act” 

NMSA 1978, Section 10-15-1 et seq. Although not required by the Open Meetings Act, this 

Resolution also complies with requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.  Specifically, 

this Resolution requires that information helpful to individuals with disabilities be included in 

notices of public meetings.  

 

Resolution 2014-22 specifically states the provisions for public notices in order to accommodate 

the public’s attendance at NCRTD Board meetings or at any meeting of a quorum by the Board. 

 

Please note that all regular scheduled meetings of the Board are on the first Friday of each 

month, unless noted otherwise.   

 

Background:  New Mexico state statute requires adoption. 

 

Recommended Action:  It is recommended that the Board adopt Resolution 2014-22. 

 

Options/Alternatives: N/A 

 

Fiscal Impact:  None 

 

Attachment:  Resolution 2014-22 
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North Central Regional Transit District (NCRTD) 

 

Resolution 2015 – 22  

 

OPEN MEETINGS  

 

 WHEREAS: Section 10-15-1 (B), NMSA 1978 Provides that "All meetings of a 

quorum of members of any board, commission, administrative adjudicatory body or other 

policy-making body of any state agency, or any agency or authority of any county, 

municipality, district or any political subdivision held for the purpose of formulating public 

policy, including the development of personnel policies, rules regulations or ordinances, 

discussing public business or for the purpose of taking any action within the authority of or 

the delegated authority of any board, commission or other policy-making body, are declared 

to be public meetings open to the public at all times, except as otherwise provided in the 

constitution of New Mexico or the Open Meetings Act"; and, 

 

 WHEREAS: Section 10-15-3 (A), NMSA 1978 Provides that "No resolution, rule, 

regulation, ordinance or action of any board, commission, committee or other policy-making 

body shall be valid unless taken or made at a meeting held in accordance with the 

requirements of NMSA 1978, Section 10-15-1"; and, 

 

 WHEREAS: Section 10-15-4, NMSA 1978 Provides that "Any person violating any 

of the provisions of NMSA 1978, Section 10-15-l or 10-15-2 is guilty of a misdemeanor and 

upon conviction shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500) for 

each offense." 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the governing body of the NCRTD, 

that: 

 

1. Notice shall be given at least 72 hours in advance of any regular or special meeting of a 

quorum of the members of the governing body at which the Board will formulate public 

policy, discuss public business or take action. 2.  The regularly scheduled meetings of 

the governing body will be normally held on the first Friday of each month. Meetings will 

begin at 9:00 am. Location of Board meetings will be at the Jim West Transit Center, 1327 
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North Riverside Drive, Espanola, New Mexico. In the event that the regular meeting date 

falls on a legal holiday, the NCRTD Board shall designate an alternate meeting date and/or 

time at the regular meeting prior to the holiday and shall cause advance notice of the changed 

meeting date and/or time to be published as provided in this Resolution. In the event that a 

regular meeting of the governing body is changed to a different location, advance notice of 

the meeting location shall be posted as provided in this Resolution. The following are the 

dates of the regular meetings for the Calendar year 2015: 

 

 

January 9, 2015 

April 3, 2015 

July 10, 2015 

October 9, 2015 

 

 

February 6, 2015 

May 1, 2015 

August 7, 2015 

November 6, 2015 

 

 

March 6, 2015 

June 5, 2015 

September 4, 2015 

December 4, 2015 

 

 

3.  Notice shall be given at least seventy two (72) hours in advance of any special meeting of a 

quorum of the members of the governing body, Board, committee, or other policy-making 

body held for the purpose of formulating public policy, discussing public business, or taking 

formal action within the authority of such body. 

 

4.  All meetings of the NCRTD Board and Committees of the NCRTD Board shall be conducted 

pursuant to the procedural rules as adopted and from time to time amended by the NCRTD 

Board. 

 

5.  The notice requirements of Sections 1, 2 and 4 of this Resolution are complied with if the 

notice provides the date, time, place and subject matter of any regular or special meeting 

along with a copy of the agenda or information on how the public may obtain a copy of the 

agenda.  The agenda may serve as notice of the meeting if it contains all required 

information.  The agenda shall be posted or made publicly available at least 24 hours prior to 

the meeting except in the case of emergency meetings. 

 

"Giving of notice" shall mean posting of the resolution on the "notice board" located at the 

NCRTD Administration Offices or by posting the notice online on the District’s website. 

This Resolution shall also be made available in the office of the NCRTD which shall 

maintain the posting for public inspection within the time limits specified. 

 

Notice shall be provided to all FCC licensed broadcast stations and newspapers of general 

circulation that have provided a written request for notice of meetings. 

 

In addition to the information specified above, all notices shall include the following 

language: 

 

"If you are an individual with a disability who is in need of a reader, amplifier, qualified sign 

language, interpreter, or any other form of auxiliary aid or service to attend or participate in 

the hearing of the meeting, please contact the NCRTD Executive Assistant at 505-629-4702 

at least one week prior to the meeting, or as soon as possible. Public documents, including 

the agenda and minutes, can be provided in various accessible formats." 
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6.  Notwithstanding any other provisions of Sections 1 through 5 of this Resolution, the NCRTD 

Board may establish such additional notice requirements as may be deemed proper and 

advisable to comply with the provisions of the Open Meetings Act. 

 

7.  A meeting or portion thereof may be closed in accordance with provisions contained in 

NMSA 1978, Section 10-15-1 (H) of the Open Meetings Act. 

 

8.  Notwithstanding any other provision of sections 1 through 6 of this Resolution, the governing 

body of the NCRTD may call, with whatever notice is possible under the circumstances, a 

meeting of the governing body, any board, commission, committee or other policy-making 

body of the District to consider or act on any emergency matter which appears to pose clear 

and immediate danger to the health, welfare or safety of the inhabitants of the District or 

which is likely to result in substantial financial loss to the District. 

 

9.  Because the District encompasses a large geographical area with board and committee 

membership spread over this large region, its membership may participate in a meeting by 

means of a conference telephone or other similar communications equipment when it is 

otherwise difficult or impossible for the member to attend the meeting in person, provided 

that each member participating by conference telephone can be identified when speaking, all 

participants are able to hear each other at the same time and members of the public attending 

the meeting are able to hear any member of the public body who speaks during the meeting. 

 

 

PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT ON THIS 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER 

2014. 

 

 

       __________________________ 

       Daniel Barrone, Chairman 

Approved as to form: 

 

      

Peter Dwyer, Counsel 

 



 
 

Agenda Report 

NCRTD Board of Directors Meeting 
Meeting Date: December 5, 2014 

 

Agenda Item - C 

 

Title:        Adoption of a Resolution No. 2014-23 Amending the Procurement Regulations.  

 

Prepared By:     Anthony J. Mortillaro, Executive Director 

 

Summary:     Resolution No. 2014-23 amends the existing Procurement Regulations. Changes 

have been made that provide for clarification of the application of these regulations (when 

required by federal or state funding sources) and addition and clarification of exemptions. 

  

Background:  The existing Procurement Policies were adopted on August 14, 2007 by Board 

Resolution 2007-13. These rules and regulations were then completely modified with the 

adoption of the existing Procurement Regulations by Resolution No. 2012-21. The proposed 

modifications will provide consistency with State and Federal requirements due to a recent 

Training and Technical Review conducted in July 2014 by the New Mexico Department of 

Transportation and Precision Compliance, Inc their contractor. The review noted the need for 

clarifying language related to FTA requirements. They suggested that we make some minor 

modifications to incorporate reference to the Brooks Act and provide for clarification of 

Construction Management and Architect and Land Surveying Services and how they will be 

procured. Lastly, they requested that we list the federally required clauses for FTA funded 

procurements. In addition some changes have been proposed to provide clarification of the 

application of the policies and to exemptions.  

 

Recommended Action:  It is recommended that the Board consider adoption of Resolution No. 

2014-23 Amending the adopted Procurement Regulations.  

 

Options/Alternatives:  
 

 Take no action and continue to utilize existing procurement regulations; or  

 Adopt the resolution, with modifications by the Board; or 

 Adopt the resolution as presented (recommended). 

 

Fiscal Impact:  None 

 

Attachments:  

 Resolution 2014-23 

 Revised Procurement Regulations (redline)  



 

 

 

 

North Central Regional Transit District (NCRTD) 

 

Resolution No. 2014-23 

 

Resolution No. 2014-23 Repealing NCRTD Board Resolution No. 2012-21 in Its Entirety 

and Adopting New Procurement Regulations 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD was created through legislative enactment (chapter 65, signed 

March 21, 2003); and, 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD is a sub-division of the State of New Mexico; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD was approved and certified by the New Mexico Department of 

Transportation Commission September 14, 2004; and, 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD adopted regulations governing Procurement by Resolution No. 

2007-13 on September 14, 2007 and Resolution No. 2012-21 on September 7, 2012;  and, 

 

WHEREAS, the state statutes governing procurement provide for local public bodies 

such as the NCRTD to enact their own policies and regulations for public purchasing consistent 

with state law; and, 

 

WHEREAS, adoption of these updated Procurement Regulations will provide for the fair 

and equitable treatment of all persons involved in public purchasing by the NCRTD, to 

maximize the purchasing value of public funds in procurement and to provide safeguards for 

maintaining a procurement system of quality and integrity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Board of Directors of the 

NCRTD, hereby adopts the revised Procurement Regulations as attached hereto.  

 

PASSED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT ON THIS 5TH DAY OF 

DECEMBER, 2014.  

 

 

 

___________________________ 

       Daniel Barrone, Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approved as to form: 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

Peter Dwyer, Counsel  
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North Central Regional Transit District 

 

Procurement Regulations 
  

Adopted by Resolution No. 2012-21 

 

Proposed Amendments 11/2014 

 

Section 1. Purchasing Procedures  

ARTICLE I. PROCUREMENT 

1. Purpose. 

The purpose of this Procurement Policy is to provide for the fair and equitable treatment of all 

persons involved in public purchasing by the District, to maximize the purchasing value of public funds in 

procurement and to provide safeguards for maintaining a procurement system of quality and integrity. 

As provided in Article X, Section 6, of the Constitution of the State of New Mexico, in Section 13-1-

98K NMSA 1978, the District may exercise all legislative powers and perform all functions not 

expressly denied by general law or by other provisions of the District Bylaws. In the absence of the 

exercise of any such power, the District may act in the manner provided by law. To that end, this 

article shall govern all purchasing transactions of the District and shall serve to exempt the District from 

all provisions of the New Mexico Procurement Code, Secs. 13-1-28 through -199 NMSA 1978. 

2. Applicability of article provisions. 

This article applies to the procurement of goods, services or construction, entered into by the District 

after the effective date of the adopting resolution. It shall apply to the expenditure of public funds for 

public purchasing irrespective of the source of the funds.  

When the procurement requires the expenditure of federal assistance or contract funds, the 

procurement shall be conducted in accordance with any mandatory applicable federal law and 

regulations. When the funding source for the procurement requires that the State Procurement Code 

and other State purchasing requirements be followed then the District will following such 

regulations of authorities having jurisdiction over those applicable items(s) and deemed to be 

included in this Procurement Regulation.  

In the event of any inconsistency between the terms and conditions of this article and those of the 

federal contract, the latter will govern. The District may comply with the terms and conditions of any 

grant, gift or bequest that is consistent with law. 

(a) These provisions shall apply to all employees or other users authorized to make purchases and all 

parties whose bid, offer or contract subjects them to these provisions. 

(b) Purchasing for private or personal use, or use of the procurement process for such purpose, is 

prohibited. 

(c) Enforcement and penalties – All managers, authorized users, and their supervisors are  

responsible for knowing, understanding, and adhering to the provisions of this article. 
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(d) Any person having knowledge of a deviation from these provisions shall report such to the 

Executive Director. 

(e) Criminal violations can result in prosecution or penalties. 

3. Exemptions. 
 

(a) No provisions of the Procurement Policy except Section 8 and Article II, shall apply to the 

following purchases: 

 

(1) Advertising; 

 

(2) Bond and debt service fees; 

 

(3) Books, periodicals, publications and subscriptions; 

 

(4) Credit or procurement card services; 

 

(5) Employee work-related travel allowances and expenses; 

 

(6) Freight and delivery charges; 

 

(7) Instruction/education/training, any and all related fees, excluding employee travel; 

 

(8) Insurance premiums; 

 

(9) Legal and related costs incurred by the District , including expert witness costs and 

interpreters' fees, printing/duplicating costs, arbitrator/mediator, process server, court 

reporter, transcriptions, and settlements, hearing officer (s), but not including 

attorney contracts (see (b)(5) below); 

 

(10) Medical services and emergency medical services for and incidental to utilizing licensed 

medical professionals, but not including routine medical and psychological exams or lab 

tests pursuant to drug testing , pre-hire examinations or examinations related to 

reasonable accommodation; 

 

(11) Memberships  and dues; 

 

(12) Travel or shipping by common carrier or by private conveyance or to meals and lodging;  

 

(13) Office equipment repair and maintenance contracts;  

 

(14) Postage or meter refills; 

 

(15) Real property; 

  

(16) Information Technology Maintenance Services;  

(17) Employment Agreements or Contracts; 

(15)(18) Collective Bargaining Agreements or Contracts;  

 

(19) Software and firmware updates or upgrades, minor; 
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(20) Purchases of parts and labor for equipment or machinery where a breakdown of 

 this equipment or machinery could cause an emergency or costly condition to exist 

and where the machinery or equipment is in immediate danger of failure; 

(21) Purchases of parts and labor or maintenance agreements to repair disabled 

 equipment or machinery if the equipment or machinery is repaired by a franchised 

dealer or by a factory authorized repair shop; 

(16)  

 

(22) Agreements for the services of lobbyists; 

(17)(23) Taxes, licenses and filing fees; 

 

(18)(24) Purchases of publicly provided or publicly regulated gas, electricity, water, sewer 

and refuse collection systems and telecommunications services. 

 

(b) No provisions of the Code, except Section 8 and Article II , shall apply to the following purchases, 

provided, however, that such purchases shall require a purchase order: 

(1) Procurement of items of goods or services from a federal or state agency or other public 

entity. 

(2) Procurement of goods, services, or construction items under existing contracts and that 

are procured under any of the following conditions: 

a. At a price equal to or less than the contractor's current federal contract price (GSA, 

FSS), providing the contractor has indicated in writing a willingness to extend such 

contractor pricing, terms and conditions to the District ; or 

b. With a person that has a current contract with the state Purchasing Agent or any 

other New Mexico governmental entity, for the item, services or construction meeting the 

same standards and specifications as the items to be procured; or 

c. With a person that has a current contract issued under a cooperative purchasing 

agreement with another public entity; or 

d. With a person that has an existing contract, that was subject to competitive 

solicitation, with another government or agency thereof. 

(3) Purchases of motor fuels and compressed fuel gases. 

(4) Works of art for public display. 

(5) Legal services. 

(6) Goods for resale. 

(7) Unscheduled repairs which necessitate disassembly diagnostics. 

(8)  Contracts for televising or documenting public meetings. 
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(9) The Finance Manager shall retain the documentation relied upon to procure goods, 

services or construction without seeking competitive bids or proposals for public 

inspection and auditing purposes in accordance with established District records 

retention standards. 

 

4. Definitions. 

 

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this article, shall have the meanings 

ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

 

Architect services means services which require a valid state license related to the art and science 

of designing and building structures for human habitation or use and may include planning, 

providing preliminary studies, design, specifications, working drawings and providing for general 

administration of construction contracts. 

 

Authorized User means an employee who has been approved by management, and has received 

mandatory training in procurement, to conduct departmental purchasing. 

 

Bid means a formal quote with a pre-determined set of specifications to which a bidder must answer 

or comply, which details the goods or construction, and the price of the items solicited. 

 

Blind trust means an independently managed trust in which the employee-beneficiary has no 

management rights and in which the employee-beneficiary is not given notice of alterations in, or 

other disposition of, the property subject to the trust. 

 

Brand name or equal specification means a specification limited to one or more items by 

manufacturers' names or catalogue numbers to describe the standard of quality, performance and 

other significant characteristics needed to meet District requirements, and which provides for the 

submission of equivalent products. 

 

Brand name specification means a specification limited to one or more items by manufacturers' name 

or catalogue number. 

 

Change order means a written order to the contractor authorizing an addition, deletion, or revision 

in the work within the scope of the contract documents, or authorizing an adjustment in the contract 

price or contract time. 

 

Confidential information means any information which is available to an employee only because of 

the employee's status as an employee of the District and is not a matter of public knowledge or 

available to the public on request. 

 

Construction means the process of building, altering, repairing, installing, improving or 

demolishing any public structure or building, or other public or private improvements of any kind to 

any public real property. It does not include the routine operation or routine maintenance of existing 

structures, buildings or real property. 

 

Construction management services may include but are not limited to performance of the 

following activities by the construction manager: monitoring and coordinating the work, 

schedules, personnel, equipment and materials of contractors with the activities of the District ; 

developing and monitoring project costs, change orders and pay requests; insuring compliance with all 

contract documents and applicable laws, rules and regulations. 
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Contract means any type of District agreement, regardless of its title, for the procurement of goods, 

services, or construction. This term shall not include employment agreements or collective 

bargaining agreements. 

 

Contract modification (bilateral change) means any written alteration in specifications, delivery 

point, rate of delivery, period of performance, price, quantity or other provisions of any contract 

accomplished by mutual action of the parties to the contract. 

 

Contractor means any person as defined below who has a contract with the District. 

 

Cooperative purchasing means the use of a properly executed purchasing agreement with one or 

more additional public agencies to execute procurement. 

 

Cost analysis means the evaluation of factual information concerning the cost of labor, material, overhead 

and other cost elements including profit which are expected to be incurred or which have been 

actually incurred by the contractor in performing the contract. 

 

Cost-reimbursement contract means a contract under which a contractor is reimbursed for costs which 

are allowable and allocable in accordance with the contract terms and the provisions of the 

procurement code, and a fee or profit, other than a fee based upon a percentage of cost, if any. 

 

District means the North Central Regional Transit District. 

 

Definite quantity contract means a contract which requires the contractor to furnish a specified 

quantity of goods, services, or construction at or within specified time. 

 

Direct or indirect participation means involvement through decision, approval, disapproval, 

recommendation, preparation of any part of a purchase request, influencing the content of any 

specification or procurement standard, rendering of advice, investigation, auditing or in any other 

advisory capacity. 

 

Dollar levels mean United States currency, and all amounts shall be considered without New Mexico 

gross receipts tax (NMGRT). 

 

Employee means an individual drawing a salary or wages from the District , whether appointed or 

not; any non-compensated individual performing services for the District  or any department, or entity 

established by the executive or legislative branch of the District ; any non-compensated individual 

serving as an Director or Official Designee of the District . 

 

Engineering services means any service or creative work, the adequate performance of which requires 

a valid state license and engineering education, training and experience in the application of 

special knowledge of the mathematical, physical and engineering sciences to such services or 

creative work as consultation, investigation, evaluation, planning and design of engineering works and 

systems, engineering studies and the review of construction for the purpose of assuring substantial 

compliance with drawings and specifications; any of which embrace such services or work, either 

public or private, in connection with any utilities, structures, buildings, machines, equipment, 

processes, work systems, projects and industrial or consumer products or equipment of a mechanical, 

electrical, hydraulic, chemical, pneumatic or thermal nature, insofar as they involve safeguarding life, 

health or property, and including such other professional services as may be necessary to the 

planning, progress and completion of any engineering services. Such practice may include but is not 
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limited to the performance of architectural work incidental to the practice of engineering. 

Engineering services does not include responsibility for construction management services, site 

conditions, operations, equipment, personnel or the maintenance of safety in the work place. 

 

Evaluation committee means a committee appointed for the purpose of evaluating responses to bids or 

proposals and to determine, in writing, which is the most advantageous to the District based on the 

evaluation factors set forth. The evaluation committee members will remain constant through 

award. Except as specified in Section 38 (b) of this Procurement Policy, the evaluation committee shall 

be appointed by the department manager for whose department the goods, services or construction 

are to be purchased. 

 

Financial interest means: 

 

(1) Holding a position in a business as officer, director, trustee, or partner, or holding any 

position in management, or ownership of more than five percent interest in a business; or 

 

(2) Any interest which may yield, directly or indirectly, any material benefit to an employee or to 

the employee's immediate family any interest other than an interest in a mutual fund or one held 

in a blind trust. 

 

Goods means all tangible items, other than real property or construction, having a physical existence 

including, but not limited to, supplies, parts, equipment, materials, and printed materials. 

 

Gratuity or Kickback means a payment, loan, subscription, advance, and deposit of money, service 

or anything of more than a nominal value, present or promised, unless consideration of 

substantially equal or greater value is received. 

 

Immediate family means a spouse, children, parents, brothers and sisters, parent in-law, 

grandparent, grandchild, and step-relatives in a like relationship. 

 

Indefinite delivery/Indefinite quantity or IDIQ contract means a contract which requires the 

contractor to furnish an indeterminate quantity of specified goods, services, or construction during 

a prescribed period of time at a definite unit price or at a specified discount or similar pricing 

structure from list or catalog prices. 

 

Inventory means goods purchased for storage, issue, and ready use by users of the District. 

 

Invitation for Bids or IFB means all documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, 

utilized for soliciting competitive sealed bids. 

 

Multiple source award means an award to more than one bidder or offeror of a contract for one or 

more similar goods, services, or construction. 

 

Person means any natural person, corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship, joint stock company, 

joint venture, private legal entity, or any federal, state or local political subdivision or entity thereof. 

 

Price or Pricing structure means a pre-determined method, such as percentage charged for a category 

of items; or dollar amount as an itemized price listing, or as related to quantity, unit pack, or 

similar distinction, for which a vendor is willing to provide the District  goods, services, or 

construction. 
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Price agreement means a form of IDIQ contract. 

 

Price analysis means the evaluation of price data, without analysis of the separate cost 

components and profit as in cost analysis, which may assist in determining prices to be paid and costs to 

be reimbursed. 

 

Pricing data means factual information concerning prices for items substantially similar to those being 

procured. Prices in this definition refer to offered or proposed selling prices, historical selling prices 

and current selling prices. The definition refers to data relevant to both prime and subcontract prices. 

 

Procurement means the buying, purchasing, renting, leasing, or otherwise acquiring of any goods, 

services or construction. It also includes all functions that pertain to the procurement process, 

including description of requirement, and awards of contract. 

 

Professional services means the services of practitioners in a field requiring a state license, or an 

advanced degree, or a highly specialized education, or a nationally recognized certification; or 

person providing such services. This term shall not include services provided by an employment 

agreements or contracts or collective bargaining agreements or contracts.  

 

 

Project means an activity with an explicit goal, that has a defined beginning and an end, that has at 

least one concrete deliverable, that has a logical sequence of activities that produce the deliverable(s), 

and that is not a repetition of an activity that has been previously planned and performed. 

 

Project Manager means the person assigned the responsibility for overall supervision of a Project. 

The responsibility includes, but is not limited to, budget monitoring, change order control, project 

schedule, quality control, approving progress payments, and insuring that work progresses in 

accordance with requirements set forth in the contract documents. 

 

Proposal means a quote which may include open-ended, substantially bidder-determined 

specifications for how the bidder will provide the item(s), or different weights on different factors for 

evaluation; which details the goods, services, or construction, and the price of the items solicited. 

 

Public agency or entity means a public entity subject to or created by any federal, state, or local 

governmental body. 

 

Purchase order or PO means the legally binding document issued by the Finance Office, which 

has been appropriately approved before submission to a vendor, that authorizes a contractor or 

vendor to deliver goods, services or construction. There are two types: 

 

(1) Regular (fixed amount and cost) – one which is used to procure a predetermined quantity at a 

predetermined price; and 

 

(2) Open or Blanket Purchase Order – one which is used for anticipated numerous or recurring small 

purchases at a predetermined price or pricing structure for up to one year. It is a type of IDIQ 

contract. 

 

Qualified products list means an approved list of goods, services or construction items 

described by model or catalogue numbers which, prior to competitive solicitation, the 

Purchasing Agent has determined will meet the applicable specification requirements. 
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Quote means a binding, good-faith statement of the price at which a vendor is willing to provide to 

the District  required goods, services, or construction. 

 

Request for Information / Interest or RFI means all documents, whether attached or 

incorporated by reference, utilized for soliciting information to be used in developing 

specifications or a scope of work for services for an IFB, RFP, or RFQ, or for gauging interest in a 

future solicitation. 

 

Request for Proposals or RFP means all documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, 

utilized for soliciting proposals for goods, services or construction. 

 

Request for Qualifications or RFQ means all documents, whether attached or incorporated by 

reference, utilized for soliciting Statements of Qualifications for professional services. 

 

Responsible bidder or offeror means a person, who has been determined by the Purchasing Agent 

or evaluating committee to have the capability in all respects to perform fully the contract requirements, 

including the financial resources, personnel, service reputation and experience, capacity, production or 

service facilities, equipment and credit which will ensure satisfactory delivery of the goods, services 

or construction described in the IFB or in the RFP. 

 

Responsive bidder means a person who has submitted a bid that conforms in all material respects 

to the requirements set forth in the IFB. Material respects of a bid may include but are not limited to, 

price, quality, quantity, and delivery requirements. 

 

Responsive offeror means a person who has submitted an offer that conforms in all material respects 

to the requirements set forth in the RFP. 

 

Rough order of magnitude estimate means an approximation without detailed data backup; has a 

range of accuracy equal to -25% to +75%. 

 

Services means the furnishing of labor, time or effort, by contractors other than those providing 

professional services, services of employees of a state agency or local public body, or 

construction. 

 

Software or firmware update or upgrade means an improvement to the functionality or security of 

computer software. There are two basic types: 

 

(1) Minor – one in which the underlying software remains the same, and is usually identified by an 

incremental number change, such as “.1” or “.02”. 

 

(2) Major – one in which the software itself changes, either to a new operating system or as a new 

version, typically identified such as “Version 8” or “Name 2012”. 

 

Sole source selection means a one-time procurement which is subject to the following 

conditions: 

 

(1) A good-faith review of available sources has been conducted, and 

 

(2) A Letter or Memo of Justification is provided to the Finance Manager and Executive Director as 

documentation detailing the reason(s) why the source is the only one in the USA that provides 

the good(s) or service(s). 
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Specification means any description of the physical or functional characteristics or of the nature of a 

good, service or construction item. It may include a description, any requirement for inspecting, 

testing or preparing a good, service or construction item for delivery. 

 

Statement of Qualifications or SOQ means a formal documentation of experience or expertise for 

the purpose of obtaining information to permit the evaluation of the person most highly qualified to 

provide the required services. 

 

Surveying services means any service or work, the substantial performance of which involves the 

application by a state-licensed surveyor of the principles of mathematics and the related physical and 

applied sciences. 

 

Task order or Job order means a discrete assignment of a specific set of tasks under an Indefinite 

Delivery/Indefinite Quantity contract, each order capped at a not-to-exceed amount. 
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ARTICLE II. OFFICE OF THE PURCHASING AGENT 

5. Establishment. 

The responsibility for administration of the provisions of this policy shall be under the Executive Director. 

The Executive Director shall have the responsibility and authority to insure that all provisions of law and 

this policy are followed and shall be authorized to issue any supplemental regulations consistent with this 

policy deemed necessary to administer, manage or clarify this Policy. Supplements issued by the 

Executive Director shall be attached to and made a part of this Policy. The Executive Director shall be 

responsible for having the knowledge to insure that all provisions of this Policy and all other purchasing 

concerns and activities of the District are appropriate and consistent with the most current, generally 

accepted purchasing techniques, and all provisions of the law.  

There shall be a Purchasing Agent. The Purchasing Agent shall be the Executive Director who is the 

principal public purchasing official and whom may delegate these responsibilities to other staff as he 

may deem necessary and who herein will be known as the Purchasing Agent for purposes of this 

Policy. 

6. Authority and duties. 

(a) Principal public purchasing official. Except as otherwise provided in this Article, the 

Purchasing Agent shall serve as the principal public purchasing official for the District  and 

shall be responsible for conducting or supervising the procurement of goods, services or 

construction in accordance with this Article, as well as the disposal of surplus goods. 

(b) Duties. In accordance with this article, and subject to the supervision of the Executive 

Director or his designee, the Purchasing Agent shall: 

(1) Award purchase orders for procurement of all goods, services or construction needed by the 

District , upon approval of departments or the Executive Director as required consistent 

with operational procedures; 

(2) Develop procedures to sell, trade, or otherwise dispose of surplus goods belonging to the 

District ; 

(3) Establish and maintain programs for specifications development, contract administration and 

inspection and acceptance, in cooperation with the public agencies using the goods, services or 

construction; 

(4) Conduct mandatory training sessions for new authorized users, and periodic training for all 

current authorized users; 

(5) Review all procurement requests for correctness, appropriateness, and compliance with this 

Policy; and 

(6) Establish and administer a District Procurement Card program. 

 (c) Operational procedures. Consistent with this article, the Purchasing Agent may adopt 

operational procedures relating to the execution of his or her duties. 
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7. Delegations to other District officials. 

The Purchasing Agent may delegate authority to purchase certain goods, services or 

construction items to other District officials, if he or she deems such delegation necessary for the 

effective procurement of those items. This delegation will be in writing describing the authority 

granted. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 6, procurement authority with respect to certain 

goods, services or construction may be delegated to other District officials by the Executive Director. 

This delegation will be in writing describing the authority granted. 

8. Authority to execute contracts. 

(a) Purchase orders. The District Board hereby delegates to the Executive Director the authority 

to execute purchase orders and bind the District. 

(b) Contracts. 

(1) For contracts the District Board hereby delegates to the Executive Director or designee the 

authority to execute the following contracts and bind the District: 

a. Contracts other than purchase orders as provided in this Section, in the amount of 

$100,000.00 or less; 

b. Any contract for the purchase of goods or construction in any amount less than or equal 

to the funding budgeted and specifically appropriated by the District  Board for the 

acquisition or project; 

c. Change orders or contract modifications to existing contracts, provided that the total 

amount after execution of the change order or contract modification does not exceed the 

funds budgeted or the adjusted budget and specifically appropriated for the project. 

(2) The authority granted in Subsections (b) (1) is subject to the following conditions: 

a. The goods, services, or construction was procured in accordance with this chapter as 

determined by the Purchasing Agent; 

b. The contract is in a form acceptable to the District’s  Legal Counsel; 

c. There is no local, state or federal requirement that the chief elected official or other 

official must sign the contract; 

d. Approval by the District Board if the purchase is in excess of $100,000.00.  

(3) The Executive Directors power to delegate authority to execute contracts is limited to the 

contract amount of $100,000.00, exclusive of NMGRT, or less. 

(4) All other contracts must be approved by the District Board prior to execution by the 

Executive Director, as appropriate. 
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ARTICLE III. SOURCE SELECTION AND CONTRACTS 

9.  Competitive sealed Invitations for Bids (IFBs). 

The Purchasing Agent shall be responsible for developing procedures for processing, recording and 

securing all documents for bids. Confidential information shall be identified as such by the bidder, 

and subject to state laws regarding its handling. The user department manager shall appoint the bid 

evaluation committee and committee chairperson. 

(a) Conditions for use. All contracts of the District shall be awarded by competitive sealed 

bidding except as otherwise provided herein. 

(b) Invitation for bids. An IFB shall be issued and shall include specifications and a sample of the 

standard contractual terms and conditions applicable to the procurement. 

(c) Public notice. Adequate public notice of the IFB shall be given a reasonable time, but not less 

than 15 calendar days prior to the date set for opening of the bids. Resolicitations shall be given 

public notice for a minimum of 10 days prior to the date set for opening of the bids. The 

publication of such notice shall be in a newspaper of general circulation within the District. 

Such public notice shall state the title, place, date and time of bid opening. 

(d) Bidders list. The Purchasing Agent shall send copies of the IFBs to include, but not be 

limited to, those persons that have formally requested from the District the IFB documents for 

submitting bids for particular categories of goods, or construction, and which have paid in advance 

any required fees. The Purchasing Agent may set fees or deposits for different IFBs. Such fees shall 

be related to the actual direct cost of furnishing copies of the IFBs to the prospective bidders. Any 

deposit, less delivery charges, shall be refunded if the documents for bid are returned in usable 

condition within the time specified in the documents for bid, which time limits shall be no less 

than ten calendar days after the date of the bid opening. All forfeited deposits shall be credited to 

the District. 

(e)  Bid opening. Bids shall be opened publicly in the presence of two or more District 

employees and any public present, including bidders, at the time and place designated in the 

IFB. The names of the witnesses will be made a part of the record, and any publicpresent, 

including bidders or offerors, will be given the option to record their names. The amount of each 

bid and such other relevant information as the Purchasing Agent deems appropriate consistent 

with the Inspection of Public Records Act, § 14-2-1 et seq., NMSA 1978, together with the 

name of each bidder, shall be recorded. The record and each bid shall be open to public 

inspection in accordance with the Inspection of Public Records Act. 

(f) Bid acceptance and bid evaluation. Bids shall be unconditionally accepted without alteration or 

correction, except as authorized in this Article. Bids shall be evaluated based on the 

requirements set forth in the IFB, which may include criteria to determine acceptability such as 

inspection, testing, quality, workmanship, delivery and suitability for a particular purpose. Those 

criteria that will affect the bid price and be considered in evaluation for award shall be objectively 

measurable, such as discounts, transportation costs, and total of life cycle costs. The IFB shall set 

forth the evaluation criteria to be used. Only criteria that are set forth in the IFB may be used in 

bid evaluation. Interviews are to be used only for the purpose of clarification. The final 

evaluation results shall be forwarded to the Purchasing Agent. 

(g) Withdrawal of bids and cancellation of awards. Bidder may withdraw its bid by written notice and 

received by Purchasing Agent prior to bid opening. After bid opening, no changes in bid prices or 
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other provisions of bids prejudicial to the interests of the District or fair competition shall be 

permitted. In lieu of bid correction, a low bidder alleging a material mistake of fact may be 

permitted to withdraw its bid if: 

(1) The mistake is clearly evident on the face of the bid document; or 

(2) The bidder submits evidence which clearly and convincingly demonstrates that a mistake was 

made. 

Any decision to permit correction before withdrawal of bid or to cancellation of awards or 

contracts based on bid mistakes shall be supported by a written determination made by the 

Purchasing Agent including the grounds upon which the determination was made. 

(h)  Negotiations. If the low responsive and responsible bid for a construction project exceeds available 

funds as certified by the Finance Manager and such bid does not exceed such funds by more than 

ten percent (10%), the Purchasing Agent is authorized, when time or economic considerations 

preclude resolicitation of work of a reduced scope, to negotiate an adjustment of the bid price with 

the low responsive and responsible bidder in order to bring the bid within the amount of 

available funds.. 

(1) Should negotiation fail to reduce the cost, the Purchasing Agent may then negotiate with the 

next lowest bidder; 

(2) Should negotiation again fail bidder to reduce the cost, the Purchasing Agent may then 

negotiate with the next lowest or cancel the bid. 

(i)   Award. The contract shall be awarded with reasonable promptness by appropriate written notice 

to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder whose bid meets the requirements and criteria 

set forth in the IFB. An award may be made on an all-or-nothing or multiple source basis, 

consistent with Section 19 (b), whichever is the most advantageous to the District . 

(j)   Multistep sealed bidding. When it is considered impractical to prepare initially a purchase 

description to support an award based on price, an IFB may be issued requesting the 

submission of unpriced offers, which may include a separate sealed price proposal, or may 

be followed by an IFB limited to those bidders whose offers have been determined to be 

technically acceptable under the criteria set forth in the first solicitation. 

(k)  Identical bids. When competitive sealed bids are used and two or more of the bids 

submitted are identical in price and are the low bid, the Purchasing Agent may: 

(1) Award pursuant to the multiple source award provision of section 19 (b); 

(2) Award by lottery or game of chance of the Purchasing Agent’s choosing to one of the 

identical low bidders; or 

(3) Reject all bids and re-solicit bids for the required goods, services, or construction. 
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Competitive sealed Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and Qualifications (RFQs). 

The Purchasing Agent shall be responsible for developing procedures for processing, recording and 

securing all documents for RFPs and RFQs. Confidential information shall be identified as such by 

the proposer, and subject to state laws regarding its handling. The user department director shall 

appoint the bid evaluation committee and committee chairperson. 

10. Conditions for Use of RFP. When the Purchasing Agent determines that, based on written 

justification provided by the user department, the use of competitive sealed bidding is either not 

practical or not advantageous in seeking the best value to the District, a contract may be entered 

into by use of RFPs. 

(1) Issuing the RFP. Proposals shall be solicited through an RFP which shall be issued 

and shall include the specifications for the goods, services or construction, a sample copy of 

the proposed contract terms applicable to the procurement unless waived by the 

Purchasing Agent, additional requirements specific to a particular procurement as may be 

in the best interest of the District, the location where proposals are to be received and the 

date, time and place where proposals are to be received. 

(2) Multistep RFPs. When, because of the unique set of qualifications needed 

the Purchasing Agent considers it impractical to prepare initially a solicitation which includes 

price, an RFP may be issued requesting the submission of Statement of Qualifications (SOQs) 

which include a separate sealed price proposal, or may be followed by an RFP limited to 

those offerors whose offers have been determined by the evaluation committee to be 

qualified under the criteria set forth in the first solicitation. 

(3) Public notice. Adequate public notice of the RFP shall be given in the same manner as 

provided in Section 9 (c). 

(4) Offerors list. The Purchasing Agent shall send copies of each RFP to at least those 

persons that have formally requested from the purchasing office the documents for 

submitting a proposal. Registration fees or deposits may be required as provided in section 

9 (d). 

(5) Receipt of proposals. Proposals shall be handled so as to prevent disclosure of the 

identity of any offeror or the contents of any proposal to competing offerors during the 

process of negotiation. A register of proposals shall be prepared containing the name of each 

offeror, the number of modifications received, if any, and a description sufficient to identify the 

item offered. The register of proposals shall be open for public inspection only after 

contract award. 

 

(6) Evaluation factors. The RFP shall state the relative weight of price and other evaluation 

factors. 

 

(7) Evaluation of the RFP. Interviews are only for the purpose of clarification, and may 

be used for adjusting the initial score. The final evaluation results shall be forwarded to the 

Purchasing Agent. 
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(8) Discussion with responsible offerors and revisions to proposals. As provided in the RFP, 

discussions may be conducted with responsible offerors who submit proposals 

determined to be reasonably likely to be selected for award for the purpose of 

clarification to ensure full understanding and conformation with the solicitation 

requirements for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers. In conducting 

discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals 

submitted by finalist offerors. 

 

(9) Award shall be made to the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined in 

writing by the evaluating committee to be the most advantageous to the District, taking into 

consideration the evaluation factors set forth in the request for proposals. No other factors or 

criteria shall be used in the evaluation. The contract file shall contain the written basis on 

which the award is made. 

 

11. Conditions for use of RFQs. When the Purchasing Agent determines in writing, based on 

written justification provided by the user department that the use of an IFB or RFP is either not 

practical or not advantageous to the District in soliciting professional services, a contract may be 

entered into by use of competitive sealed RFQs. The Purchasing Agent shall publicly issue 

an RFQ for professional service providers to submit a Statement of Qualifications and to 

negotiate such contracts on the basis of demonstrated competence and qualifications and 

performance date. 

(1) Issuing and processing the RFQ. The RFQ will be handled in the same manner as in 

subsections (1) through (7) of Section 10(a) above except for a price proposal, which is not 

used. 

(2) Selection process. The evaluation committee shall select, ranked in the order of their 

qualifications, the person(s) deemed to be the most highly qualified to perform the 

required services, after considering the following criteria: 

a. Specialized design or technical competence of the person regarding the type of 

services required; 

b. Capacity and capability of the person, including any consultants, their 

representatives, qualifications, and locations, to perform the work, within the time 

limitations; 

c. Past record of performance on contract with government agencies or private industry 

with respect to such factors as control of costs, quality of work and ability to meet 

schedules; and/or 

d. Any other criteria as deemed necessary. 

(3) Negotiation. Upon selection of the finalist(s), the Purchasing Agent or designee 

shall negotiate a contract with the person considered to be the most qualified for the required 

services at compensation which the Purchasing Agent or designee determines in writing to 

be fair and reasonable to the District . In making this decision, the Purchasing Agent or designee 

shall take into account the estimated value, the scope, the complexity and the professional 

nature of the services to be rendered. Should the Purchasing Agent or designee be unable 

to negotiate a contract at a fair and reasonable price with the selected person, the valuation 

committee shall select additional persons in order of their competence and qualifications, and 
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the Purchasing Agent or designee shall continue negotiations with the additional persons 

in the order of their competence and qualifications in accordance with this section until 

an agreement is reached. 

12. Small purchases. 
 

A. Generally. Any purchase may be made in accordance with the small purchase procedures 

authorized in this Section. A purchase shall not be artificially divided so as to constitute a small 

purchase under this Section. Professional services not exceeding $50,000.00 may be but are not 

required to be conducted by competitive written proposal.  

B. Any purchases not exceeding $10,000.00, exclusive of applicable gross receipts tax. The 

Purchasing Agent shall adopt operational procedures for making small purchases not exceeding 

$10,000.00. Such operational procedures shall provide for obtaining adequate and reasonable 

competition for the goods, services or construction being purchased, properly account for the 

funds expended and facilitate an audit of the small purchases made. 

C. Purchases from $10,000.01 to $35,000.00, exclusive of applicable gross receipts tax. Insofar 

as it is practical, the purchaser shall solicit no less than three quotations. Award shall be made to 

the person offering the lowest acceptable quotation. The names of the persons from which 

quotations were solicited, and the date and the amount of each quotation, shall be recorded and 

maintained in accordance with established District records retention standards. 

D. Procurement of professional services not exceeding $50,000.00, exclusive of applicable 

gross receipts tax. Professional services having a value not exceeding $50,000.00 may be 

procured without competitive sealed bids or proposals. For Professional Services the department 

may determine available sources and negotiate directly with the prospective vendors. Competitive 

informal proposals or quotes are recommended in order to obtain the services in the best interest 

of the District, but are not required.  

13. Sole source procurement. 

A contract may be awarded without competition when the Purchasing Agent determines in writing, 

after conducting a good faith review of available sources, that there is only one source for the 

required goods, service or construction item in the USA. A sole source selection may also result 

when there is only one respondent to an RFI as in Section 33(c)(2). The Purchasing Agent or 

designee shall conduct negotiations, as appropriate, as to price, delivery and terms. A record of these 

procurements shall be maintained as a public record and shall list each contractor's name, the amount 

and type of each contract, a listing of the items procured under each contract, a letter or memo of 

justification documenting the reason for the selection of the source, and the identification number of 

each contract file. 

 

14. Emergency procurements. 

The Purchasing Agent may make or authorize others to make emergency procurements of goods, 

services or construction items when there exists a threat to public health, welfare or safety, provided 

that such emergency procurements shall be made with such competition as is practicable under the 

circumstances. A written determination of the basis for the emergency and for the selection of the 

particular contractor shall be included in the contract file. As soon as practicable, a record of each 

emergency procurement shall be made and shall set forth the contractor's name, the amount and type of 
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the contract, a listing of the items procured under the contract and the identification number of the 

contract file. 

15. Cancellation of solicitations. 

An IFB, an RFP or other solicitation may be canceled, or any or all bids or proposals may be rejected 

when it is in the best interests of the District. The reasons therefore shall be made part of the file. 

Each solicitation issued by the District shall state that the solicitation may be canceled and that 

any bid or proposal may be rejected in whole or in part when in the best interest of the District. 

Notice of cancellation shall be sent to all respondents. The notice shall identify the solicitation, 

explain the reason for cancellation and, where appropriate, explain that an opportunity will be 

given to compete on any resolicitation or any future procurements of similar items. Reasons for 

rejection shall be provided upon request by unsuccessful bidders or offerors. 

16. Responsibility of bidders and offerors.  

Determination of non-responsibility. If a bidder or offeror is found to be non-responsible, the 

Purchasing Agent shall prepare a written determination of nonresponsibility setting forth the basis 

of the finding. The unreasonable failure of a bidder or offeror to supply information promptly in 

connection with an inquiry with respect to responsibility may be grounds for a determination of 

nonresponsibility with respect to such bidder or offeror. The final determination shall be made part of 

the contract file and be made public record. 

 

17. Cost or pricing data. 
 

(a) Required submissions relating to the award of contracts. A prospective contractor shall 

submit cost or pricing data when the contract is expected to exceed $500,000.00 and is to 

be awarded by competitive sealed proposals (Section 10) or by sole source 

procurement (Section 12). The submission of cost or pricing data relating to the award of a 

contract is not required when: 

(1) The contract price is based on competitive bid; 

(2) The contract price is based on established catalog prices or market prices; 

(3) The contract price is set by law or regulations; 

(4) The contract is for professional services; 

(5) The contract is awarded pursuant to the Public Building Energy Efficiency Act; 

(6) The Purchasing Agent determines in writing that the requirements of this Section may be 

waived, and the determination states the reasons for such waiver. 

(b) Required submissions relating to change orders or contract modifications. A contractor 

shall submit cost or pricing data prior to the pricing of any change order or contract 

modification, including adjustment to contracts awarded by competitive sealed bidding, 

whether or not cost or pricing data was required in connection with the initial pricing of the 

contract, when the change or modification involves aggregate increases or aggregate 

decreases in cost, plus applicable profits, that are expected to exceed ten percent (10%) of 
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original contract price. The submission of cost or pricing data relating to the pricing of a 

change order or contract modification is not required when: 

(1) An unrelated and separately priced adjustment for which cost or pricing data would 

not be required are consolidated for administrative convenience; or 

(2) The Purchasing Agent determines in writing that the requirements of this Section may 

be waived, and the determination states the reasons for such waiver. 

(c) Certification requirements. A contractor, actual or prospective, required to submit cost or 

pricing data in accordance with this Section, shall certify that, to the best of his or her 

knowledge and belief, the cost of pricing data submitted was accurate, complete and current 

as of a mutually specified date prior to the award of the contract or the pricing of the change 

order or contract modification. 

 

(d) Price adjustment provision required. Any contract award, change order or contract 

modification under which the submission and certification of cost or pricing data are required 

shall contain a provision stating that the price to the District , including profit or fee, shall be 

adjusted to exclude any significant sums by which the District  finds that such price was 

increased because the contractor-furnished cost or pricing data was inaccurate, incomplete or 

not current as of the date agreed upon between the District  and the contractor. 

 

18.  Cost or price analysis. 

(a) A cost analysis or price analysis, as appropriate, shall be conducted by the evaluation 

committee or Project Manager prior to award of the contract when required under section 

16. A written record of such analysis shall be made part of the contract file. 

(b) Cost analysis includes the appropriate verification of cost or pricing data, and the use of this 

data, as well as any available historical comparative data, to evaluate: 

(1) Specific elements of costs; 

(2) The necessity of certain costs; 

(3) The reasonableness of amounts estimated for the necessary cost; 

(4) The reasonableness of allowances for contingencies; 

(5) The basis used for allocation of indirect costs; 

(6) The appropriateness of particular indirect costs to the proposed contract; 

and 

(7) The reasonableness of the total cost or price. 

 

(c) Price analysis shall be made upon the following criteria for the same or similar items or 

services: 

(1) Price submissions of prospective bidders or offerors in the current procurement; 
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(2) Prior price quotations and contract prices charged by the bidder, offeror or 

contractor; 

(3) Prices published in catalogues or price list; 

(4) Prices available on the open market; or 

(5) In-house estimates of cost. 

19. Bid and performance bonds on goods or service contracts. 

Bid and performance bonds or other security may be requested for goods and/or service contracts 

as the Purchasing Agent or department manager deems advisable to protect the District’s interests. Any 

such bonding requirements shall be set forth in the solicitation. Bid or performance bonds shall 

not be used as a substitute for determination of a bidder's or offeror's responsibility. 

20. Types of contracts. 

General authority. Subject to the limitations of this Section, any type of contract which is 

appropriate to the procurement and which will promote the best interests of the District will be used, 

provided that the use of a cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost contract is prohibited. A cost reimbursement 

contract may be used only when a determination is made by the Purchasing Agent that such a contract 

is likely to be less costly to the District than any other type or that it is impracticable to obtain the goods, 

service or construction item required except under such a contract. 

(a) Multi-term contracts. 

 

(1) Specified period. A contract can be for multiple fiscal periods, as needed. Unless 

otherwise provided by law, a contract for goods or services may be entered into for any 

period up to four years, subject to the following provisions: 

a. that the term of the contract and conditions of renewal or extension, if any, are 

included in the solicitation; 

b. renewals or extensions may be for up to three consecutive one-year periods; 

c. funds are available for the first fiscal period at the time of contracting. Payment and 

performance obligations for succeeding fiscal periods shall be subject to the 

availability and appropriation of funds thereof; 

d. a multi-term contract that exceeds the Executive Director’s purchasing authority as 

provided in Section 8 of these regulations over the cumulative time period of a 

multi-year contract shall be brought to the District Board for approval;   

e. construction contracts are exempt from the limit. 

(2) Determination prior to use. Prior to the utilization of a mult-iterm contract, the 

Purchasing Agent shall determine that: 
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a. Estimated requirements cover the period of the contract and are reasonably firm and 

continuing; and 

b. Such a contract will serve the best interests of the District by encouraging effective 

competition or otherwise promoting economies in District procurement. 

(3) Cancellation due to unavailability of funds in succeeding fiscal periods. When funds 

are not appropriated or otherwise made available to support continuation of 

performance in a subsequent fiscal period, the contract shall be canceled and the 

contractor shall be reimbursed for the reasonable value of any nonrecurring cost 

incurred but not amortized in the price of the goods or services delivered under the 

contract. Such cost of cancellation may be paid only from any appropriations 

available for such purposes. 

 

(b) Multiple source contracting. 

 

(1) Generally. A multiple source award is an award of a contract for one or more similar 

goods or services to more than one bidder or offeror. The obligation to order the 

District’s actual requirements is limited by the provision of the Uniform 

Commercial Code, NMSA 1978, § 55-1-101 et seq. 

 

(2) Limitations on use. A multiple source award may be made when an award to two or 

more bidders or offerors for similar products is necessary for adequate delivery, 

service or product compatibility. Any multiple source awards shall be made in 

accordance with the provisions of Sections 9 through -11, and 13, as applicable. 

Multiple source awards shall not be made when a single award will meet the District’s 

needs without sacrifice of economy or service. Awards shall not be made for the 

purpose of dividing business, making available product or supplier selection to allow 

for user preference unrelated to utility or economy, or avoiding the resolution of the 

bids. Any such awards shall be limited to the least number of suppliers necessary to meet 

valid requirements. 

 

(3) Contract and solicitation provisions. All eligible users of the contract shall be named 

in the solicitation, and it shall be mandatory that the actual requirements of such users 

that can be met under the contract be obtained in accordance with the contract; provided, 

however, that: 

a. The District  shall reserve the right to take bids separately if a particular quantity 

requirement arises which exceeds its normal requirement or an amount specified in 

the contract; or 

b. The District shall reserve the right to take bids separately if the Purchasing Agent 

approves a finding that the goods or service available under the contract will not 

meet a special need of the District.  

(4) Intent to use. The District shall, in the solicitation document, reserve the right to make 

such an award. 

 

(5) Determination required. The Purchasing Agent shall make a written determination 

setting forth the reasons for a multiple source award, which shall be made a part of the 

procurement file. 
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(c) Price agreements. 

 

(1) Generally. A price agreement is an award of an Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity 

contract for one or more similar goods or services to one or more bidder(s) or 

offeror(s). It is used for anticipated numerous or recurring purchases at a predetermined 

price or pricing structure over an extended time period. Task orders, once initiated 

within the contract term, will continue until the completion of the specific task without 

regard to term of the basic contract unless otherwise stipulated. Since a Price 

Agreement does not have specific delivery of goods or services required at inception, 

individual task orders or purchases shall be approved by the appropriate person in 

accordance with the approval levels in Section 8. 

 

a. Limitations on Use. A price agreement may be awarded subject to the provisions in 

sections 9 through -12 and19 (b). 

 

b. Intent to use. The District shall, in the solicitation document, reserve the right to 

make such an award. 

 

(d) Administrative Grouping of Requirements for Inventory 

 

(1) Generally. Administrative grouping of requirements for inventory recognizes that 

inventory replenishments or purchases are actually an aggregate of multiple discreet 

requirements. With this administrative grouping, each purchase order line stands on its 

own with respect to approval levels in section 8. 

(2) Limitations on use. This method only pertains to items of 

inventory. 

21. Contract clauses and administration. 
 

(a) Contract clauses. All the District contracts for goods, service or construction shall include 

provisions necessary to define the responsibilities and rights of the parties to the contract. 

The Purchasing Agent, after consultation with the District Legal Counsel, may issue 

clauses appropriate for goods, service or construction contracts, addressing among others 

the following subjects: 

 

(1) The unilateral right of the District  to order, in writing, changes in the work within 

the scope of the contract; 

(2) The unilateral right of the District  to order, in writing, temporary stoppage of the work 

or delaying performance that does not alter the scope of the contract; 

(3) Variations occurring between estimated quantities or work in contract and actual 

quantities; 

(4) Defective pricing; 

(5) Liquidated damages; 

(6) Specified excuses for delay or nonperformance; 
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(7) Termination of the contract for default; 

(8) Termination of the contract in whole or in part for the convenience of the 

District ; 

 

(9) Suspension of work on a construction project ordered by the District ; 

 

(10) Site conditions differing from those indicated in the contract or ordinarily 

encountered, except that a differing site conditions clause need not be 

included in a contract when: 

 

a. The contract is negotiated; 

 

b. The contractor provides the site or design; or 

 

c. The parties have otherwise agreed with respect to the risk of differing site 

conditions.  

 

d. Insurance. 

 

(b) Price adjustments.  Adjustments in price resulting from the use of contract clauses by 

Subsection (a) of this section shall be computed in one or more of the following ways: 

 

(1) By agreement on a fixed price adjustment before commencement of the pertinent 

performance or as soon thereafter as practicable; 

(2)  By unit prices specified in the contract or subsequently agreed upon; 

(3)  By the costs attributable to the events or situations under such clauses with 

adjustments of profit or fee, all as specified in the contracts or subsequently agreed 

upon; 

(4)  In such other manner as the contracting parties may mutually agree upon; 

(5)  In the absence of agreement by the parties, a unilateral determination by the 

District  of the costs attributable to the events or situations under such clauses 

with adjustment of profit or fee as computed by the District , as accounted 

for in accordance with generally accepted cost accounting principles and subject to 

the provisions of Article VII of this Chapter. 

(6)  A contractor shall be required to submit cost or pricing data if any adjustment in 

contract price is subject to the provisions of section 16. 

(c) Standard clauses and their modification. The Purchasing Agent, after consultation with the 

District’s Legal Counsel, may establish standard contract clauses for use in the District contracts. 

If the Purchasing Agent establishes any standard clauses addressing the subjects set forth 

in Subsection (a) of this section, such clauses may be varied, provided that any variations are 

supported by a written determination stating the circumstances justifying such variations. 
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(d) Advance payment clause permitted. Advance payment may be permitted when, in 

consultation with the District’s Legal Counsel, the Purchasing Agent authorizes a contract 

under Section 3 (b)4 Procurement of goods, services, or construction items under existing 

contract, and such prior contract relied upon contains an advance payment clause. 
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22. Cooperative procurement authorized. 

The District may join, participate in, sponsor, or administer a cooperative procurement 

agreement for the procurement of goods, services or construction with any other federal agency, 

state agency, tribal entities or other public entity. 

23. Cost reimbursement provisions. 

 

Cost reimbursement contracts funded by federal agencies shall satisfy the requirements of 41 CFR 

1-15. 

 

24. Right to inspect plant. 

 

The District may, at reasonable times, inspect the part of the plant, place of business or worksite 

of a contractor or subcontractor at any tier which is pertinent to the performance of any contract awarded 

or to be awarded by the District. 

25. Right to audit records. 

(a) Audit of cost or pricing data. The District may, at reasonable times and places, with written notice, 

audit the records of any contractor who has submitted cost or pricing data pursuant to Section 

16, to the extent that such records are pertinent to such cost or pricing data. Any person who 

receives a contract, change order, or contract modification for which cost or pricing data is required 

shall maintain such records that are pertinent to such cost or pricing data for six years from the 

date of final payment under the contract. 

(b) Contract audit. The District shall be entitled to audit the records of a contractor or a 

subcontractor at any tier under negotiated contract or subcontract to the extent that such records 

are pertinent to the performance of such contract or subcontract. Such records shall be 

maintained by the contractor and subcontractor(s) for a period of six years from the date of final 

payment under the prime contract. 

26. Reporting of anticompetitive practices. 

When for any reason collusion or other anticompetitive practices are suspected among any bidders 

or offerors, a notice of the relevant facts shall be transmitted to the District’s Legal Counsel for 

forwarding to the state attorney general. 

27. District procurement records. 

(a) Public access to procurement information. Procurement information shall be public record to the 

extent provided in the Inspection of Public Records Act. 

(b) Contract file. All determinations and other written records pertaining to the solicitation, 

award or performance of a contract shall be maintained for the District in a contract file by the 

Purchasing Agent. The documents attached to this policy are illustrative only and are subject to 

modification and change at the discretion of the Purchasing Agent.   

(c) Retention of procurement records. All procurement records shall be recorded and 

maintained in accordance with established District records retention standards. All federal 

contracts shall be maintained for three years after the closeout date of the contract. 
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ARTICLE IV. SPECIFICATIONS 

28. Maximum practicable competition. 

All specifications shall be drafted so as to promote overall economy for the purposes intended and 

encourage competition in satisfying the District’s needs, and shall not be unduly restrictive. The 

policy enunciated in this Section applies to all specifications including, but not limited to, those 

prepared for the District by architects, engineers, designers and draftsmen. 

29. Qualified products list. 

The Purchasing Agent may develop a qualified products list, in accordance with Article V of this 

Chapter. Should any product be available only from a sole source, the using department and purchasing 

office must review specifications at least annually and make a written determination as to the sole 

source status. The qualified products list status shall in no way be used to limit competition. 

30. Brand name or equal specifications. 
 

(a) Use. Brand name or equal specifications may be used when the Purchasing Agent 

determines in writing that: 

(1) No other design or performance specification or qualified products list is available; 

(2) Time does not permit the preparation of another form or purchase description not 

including a brand name specification; 

(3) The nature of the product or the nature of the District 's requirements makes use of a brand 

name or equal specification suitable for the procurement; or 

(4) Use of a brand name or equal specifications is in the District’s best interests. 

(b) Designation of several brand names. Brand name or equal specifications shall seek to designate 

brands as are practicable as "or equal" references and shall further state that substantially 

equivalent products to those designated will be considered for award. 

(c) Required characteristics. Unless the Purchasing Agent determines that the essential 

characteristics of the brand names included in the specifications are commonly known in the industry 

or trade, brand name or equal specification shall include a description of the particular design, 

functional or performance characteristics which are required. 

(d) Nonrestrictive use of brand name or equal specifications. Where a brand name or equal 

specification is used in a solicitation, the solicitation shall contain explanatory language that the 

use of a brand name is for the purpose of describing the standard quality, performance and 

characteristics desired and is not intended to limit or restrict competition. 

(e) Exemption. Small purchases described in Section 11(b) are exempt from this provision.  
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31. Brand name specification. 
 

(a) Use. Since use of a brand name specification is restrictive of product competition, it may be used 

only when the purchaser has justified and the Purchasing Agent makes a written determination 

that only the identified brand name item will satisfy the District 's needs. 

(b) Competition. The Purchasing Agent shall seek to identify sources from which the 

designated brand name item can be obtained and shall solicit such sources to achieve whatever 

degree of price competition is practicable. If only one source can supply the requirement, the 

procurement shall be made under Section 12. 

(c) Exemption. Small purchases described in Section 11(b) are exempt from this provision.  

 

32. Item Life-cycle specifications. 
 

The District may use item life-cycle specifications in evaluating bids if such method is required in 

the IFB. Life-cycle specifications shall use criteria to take into consideration the initial purchase 

price, life, output, maintenance or consumption, disposal value, complexity of operation, required 

training and other factors contributing to the overall cost of an item. 

33. Total cost specifications. 

The District may use total cost specifications in evaluating bids if such method is required in the IFB. 

Total cost specifications criteria is the same as life-cycle specifications, except the disposal value has 

been predetermined and is included in the contract as an option. This option is to trade in at this 

predetermined fixed price, or sell at the District’s option. 

34. Complex specifications. 

In the event a department develops a need for goods, service or construction with a complex set of 

specifications or scope of work and the department desires assistance to develop them, the department 

shall request in writing that the Purchasing Agent issue a Request for Information (RFI). 

(a) The user department shall provide as much information as feasible to the Purchasing Agent for 

development of the RFI; 

(b) The Purchasing Agent shall prepare the RFI and process it as in Section 10; 

(c) Upon receipt of the Information: 

(1) If from multiple sources, the user department shall make a good faith effort to combine the 

various inputs into a coherent whole; or 

(2) If from only one source, the department may use the document as the basis for a sole source 

justification. 

(3) The information assembled in Subsection (c) (1) above shall be used as the basis for an IFB 

or RFP. 
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ARTICLE V. PROCUREMENT OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT  

AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 

35. Selection of construction management. The Project Manager shall have discretion to: 

 

(a) select the appropriate method of construction management for a particular project. In 

determining which method to use, the Project Manager shall consider the District 's 

requirements, its resources, and the potential contractor's capabilities; 

(b) select which method of solicitation for construction management applies for a particular 

project, either as a single-step or multi-step RFP as in Section 10(a), or as an RFQ in Section 

II10(b) Article III. 

36. Bid security. 
 

(a) Requirement. Bid security shall be required for all competitive sealed bidding for 

construction contracts when the price is estimated by the using agency to exceed 

$50,000.00. Bid security shall be a bond provided by a surety company authorized to do 

business in the state, or the equivalent in cash, or otherwise supplied in a form 

satisfactorytosatisfactory to the District. Such bonds on construction contracts under 

$50,000.00 may be required by the Purchasing Agent when the circumstances warrant. 

 

(b) Amount. Bid security shall be in an amount equal to at least five percent (5%) of the total 

amount of the bid including all options. 

 

(c) Rejection of bids for noncompliance with bid security requirements. When the IFB requires 

security, noncompliance requires that the bid be rejected unless it is determined the bid fails to 

comply only in a non-substantial manner with the security requirements. 

 

(d) Withdrawal of bids. If a bidder is permitted to withdraw its bid before award as provided in 

Article III Section 9 (g) no action shall be taken against the bidder or the bid security. 

 

37. Contract performance and payment bonds. 
 

(a) When required; amounts. When a construction contract is awarded in excess of $50,000.00, the 

following bonds or security shall be delivered to the District and shall become binding on the 

parties upon the execution of the contract: 

(1) A performance bond satisfactory to the District , executed by a surety company 

authorized to do business in the state or otherwise secured in a manner satisfactory to 

the District , in an amount equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the price specified in 

the contract;  and 

(2) A payment bond satisfactory to the District , executed by a surety company authorized to 

do business in the state or otherwise secured in a manner satisfactory to the District , for 

the protection of all persons supplying labor and material to the contractor or its 

subcontractors for the performance of the work provided for in the contract. The bond 

shall be in an amount equal to 100% of the price specified in the contract. 
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(b) Authority to require additional bonds. The District retains the authority to require a 

performance bond or other security in addition to those bonds, or in circumstances other 

than specified in Subsection (a) of this section. 

 

(c) Suits on payment bonds; right to institute. Unless otherwise authorized by law, any person 

who has furnished labor or material to the contractor or subcontractors, whether in an 

expressed or implied contract, for the work provided in the contract, for which a payment 

bond is furnished under this Section, and who has not been paid in full within 90 days from 

the date on which that person last performed the labor or supplied the material, shall have 

the right to sue on the payment bond for any amount unpaid at the time the suit is instituted 

upon giving written notice to the contractor within 90 days from the date on which that 

person last performed the labor or supplied the material. That person shall state in the 

notice the amount claimed and the name of the party to whom the material was supplied or 

for whom the labor was performed. The notice shall be served personally or by registered or 

certified mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the contractor at any place the 

contractor maintains an office or conducts business. 

 

(d) Suits on payment bonds; where and when brought. Unless otherwise authorized by law, 

every suit instituted upon a payment bond shall be brought in a court of competent 

jurisdiction within the District’s boundaries. 

 

38. Copies of bond forms. 

Any person may request and obtain from the District a certified copy of a bond upon payment of the 

cost of reproduction of the bond and postage, if any. A certified copy of a bond shall be prima 

facie evidence of the contents, execution and delivery of the original. 

39. Architect-engineer and land surveying services. 

(a) Source selection. The Purchasing Agent shall publicly issue either a multi-step RFP as in 

section 10(a) or an RFQ as in section 10(b) of Article III for the procurement of architect- 

engineer and land surveying services. 

(b) Selection process. An evaluation committee will be appointed by the Executive Directoror 

his designee for general District departments, requiring architect-engineer or land survey 

services. The committee shall select, ranked in the order of their qualifications, those firms 

submitting SOQs deemed to be the most highly qualified to perform the required services, 

after considering the following criteria: 

(1) Specialized design and technical competence of the business regarding the type of 

services required; 

(2) Capacity and capability of the person, including any consultants, their representatives, 

qualifications, and locations, to perform the work, including any specialized services, 

within the time limitations; 

(3) Past record of performance on contract with government agencies or private industry 

with respect to such factors as control of costs, quality of work and ability to meet 

schedules; 
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(4) Proximity to or familiarity with the area in which the project is located; 

and  

(5) Price may be considered in connection with construction management 

contracts. 

(c) Negotiation. The Purchasing Agent or designee shall negotiate a contract with the 

firm considered to be the most qualified for architect-engineer or land surveying 

services at compensation which the Purchasing Agent or designee determines in 

writing to be fair and reasonable to the District . In making this decision, the 

Purchasing Agent or designee shall take into account the estimated value, the 

scope, the complexity and the professional nature of the services to be rendered. 

Should the Purchasing Agent or designee be unable to negotiate a contract at a 

fair and reasonable price with the selected firm, the selection committee shall 

select additional firms in order of their competence and qualifications, and the 

Purchasing Agent or designee shall continue negotiations with the additional firms in 

the order of their competence and qualifications in accordance with this section 

until an agreement is reached. 

 

40. Construction projects. 

 

(a) Except as provided in section 40, a person selected to perform architect-engineer or land 

surveying services shall not be eligible for consideration for construction projects that result 

from the person’s design or engineering services obtained separately from 

construction services. 

 

(b) The successful person is not precluded from providing project management or construction 

management services for the design or engineering services which it has provided. 

 

41. Design-build projects. 
 

(a) A design-build project delivery system may be authorized when the Purchasing Agent 

makes a determination in writing that it is appropriate and in the best interest of the District  

to use the system on a specific project. The project may be construed to mean the initial 

desired outcome including any specific site for construction or alternate site that may be 

identified after a contract has been awarded. The determination shall be issued only after 

the Purchasing Agent has taken into consideration the following criteria, which shall be used 

as the minimum basis in determining when to use the design-build process: 

(1) The extent to which the project requirements and possible options have been, or can be, 

adequately defined; 

(2) Time constraints for delivery of the project; 

(3) The capability and experience of potential teams with the design-build process; 

(4) The suitability of the project for use of the design-build process as concerns special 

expertise, time, schedule, costs and/or quality; and 
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(5) The capability of the District to manage the project, including experienced personnel 

or outside consultants, and to oversee the project with persons who are familiar with 

the design-build process. 

 

(b) When a determination has been made by the Purchasing Agent that it is appropriate to use a 

design-build project delivery system, the design-build team shall include, as needed, a 

state licensed engineer or architect, and a contractor properly licensed in New Mexico for 

the type of work required. 

 

(c) For each proposed design-build project, a two-phase procedure for awarding design-build 

contracts shall be adopted and shall include at a minimum the following: 

(1) During phase one, an RFQ shall be prepared for an engineer or architect teamed with 

a New Mexico licensed contractor in accordance with section 38 and shall include 

minimum qualifications, a scope of work statement and schedule, documents 

defining the project requirements, and a description of the phase two 

requirements and subsequent management needed to bring the project to completion. 

The qualifications of responding persons shall be evaluated and a maximum of five 

firms shall be short listed in accordance with technical and qualifications-based 

criteria; and 

(2) During phase two, the short-listed persons shall be invited to submit proposals 

which include a “rough order of magnitude estimate”, concepts or solutions, and 

scheduling. Unsuccessful short-listed persons may be paid a stipend as described 

in a particular RFP. After evaluations of these submissions, selection may be made 

and a contract awarded to the highest ranked team for the design and construction of 

the project upon the site identified in the solicitation or such other site as may be 

identified by District after award of the contract. 

(3) The requesting department will establish design-build specifications and 

requirements for  

each project that will strive for the delivery of a quality project on time and within 

budget. 
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ARTICLE VI.  SUSPENSION OR DEBARMENT  

 

42. Authority to suspend or debar. 
 

(a) Suspension. After consultation with the District’s Legal Counsel, the Purchasing 

Agent is authorized to suspend a person from consideration for award of contracts if 

there is probable cause to believe that the person has engaged in any activity which might lead 

to debarment. The suspension shall be for a period not to exceed three months. 

(b) Debarment. After reasonable notice to the person involved and reasonable opportunity for 

that person to be heard, the Purchasing Agent, after consulting with the District’s Legal 

Counsel, and notice to the Executive Director, is authorized to debar for cause a person 

from consideration for award of contracts. The debarment shall be for a period of not more 

than three years. The causes for debarment include the following: 

(1) Conviction for commission of a criminal offense as an incident to obtaining or 

attempting to obtain a public or private contract or subcontract, or the performance or 

such contract or subcontract; 

(2) Conviction under state or federal statutes of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, 

falsification or destruction of records, receiving stolen property or any other 

offense indicating a lack of business integrity or business honesty which currently, 

seriously and directly affects responsibility as a District  contractor; 

(3) Conviction under state or federal antitrust statutes arising out of submission of bids or 

proposals; 

(4) Violation of contract provisions within the past three years, as set forth below, of a 

character which is regarded by the Purchasing Agent to be so serious as to justify 

debarment action: 

a. Deliberate failure without good cause to perform in accordance 

with the specifications or within the time limit provided in the contract; or 

b. A recent record of preventable failure to perform or of unsatisfactory 

performance in accordance with the terms of one or more contracts. 

(5) Any other cause the Purchasing Agent determines to be so serious and compelling as to 

affect responsibility as a District contractor, including debarment by 

another governmental entity for any cause listed in this Article; and 

(6) For violation of the ethical standards set forth in Article IX of this 

Chapter.  

(7) Failure to disclose any of (1) through (6) above in a solicitation as may be 

requested. 

43. Decision to suspend or debar. 
 

The Purchasing Agent shall issue a written decision to suspend or debar. The decision shall state 

the reasons for the action taken and inform the suspended or debarred person involved of his/her rights 

concerning judicial or administrative review. 
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44. Notice of decision. 

 

A copy of the decision required by Section 42 shall be mailed, postage pre-paid certified mail 

return receipt requested or otherwise furnished immediately to the suspended or debarred person. 

 

45. Finality of decision. 

A decision under Section 42 shall be final and conclusive unless the suspended or debarred person within 

15 calendar days after receipt of decision takes an appeal to the District Board. 

46. Appeal. 

Any appeal to the District Board of an adverse decision shall be made by filing a notice of appeal 

with the Executive Director’s office within 15 calendar days after the decision has been delivered 

to the aggrieved person. The proceeding before the District Board shall be de novo. The decision by 

the District Board under this subsection shall be final. The District Board’s decision may be appealed 

pursuant to Section 39-3.1.1 and NMRA 1-074 to a court of competent jurisdiction within the 

District’s boundaries. 
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ARTICLE VII. PROTESTS, APPEALS AND REMEDIES 

47. Authority to resolve protested solicitations and awards. 

The Purchasing Agent is responsible to address, process, and exercise the following: 

(a) Protests of bid or RFP specifications or scope of work. Any vendor who is aggrieved in 

connection with the specifications or scope of work in a solicitation may protest to the 

Purchasing Agent. The protest shall be submitted in writing no later than 7 calendar days 

prior to the deadline for receipt of the bid or proposal. No protest bond will apply to such 

protest. The Purchasing Agent shall issue a determination in writing within 2 work days of 

receipt of such protest, and either proceed with the solicitation, modify it, or cancel it 

(b) Right to protest; protest bond. Any actual or prospective bidder, offeror or contractor who is 

aggrieved in connection with the solicitation or award of a contract may protest to the 

Purchasing Agent. The protest shall contain all the grounds for such protest, and must be 

submitted in writing within 15 calendar days after such aggrieved person knows or should 

have known of the facts giving rise thereto, along with a bond provided by a surety company 

authorized to do business in the state, or the equivalent in cash, or otherwise supplied in a 

form satisfactory to the District. The amount of the bond shall not exceed the estimated 

cost to the District of processing and defending a protest. Only one protest per person per 

solicitation is permitted. 

(c) Authority to resolve protests. The Purchasing Agent shall have the authority, prior to the 

commencement of an action in court concerning the controversy, to settle and resolve a 

protest of an aggrieved bidder, offeror or contractor, actual or prospective, concerning the 

solicitation or award of a contract. 

(d) Decision. If the protest is not resolved by mutual agreement, the Purchasing Agent shall 

promptly issue a decision in writing stating the reason for the action taken and informing the 

protestant of its right to appeal the decision to the District Board. A copy of the decision of 

the Purchasing Agent shall be mailed, return receipt requested, or hand-delivered to the 

protestant or to the address provided in the protest. 

(e) Appeal. Any appeal to the District Board of an adverse decision shall be made by filing 

with the Executive Director’s office within 15 calendar days after the decision has been 

delivered to the aggrieved person. The proceeding before the Board shall be de novo. The 

Board shall decide whether the solicitation or award was in accordance with this Policy, 

procedures, and the terms and conditions of the solicitation. 

(f) Decisions final. A decision of the District Board under this Section shall be final and 

conclusive. The aggrieved person may seek judicial review in the state First Judicial District 

Court within 30 days of the receipt of notice of the decision of the District Board. 

(g) Stay of procurements during protests. In the event of a timely protest under subsection (a) 

of this section, the Purchasing Agent shall not proceed further with the solicitation or with the 

award of the contract unless the Purchasing Agent, after consultation with the Executive 

Director, makes a written determination that the award of the contract without delay is 

necessary to protect substantial interests of the District. 

(h) Entitlement to costs. 
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(1) When a protest is sustained and the protesting bidder or offeror should have been 

awarded the contract under the solicitation but was not, then the protesting bidder 

or offeror shall be entitled, in addition to any other relief, to the reasonable costs 

incurred in connection with the protest or appeal costs other than attorney's fees. 

(2) Should the protest be denied, the District shall be entitled to recover reasonable 

costs for processing and adjudicating the protest, and for costs associated 

with an unreasonable delay of the contract. Recovery of these costs shall not be 

limited to the proceeds from the protest bond. Excess bond proceeds shall be 

returned to the person. 

48. Contract Claims. 

Claims include, without limitation, disputes arising under a contract, and those based upon breach 

of contract, mistake, misrepresentation or other cause for contract modification or rescission. 

Within15 calendar days of the time the contractor knows or should have known of the facts and 

circumstances giving rise to a claim the following procedure shall apply: 

(a) Notice of claim to the Purchasing Agent. All claims by a contractor against the District 

relating to a contract except bid protests shall be submitted in writing to the Purchasing 

Agent for decision. The contractor may request a conference with the Purchasing Agent on 

the claim. 

(b) Notice to the contractor of the Purchasing Agent's decision. The decision of the Purchasing 

Agent shall be issued in writing within 15 calendar days of claim notice and immediately 

mailed, or otherwise furnished, to the contractor. The decision shall state reasons for the 

decision reached, and shall inform the contractor of its appeal rights under subsection (d) of 

this section. 

(c) Failure to render timely decision. If the Purchasing Agent does not issue a written decision 

regarding any contract controversy within 15 days after written request for a final 

decision, or within such longer period as may be agreed upon between the parties, then the 

aggrieved party may proceed as if an adverse decision had been received. 

(d) Appeal. Any appeal to the District Board of an adverse decision shall be made by filing 

with the Executive Directors office within 15 calendar days after the decision has been 

received by the aggrieved person. The proceeding before the District Board shall be de 

novo. 

(e) Decisions by Board final; exception. A decision of the District Board under this section 

shall be final and conclusive unless a protestant seeks judicial review in the state First 

Judicial District Court within 30 days of the receipt of notice of the decision of the District 

Board. 

 

49. Remedies for solicitations or awards in violation of law. 

(a) Prior to bid opening or closing date for receipt of proposals. If, prior to the bid opening 

or the closing date for receipt of proposals, the Purchasing Agent, after consultation with the 

District  Attorney, determines that a solicitation is in violation of applicable law or 

regulation then the solicitation shall be canceled by the Purchasing Agent or revised to 

comply with applicable law. 
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(b) Prior to award. If, after bid opening or the closing date for receipt of proposals, the 

Purchasing Agent, after consultation with the District Legal Counsel, determines that a 

solicitation or a proposed award of a contract is in violation of applicable law then the 

solicitation or proposed award shall be canceled by the Purchasing Agent. 

(c) After award. If, after an award, the Purchasing Agent, after consultation with the District 

Legal Counsel, determines that a solicitation or award of a contract was in violation of 

applicable law, then: 

 If neither the purchaser nor the person awarded the contract has acted fraudulently or in bad 

faith: 

a. The contract or invoice may be ratified and affirmed or approved for payment by 

the Board for any amount or the Executive Director, as applicable, for amounts 

under $100,000.00, provided that it is determined that doing so is in the best 

interests of the District ; or 

b. The contract may be terminated and the person awarded the contract shall be 

compensated for the actual costs reasonably incurred under the contract, plus a 

reasonable profit, prior to the termination; or 

If either the purchaser or the person awarded the contract has acted fraudulently or in bad 

faith, the contract may be declared null and void by the Purchasing Agent, if such action is in 

the best interests of the District. 

50. Procurement violations. 

Unauthorized Purchases. Any Purchase which is not legally and appropriately approved within 

the budget or by other NCRTD action, or which does not substantially comply with the provisions 

of this policy shall be considered an unauthorized purchase, and thereby not subject to payment 

by the District. The District hereby declares and establishes that it will assume no responsibility 

for payment of unauthorized purchases. Furthermore, any individual initiating or otherwise 

executing any unauthorized purchase is solely responsible for payment and may be subject to 

disciplinary action up to and including dismissal. All authorized purchases shall be legally 

budgeted or approved within an appropriate fund or agency account, or within an appropriate line 

item as approved by the Executive Director.  All questionable purchases shall be submitted to the 

Executive Director for review and a determination shall be made by the Executive Director 

regarding the purchase being an authorized or unauthorized purchase under the provisions of this 

policy. 
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ARTICLE VIII.  ETHICS IN PUBLIC CONTRACTING 

51. Employee conflict of interest. 

 

(a) Unless waived under Section 54, it shall be unethical and unlawful for any District 

employee to participate directly or indirectly in any procurement when the District employee 

knows that: 

(1) The District  employee or any member of the District  employee's immediate family has a 

financial interest pertaining to the procurement; or 

(2) Any other person with whom the District employee or any member of a 

District employee’s immediate family is negotiating or has an arrangement 

concerning prospective employment is involved in the procurement contract. 

(b) A District employee or any member of a District employee’s immediate family who holds a 

financial interest in a disclosed blind trust shall not be deemed to have a conflict of interest 

with regard to matters pertaining to that financial trust. 

 

52.  Gratuities and kickbacks. 
 

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to offer, give or agree to give any District employee or 

former District employee, or for any District employee or former District employee to solicit, 

demand, accept or agree to accept from another person, a gratuity or an offer of 

employment in connection with: 

(1) any decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, or preparation of any part of a 

program requirement or a purchase requisition; 

(2) influencing or developing the content or any specifications or procurement 

standard, except as a result of a published Request for Information; 

(3) assisting in rendering of advice, investigation, auditing or in any other advisory 

capacity in proceeding or application, request for ruling, determination, claim or 

controversy, or other particular matter, pertaining to any program requirement 

or a contract or subcontract, or to any solicitation or proposal thereof; or 

(4) accepting any payment, gratuity or offer of employment to be made by or on behalf of a 

subcontractor or higher tier subcontractor or any person associated therewith as an 

inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contract and solicitation clause. The prohibition against gratuities and kickbacks prescribed 

in this section shall be conspicuously set forth in every contract and solicitation. 

 

53. Prohibition against contingent fees. 

 

It shall be unethical and unlawful for a person to be retained, or to retain a person, to solicit or secure 

a District contract upon an agreement or understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage or 

contingent fee, except for retention of bona fide employees or bona fide established 

commercial selling agencies for the purpose of securing business. 
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54. Contemporaneous employment. 

It shall be unethical and unlawful for any District employee who is participating directly or 

indirectly in the procurement process to become or to be, while a District employee, the 

employee of any person contracting with the governmental body by which the employee is 

employed. 

55. Waivers from contemporaneous employment prohibition and other conflicts of interest. 

The District Board may grant a waiver from the employee conflict of interest provision (Section 50) or 

the contemporaneous employment provision (Section 53) upon making a written determination that: 

(1) The contemporaneous employment or financial interest of the District  employee has been 

publicly disclosed prior to solicitation; 

(2) The District  employee will be able to perform its procurement functions without actual or 

apparent bias or favoritism; and 

(3) The award will be in the best interests of the District.  

 

56. Use of confidential information. 
 

It shall be unethical and unlawful for any employee or former employee knowingly to use 

confidential information for actual or anticipated personal gain, or for the actual or anticipated 

personal gain of any other person. 

57. Sanctions. 

In addition to any civil or criminal penalties or fines imposed by federal or state law, the following 

shall apply: 

(a) Employees. The Executive Director may impose any one or more of the following sanctions 

on a District employee for violation of the ethical standards set forth in this division: 

 

(1) Oral or written warning or reprimands; 

 

(2) with or without pay for specified periods of time; or  

 

(3) Termination of employment. 

 

(b) Other Persons. The Purchasing Agent may impose any one or more of the following 

sanctions on a person for violations of the ethical standards: 

 

(1) Written warnings or reprimands; 

 

(2) Termination of contracts; or 

 

(3) Suspension or debarment as provided in Section 41. 
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58. Recovery of value transferred or received in violation of the Code. 

(a) Generally. The District may use any and all legal and equitable remedies to recover the value 

of anything transferred or received in breach of the ethical standards of this Policy by a District 

employee or other person. 

(b)   Recovery of kickbacks by the District. Upon a showing that a subcontractor made a 

kickback to a prime contractor or a higher tier subcontractor in connection with the award of 

a subcontract or order thereunder, it shall be conclusively presumed that the amount was 

included in the price of the subcontract or order and ultimately borne by the District and will 

be recoverable hereunder from the recipient. In addition, that amount may also be recovered 

from the subcontractor making such kickbacks. Recovery from one offending party shall not 

preclude recovery from other offending parties. 
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ARTICLE XI. - FEDERALLY FUNDED PROCUREMENT 

Contractor records. 

If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, the 

contract shall include provisions requiring the contractor and subcontractors at any tier to: 

(1) Maintain for three years from the date of final payment under the contract all books, 

documents, papers, and records pertinent to the contract; and 

(2) Provide to the district, the federal grantor agency, the Comptroller General of the United 

States, or any of their duly authorized representatives access to such books, documents, papers, 

and records for the purposes of examining, auditing, and copying them. 

Patents. 

If a district contract involving research and development, experimental, or demonstration work is 

being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, the contract shall include 

provisions: 

(1) Giving notice to the contractor of the applicable grantor agency requirements and regulations 

concerning reporting of and rights to any discovery or invention arising out of the contract; and 

(2) Requiring a contractor to include a similar provision in all subcontracts involving research and 

development, experimental, or demonstration work. 

Copyrights and rights in data. 

If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, the 

contract shall include a provision giving the contractor notice of the applicable regulations 

concerning the rights of the United States to any plans, drawings, specifications, computer 

programs, technical reports, operating manuals, and similar work products developed and paid for 

under the contract. 

Notice of federal public policy requirements. 

If the district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, and 

the contract is subject to one or more federal public policy requirements, such as: (i) equal 

employment opportunity; (ii) fair labor standards; (iii) energy conservation; (iv) environmental 

protection; or (v) other similar socioeconomic programs, the purchasing agent shall include 

contract provisions giving the contractor notice of these requirements and, where appropriate, 

including in those contract provisions the requirement that the contractor give a similar notice to 

all of its subcontractors. 

Buy American requirements. 

If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, the 

district shall adhere to the appropriate buy American requirements of the federal agency 

providing the assistance. 
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Energy conservation. 

If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, the 

district's solicitation shall seek to promote energy conservation and shall comply with any 

mandatory standards and policies which are contained in the state energy conservation plan 

issued in compliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (PL 94-163). 

Small, women-owned and minority business enterprises. 

(a) Expand participation. If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance 

from a federal agency, the purchasing agent shall take affirmative steps to ensure that small, 

women-owned, and minority businesses are utilized when possible as sources of supplies, 

services, and construction items. 

(b) Examples of affirmative steps. Affirmative steps to be taken shall include the following: 

(1) Including qualified small, women-owned, and minority businesses on solicitation 

lists; 

(2) Ensuring that small, women-owned, and minority businesses are solicited whenever 

they are potential sources; 

(3) When economically feasible, dividing total requirements into smaller tasks or 

quantities to permit maximum small, women-owned, and minority business participation; 

(4) Where the requirement permits, establishing delivery schedules which will encourage 

participation by small, women-owned, and minority business; and 

(5) Using the services and assistance of the small business administration or the office of 

minority business enterprise of the department of commerce, as required. 

(c) Pass-through to subcontracts. A contractor awarded a federally funded contract shall take the 

affirmative steps, as linked in subsection (b) of this section, in awarding its subcontracts. 

Labor surplus area businesses. 

If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, the 

purchasing agent is encouraged to procure supplies, services, and construction items from 

businesses located in labor surplus areas. 

Architectural and engineering services 

(a) If a district contract is being funded in whole or in part by assistance from a federal agency, 

the district shall use qualifications-based competitive proposal procedures when contracting for 

Architectural and engineering services as defined in 40 U.S.C. §541 et seq. and 49 U.S.C. 

§5325(d). Services subject to this requirement include but are not necessarily limited to program 

management, construction management, feasibility studies, preliminary engineering, design, 

architectural, engineering, surveying, mapping, and related services. 

(b) Qualifications-based competitive proposal procedures require that: 
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(1) An offeror's qualifications be evaluated; 

(2) Price be excluded as an evaluation factor; 

(3) Negotiations be conducted with only the most qualified offeror; and 

(4) Failing agreement on price, negotiations with the next most qualified offeror be conducted 

until a contract award can be made to the most qualified offeror whose price is fair and 

reasonable to the district. 

(c) These qualifications-based competitive proposal procedures will be used for the procurement 

of the services listed above. This method of procurement will not be used to obtain other types of 

services even though a firm that provides architectural and engineering services is also a potential 

source to perform other types of services. 

(d) The district will use article III, source selection and contract information, division 1, 

professional and technical services procurement to procure architectural and engineering services 

in accordance with the district's procurement code as amended. 
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 Section II 

 Federal Transit Administration Best Practices Procurement Manual 

  

Policies & Procedures for FTA Related Procurement  

This document has been prepared in accordance with the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) 

procurement policies. Please reference the FTA's Master Agreement for changes, assistance, and 

clarification. The Master Agreement contains standard terms and conditions governing the 

administration of a Project supported with Federal assistance awarded by the Federal Transit 

Administration (FTA) through a Grant Agreement or Cooperative Agreement with the Recipient, 

or supported through a loan, loan guarantee, or line of credit provided by FTA. Also, please refer 

to The FTA's Best Practices Procurement Manual for procurement assistance, contract clauses 

and provisions.  

Written Record of Procurement History  

The NCRTD Purchasing Office shall maintain records detailing the history of each FTA 

associated procurement. These records shall be placed in the master file and include:  

• The rationale for the method of procurement (See - Decision Matrix);  

• Selection of contract type;  

• Reasons for contractor selection or rejection; and  

• The basis for the contract price.  

 

Procurement documentation files  

Where appropriate, the file contains:  

• Purchase request, acquisition planning information, and other pre-solicitation documents  

• Evidence of availability of funds  

• Rationale for the method of procurement (negotiations, formal advertising)  

• List of sources solicited  

• Independent cost estimate  

• Description of work/scope of services  

• Copies of published notices of proposed contract action  

• Copy of the solicitation, all addenda, and all amendments  
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• Liquidated damages determination  

• An abstract of each offer or quote  

• Contractor's contingent fee representation and other certifications and representations  

• Source selection documentation if applicable  

• Contracting Officer's determination of contractor responsiveness and responsibility  

• Cost or pricing data  

• Determination that price is fair and reasonable including an analysis of the cost and price data, 

required internal approvals for award  

• Purchase Requisition indicating availability of funding  

• Notice of award  

• Notice to unsuccessful bidders or offerors and record of any debriefing,  

• Record of any protest  

• Bid, Performance, Payment, or other bond documents, and notices to sureties  

• Required insurance documents, and  

• Notice to proceed  

 

Contract Administration File  

Where appropriate, the file contains:  

• Purchasing Department Tracking Sheet  

• Executed contract and notice of award  

• Bond-related documents  

• Insurance documentation  

• Post-award correspondence  

• Notice to proceed  

• Approvals or disapprovals of waivers and deviations  
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• Modifications and changes in the terms or conditions of the contract, including a rationale for 

the change, determinations regarding their scope, and cost/price analysis of any price increases or 

decreases.  

In order to ensure a sound and complete agreement, the Purchasing Agent will ensure the 

Contract/Purchase Order File Index is accurate, complete, and included in the master file. 

(Exhibit ???)  

Awards to Responsible Contractors  

The District shall make awards only to responsible contractors possessing the ability to perform 

successfully under the terms and conditions of a proposed agreement. Consideration shall be 

given to such matters as contractor integrity, compliance with public policy, record of past 

performance, and financial and technical resources. The debarred and suspended list will also be 

checked.  

Departments must submit the attached Responsibility Determination Form to the Purchasing 

Agent prior to the issuance of an award. (Exhibit ???)  

Methods of solicitation and selection  

The methods of solicitation and selection allowed within the Federal contractual sphere1 are 

listed in § 9 of FTA Circular 4420.1E.  You may choose:  

• micro purchases only for contract amounts less than $1,000;  

• small purchase procedures only for contract amounts less than the simplified acquisition 

threshold (currently $10,000);  

• sealed bids where  

° you have a complete, adequate, and realistic specification or purchase description  

° two or more responsible bidders are willing and able to compete  

° the procurement lends itself to a firm fixed price contract and the selection can be made 

primarily on the basis of price  

° no discussion with bidders is needed after receipt of offers;  

• competitive proposals; or  

• noncompetitive proposals (sole source) procurement only if you can justify not soliciting 

additional competition in the manner explicitly defined in FTA Circular 4420.1E §9f.  

• best value for contracts which indicate that the best value or the proposal which offers the 

greatest business value based upon an analysis of a tradeoff of qualitative technical factors and 

price/cost to derive which proposals represents the “best value” to the District’s procurement.  
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1 - See Section Best Practices Procurement Manual § 1.3.2, "Federal Contractual Sphere."  

2 - FTA Circular 4220.1E §9, 49 CFR  

3 - Geographic preference is permitted in certain narrow situations, including principally where 

part of a legal licensing requirement and for architects and engineers; FTA Circular 4220.1E, 

§8.b.  

4 - While the IFB requirements of § 9.c.(2) are good practices for both IFBs and RFPs, the 

evaluation criteria requirement of § 9.d.(1) is relevant only to RFPs and is discussed in Section 

4.5.1, "Solicitation & Receipt of Proposals."  

Departments must submit the attached Method of Procurement Decision Matrix Form to the 

Purchasing Agent to begin new procurement actions. The Decision Matrix will be placed in the 

master file. (Exhibit ???)  

Micro-Purchases  

Procurement by micro-purchases are those purchases under $1,000.00. Purchases below that 

threshold may be made without obtaining competitive quotations if the grantee determines that 

the price is fair and reasonable. Such purchases are exempt from Buy America requirements. 

There should be equitable distribution among qualified suppliers, and no splitting of 

procurements to avoid competition. The Davis-Bacon Act applies to construction contracts over 

$2,000.  

Minimum documentation required: A determination that the price is fair and reasonable and how 

this determination was derived must be submitted to the Purchasing Agent prior to the issuance of 

an award. This determination shall be placed in the master file. Please use the Price and Cost 

Analysis Form (Exhibit???).  

Small Purchases  

Small purchase procedures are to be used if the services, supplies, or other property cost between 

$1,000 and $10,000. If small purchases procedures are used, price or rate quotations shall be 

obtained from at least three qualified sources and submitted to the Purchasing Agent prior to the 

issuance of an award. These price or rate quotations shall be placed in the master file. Please use 

the Price / Rate Quotation Form (Exhibit????).  

Sealed Bids/Invitation for Bid (IFB)  

Bids are publicly solicited and a firm-fixed-price contract (lump sum or unit price) is awarded to 

the responsible bidder whose bid, conforming to all the material terms and conditions of the 

invitation for bids, is the lowest in price.  

Note: Sealed bids are evaluated by the procuring department for compliance with bid 

specifications, responsible and responsive bidders, verification of pricing, fund availability, etc. 

The procuring department transmits an award recommendation to the Purchasing Department, 

which conditionally awards a contract.  

In order for sealed bidding to be feasible, the following conditions should be present:  
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a. A complete, adequate, and realistic specification or purchase description is available;  

b. Two or more responsible bidders are willing and able to compete effectively for the business;  

c. The procurement lends itself to a firm fixed price contract and the selection of the successful 

bidder can be made principally on the basis of price.  

d. No discussion with bidders is needed.  

 

(2) If this procurement method is used, the following requirements apply:  

a. The invitation for bids will be publicly advertised and bids shall be solicited from an adequate 

number of known suppliers, providing them sufficient time to prepare bids prior to the date set for 

opening the bids;  

b. The invitation for bids, which will include any specifications and pertinent attachments, shall 

define the items or services sought in order for the bidder to properly respond;  

c. All bids will be publicly opened at the time and place prescribed in the invitation for bids;  

d. The Bid Summary Sheet, Bid Checklist, and Bid Cost Factors Forms (Exhibits ???? ) will be 

completed by the procuring department and forwarded to the Purchasing Department for review - 

to be placed in the master file;  

e. A firm fixed-price contract award will be made in writing to the lowest responsive and 

responsible bidder. When specified in bidding documents, factors such as discounts, 

transportation costs, and life cycle costs shall be considered in determining which bid is lowest;  

(3) Payment discounts will only be used to determine the low bid when prior experience indicates 

that such discounts are usually taken advantage of; and  

(4) The Purchasing Agent may reject any or all bids, or the procuring department requesting the 

procurement action, if there is a sound documented business reason. The Purchasing Agent or 

procuring department rejecting lower bids than the bid being accepted for award must provide a 

detailed written Determination of Findings outlining the reasons for rejection to the Purchasing 

Department for inclusion in the master file.  

(5) The sealed bid method is the preferred method for procuring construction if the conditions in 

paragraph (1) above apply.  

In determining which proposals is most advantageous, grantees may award (if consistent with 

State law) to the proposer whose proposals offer the greatest business value to the Agency based 

upon an analysis of a tradeoff of qualitative technical factors and price/cost to derive which 

proposal represents the “best value” to the Procuring Agency as defined in Section 6, Definitions. 

If the grantee elects to use the best value selection method as the basis for award, however, the 

solicitation must contain language which establishes that an award will be made on a “best value” 

basis.  

Competitive Proposal/Request for Proposals (RFP)  
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The competitive proposal method of procurement is normally conducted with more than one 

source submitting an offer or proposal. Either a fixed price or cost reimbursement type contract is 

awarded. This method of procurement is generally used when conditions are not appropriate for 

the use of sealed bids (i.e. when descriptions of experience, education, expertise, availability of 

services, etc, are necessary for evaluation). If this procurement method is used the following 

requirements apply:  

(1) Requests for proposals will be publicized.  

(2) All evaluation factors will be identified and included along with their relative importance in 

the RFP. If scores are based on a uniform scale (i.e. 1-10, or 1-100), it is best to define in advance 

levels of compliance, skills, or proximity to the ideal that each step of the scale represents. (i.e. a 

bachelor’s degree is worth 25 points, a master’s degree is worth 50 points, and a doctorate is 

worth 100 points)  

(3) Proposals will be solicited from an adequate number of qualified sources.  

(4) Departments must have a written method in place for conducting technical evaluations of the 

proposals received and for selecting awardees. This documentation must be submitted to the 

Purchasing Agent for approval and inclusion in the master file.  

(5) Awards will be made to the responsible firm whose proposal is most advantageous to the 

grantee's program with price and other factors considered. Other factors may include labor rates, 

specifications, labor hours, and delivery schedule. Documentation of the award justification 

should clearly identify key determination factors. Please use the Award Justification Form 

(Exhibit ????)  

 

Architectural and Engineering Services (A&E)  

The District shall use competitive proposal procedures based on the Brooks Act, paragraph 9-5e, 

when contracting for A&E services as defined in 40 U.S.C. §541 and 40 U.S.C. §5325(d).. The 

Brooks Act is federal policy relating to the selection of firms individuals to perform architectural, 

engineering, and related services. Other types of services considered A&E services include 

program management, construction management, feasibility studies, preliminary engineering, 

design, surveying, mapping, and services which require performance by a registered or licensed 

architect or engineer.  

The Brooks Act requires that:  

(1) An offeror's qualifications are evaluated;  

(2) Price must be excluded as an evaluation factor;  

(3) Negotiations be conducted with only the most qualified offeror; and  

(4) Failing agreement on price, negotiations with the next most qualified offeror be conducted 

until a contract award can be made to the most qualified offeror whose price is fair and 

reasonable to the grantee. This "qualifications based procurement method" can only be used for 

the procurement of A&E services. This method of procurement cannot be used to obtain other 
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types of services even though a firm that provides A&E services is also a potential source to 

perform other types of services.  

National Intelligent Transportation Systems Architecture and Standards. When requesting 

services for transportation system architecture, the District must ensure all offerors/bidders agree 

to conform, to the extent applicable, to the Intelligent Transportation System Architecture and 

Standards under the FHWA final rule, and with FTA Notice, "FTA National (ITS) Architecture 

Policy on Transit Projects and other subsequent Federal directives that may be issued.  

Noncompetitive Proposals (Sole Source).  

Sole Source procurements are accomplished through solicitation or acceptance of a proposal from 

only one source, or after solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined 

inadequate. A contract amendment or change order that is not within the scope of the original 

contract is considered a sole source procurement that must comply with this subparagraph.  

(1) Procurement by noncompetitive proposals may be used only when the award of a contract is 

infeasible under small purchase procedures, sealed bids, or competitive proposals and at least one 

of the following circumstances applies:  

(a) The item is available only from a single source;  

(b) The public exigency or emergency for the requirement will not permit a delay resulting from 

competitive solicitation;  

(c) FTA authorizes noncompetitive negotiations;  

(d) After solicitation of a number of sources, competition determined inadequate; or  

(e) The item is an associated capital maintenance item as defined in 49 U.S.C. §5307(a)(1) that is 

procured directly from the original manufacturer or supplier of the item to be replaced. The 

grantee must first certify in writing to FTA: (i) that such manufacturer or supplier is the only 

source for such item; and (ii) that the price of such item is no higher than the price paid for such 

item by like customers.  

(2) A cost analysis, i.e., verifying the proposed cost data, the projections of the data, and the 

evaluation of the specific elements of costs and profit, is required.  

Best Value  

Best Value is a selection process in which proposals contain both price and qualitative 

components, and award is based upon a combination of price and qualitative considerations. 

Qualitative considerations may include technical design, technical approach, quality of proposed 

personnel, and /or management plan. The award selection is based upon consideration of a 

combination of technical and price factors to determine the offer deemed most advantageous and 

of the greatest value to the District.  

The Traditional Construction Process - Design/Bid/Build  

It has been traditional in the construction industry to employ an architect/engineer (A/E) to 

complete a detailed design of the entire project before soliciting bids from construction 
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contractors. This traditional approach is known as sequential design and construction. This 

sequential design/construction approach requires that a detailed design package of the entire 

project be complete before bids are solicited from construction contractors. Following award of 

the construction contract, the A/E is often retained by the owner for the construction phase, and 

acts as the owner's agent, to inspect the construction work to ensure that the structures are built 

according to the designs and specifications.  

Advantages - A major advantage of the sequential design and construction approach is that 

complex or one- of- a- kind projects can be thoroughly planned and thought through before 

construction begins. The traditional approach thus produces, in the design phase of the project, 

the most accurate estimate of final project costs, and this is an advantage of the traditional 

technique. If problems are encountered with design aspects for the latter stages of the project, the 

earlier design features or phases can be modified before any construction work has been done, 

thus avoiding construction contractor claims and delays. Another advantage is that the Agency is 

given a fixed price for completion of the entire project before construction begins. There may also 

be advantages in obtaining the necessary financing and project approvals. Overall management of 

the project should also be simplified by this approach.  

Disadvantages - Sequential design and construction requires a longer time to complete the project 

than phased design and construction ("fast tracking"). And since time pressures are often the most 

intense issues confronting the Agency, the sequential method may not be feasible. Alternative 

contracting approaches have arisen to shorten the project completion time. These include phased 

design and construction ("fast tracking"), which often involves the use of a construction manager, 

and turnkey (design-build) contracting.  

The Noncompetitive Procurement Justification Form and the Sole Source Cost Analysis Form 

(Exhibit “????)) must be completed submitted to the Purchasing Agent prior to proceeding with 

this type of procurement.  

Protest Procedures  

1. The procedures established hereunder shall be available to contractors for the purpose of 

handling and resolving disputes relating to procurements hereunder. A protestor must exhaust all 

administrative remedies hereunder before pursuing a protest in any court of law. Where 

applicable, any information received under such procedures shall be disclosed to the Federal 

Transit Authority (“FTA”) and a protestor must exhaust all administrative remedies before 

pursuing a protest with the FTA.  

2. The term “contractor” means any person, firm, or corporation, which has contracted or seeks to 

contract (bidder or proposer) with the NCRTD.  

3. The term “hearing officer” shall mean a person, appointed by the Executive Director, to hear 

and decide allegations made by any contractor relating to procurements hereunder.  

Hearing Procedure  

1. Any contractor may file a written protest of the procurement procedures involved herein, 

with the District’s Purchasing Agent, within ten (10) days of the date of the District’s Decision 

regarding a selection of a contractor with respect to a Bid/RFP/RFQ.  
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2. A hearing shall be conducted in accordance with C.G.S. Section 4-176e through 4-18a, as 

amended, which are incorporated herein. The hearing officer shall issue a written decision within 

ninety (90) days of the last date of such hearing and state in the decision the reasons for the action 

taken.  

3. Where applicable, review of protests by FTA will be limited to the District’s failure to 

have or follow its procedures, or its failure to review a complaint or protest. An appeal to FTA 

must be received by the cognizant FTA regional or Headquarters Office within five (5) working 

days of the date the protestor knew or should have known of the violation.  

Include the language contained in Appendix 1 in all Bids/RFP/RFQ.  

Costing and Pricing  

Ensuring Most Efficient and Economic Purchase  

Departments, during their annual budget process, should determine the procurement actions 

necessary to sustain their operations through the fiscal year. A list of these procurement actions 

should be forwarded to the Purchasing Agent annually.  

Consideration should be given to consolidating or breaking out procurements to obtain a more 

economical purchase and to avoid purchase of unnecessary or duplicative items. Where 

appropriate, an analysis will be made of lease versus purchase alternatives and any other 

appropriate analysis to determine the most economical approach. The District considers various 

procurement sources to ensure economical purchases including, but not limited to GSA, State of 

New Mexico, and municipal cooperatives.  

Independent Cost Estimates  

Departments must perform a cost or price analysis in connection with every procurement action, 

including contract modifications. The method and degree of analysis is dependent on the facts 

surrounding the particular procurement situation (FTA Circular 4420.1E Sec.10). Departments 

must make independent estimates before receiving bids or proposals. These estimates may be 

obtained from published competitive prices, results of competitive procurements, historical prices 

and trends, or by Purchasing Department estimates or outside estimators.  

The Cost and Price Analysis Form must be submitted to the Purchasing Agent  prior to issuing 

any solicitation. See Exhibit “???” 

1. Cost Analysis  

a. A cost analysis must be performed when the offeror is required to submit the elements (i.e., 

Labor Hours, Overhead, Materials, etc.) of the estimated cost, e.g., under professional consulting 

and architectural and engineering services contracts.  

b. A cost analysis will be necessary when adequate price competition is lacking and for sole 

source procurements, including contract modifications or change orders, unless price 

reasonableness can be established on the basis of a catalog or market price of a commercial 

product sold in substantial quantities to the general public or on the basis of prices set by law or 

regulation.  
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2. Price Analysis  

a. A price analysis may be used in all other instances to determine the reasonableness of the 

proposed contract price.  

3. Profit  

a. Departments will negotiate profit as a separate element of the price for each contract in which 

there is no price competition and in all cases where cost analysis is performed.  

b. To establish a fair and reasonable profit, consideration will be given to the complexity of the 

work to be performed, the risk borne by the contractor, the contractor's investment, the amount of 

subcontracting, the quality of its record of past performance, and industry profit rates in the 

surrounding geographical area for similar work.  

 

Federal Cost Principles  

Costs or prices based on estimated costs for contracts under grants will be allowable only to the 

extent that costs incurred or cost estimates included in negotiated prices are consistent with 

Federal cost principles. The Purchasing Agent may reference their own cost principles that 

comply with applicable Federal cost principles.  

Cost Plus Percentage of Cost Prohibited  

The cost plus a percentage of cost and percentage of construction cost methods of contracting 

shall not be used.  

Full and Open Competition  

The principle of full and open competition has one primary and two secondary purposes. The 

primary purpose is to obtain the best quality and service at minimum cost. In other words, to get 

the best buy. The secondary purposes are to guard against favoritism and profiteering at public 

expense and to provide equal opportunities to participate in public business to every potential 

offeror.  

Departments must conduct all procurement in a manner providing full and open competition. This 

policy assures that all responsible bidders are permitted to compete for the procurement. In the 

case of sole or single source procurement, justification for use of the source must be documented 

on the Noncompetitive Procurement Justification Form (Exhibit ????). Also see Sole Source 

Contracting Section.  

Contracts with a value of more than $100,000 shall be awarded by sealed bid or by the 

competitive and noncompetitive proposal process unless there is an explicit exception. 

Departments must refrain from the following practices, which are deemed restrictive of 

competition:  

a. Unreasonable requirements placed on firms in order for them to qualify to do business;  

b. Unnecessary experience and excessive bonding requirements;  
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c. Noncompetitive pricing practices between firms or between affiliated companies;  

d. Noncompetitive awards to any person or firm on retainer contracts;  

e. Organizational conflicts of interest;  

f. Restrictive use of brand names;  

g. Any arbitrary action in the procurement process; and  

h. Geographic preferences.  

 

All departments must submit all required forms to the Purchasing Agent prior to issuance of an 

award letter.  

Bonding Requirements  

For those construction or facility improvement contracts or subcontracts exceeding $100,000, 

FTA may accept the bonding policy and requirements of the grantee, provided FTA determined 

that the policy and requirements adequately protect the Federal interest. FTA has determined that 

grantee policies and requirements that meet the following minimum criteria adequately protect 

the Federal interest. Please refer to the FTA Bonding Requirements paragraph 11, as cited below.  

a. A bid guarantee from each bidder equivalent to five (5) percent of the bid price. The "bid 

guarantee" shall consist of a firm commitment such as a bid bond, certified check, or other 

negotiable instrument accompanying a bid as assurance that the bidder will, upon acceptance of 

his bid, execute such contractual documents as may be required within the time specified;  

b. A performance bond on the part of the contractor for 100 percent of the contract price. A 

"performance bond" is one executed in connection with a contract to secure fulfillment of all the 

contractor's obligations under such contract; and  

c. A payment bond on the part of the contractor. A payment bond is one executed in connection 

with a contract to assure payment, as required by law, of all persons supplying labor and material 

in the execution of the work provided for in the contract. Payment bond amounts determined to 

adequately protect the federal interest are as follows:  

(1) Fifty percent of the contract price if the contract price is not more than $1 million;  

(2) Forty percent of the contract price if the contract price is more than $1 million but not more 

than $5 million; or  

(3) Two and a half million dollars if the contract price is more than $5 million.   

 

d. A Grantee may seek FTA approval of its bonding policy and requirements if they do not 

comply with these criteria.  
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Brand Name or Equals  

Incorporate a clear and accurate description of the technical requirements for the material, 

product, or service to be procured. Such description shall not contain features unduly restricting 

competition. The description may include a statement of the qualitative nature of the material, 

product, or service to be procured and when necessary, shall set forth those minimum essential 

characteristics and standards to which it must conform if it is to satisfy its intended use. Detailed 

product specifications should be avoided if at all possible. When it is impractical or uneconomical 

to make a clear and accurate description of the technical requirements, a "brand name or equal" 

description may be used.  

Departments shall use a "brand name or equal" description only when it cannot provide an 

adequate specification or more detailed description, without performing an inspection and 

analysis, in time for the acquisition under consideration. Further, a department wishing to use 

"brand name or equal" must carefully identify its minimum needs and clearly set forth those 

salient physical and functional characteristics of the brand name product in the solicitation.  

Conflicts of Interest  

Employees, officers, board members, or agents of the NCRTD are prohibited from participating 

in the selection, award, or administration of contracts or sub-agreements supported by federal 

funds if a real or apparent conflict of interest exists.  

The following language must be included in all RFPs for design and evaluation services covered 

under this section. This statement prohibits contractors from bidding on follow-up (add on) 

construction work resulting from the design.  

“In order to prevent real or apparent conflicts of interest, the District prohibits contractors that 

have participated in FTA-funded design or evaluation services from bidding on any resulting 

construction work, services, or capital equipment purchases. All specifications prepared by design 

consultants must be written in such a manner that any reasonable, competent contractor could 

understand the requirement and perform the work”  

Geographic Preferences  

Departments shall conduct procurements in a manner that prohibits the use of statutory or 

administratively imposed in-State or local geographical preferences in the evaluation of bids or 

proposals, except in those cases where applicable Federal statutes expressly mandate or 

encourage geographic preference. This does not preempt State licensing laws. However, 

geographic location may be a selection criterion in procurements for architectural and engineering 

(A&E) services, provided its application leaves an appropriate number of qualified firms, given 

the nature and size of the project, to compete for the contract.  

Written Selection Procedures  

To ensure all procurements are awarded in a fair and equitable manner, all solicitations shall:  

a. Incorporate a clear and accurate description of the technical requirements for the material, 

product, or service to be procured. Such description shall not contain features that unduly restrict 

competition. The description may include a statement of the qualitative nature of the material, 
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product, or service to be procured and when necessary, shall set forth those minimum essential 

characteristics and standards to which it must conform if it is to satisfy its intended use.  

b. Identify all requirements that offerors must fulfill and all other factors to be used in evaluating 

bids or proposals.  

Evaluators and reviewers must follow the established criteria when rating the proposals.  

Prequalification of Bidders  

The procuring department shall ensure that all lists of prequalified persons, firms, or products that 

are used in acquiring goods and services are current and include enough qualified sources to 

ensure maximum full and open competition. In addition, the District shall not preclude potential 

bidders from qualifying during the solicitation period, which is from issuance of the solicitation 

to its closing date.  

Advertising and Publicizing Solicitation  

IFBs and RFPs must be publicly advertised and publicized (respectively) at least fourteen (14) 

days prior to the solicitation’s due date. A longer time period is suggested for larger, more 

complex procurements. Outreach efforts must be made using diverse resources such as the 

Internet and mailing lists coupled with widely circulated publications.  

IFBs must be issued with sufficient time to prepare bids prior to the date set for opening the bids. 

Further, the invitation for bids will include any specifications and pertinent attachments and shall 

properly define the items or services sought in order for the bidder to properly respond. RFPs 

must identify all evaluation factors along with their relative importance. The Purchasing Agent 

shall place copies of all advertising and publicized solicitation material in the related master file.  

Pre-Bid and Pre-Proposal Conferences  

Pre-bid and pre-proposal conferences are generally used in complex acquisitions as a means of 

briefing prospective offerors and explaining complicated specifications and requirements to them 

as early as possible after the solicitation has been issued and before offers are received. This is 

also an open forum for potential respondents to address ambiguities in the solicitation documents 

that may require clarification. Notice of the conference is included in the solicitation at the time 

of issuance.  

Evaluations of Bid Alternates  

When bid alternates are included in a bid or proposal document, these alternates must be 

evaluated as part of the overall bid. This evaluation must be in a written narrative detailing the 

contract award and takes the alternate into account in reaching a procurement decision. This 

evaluation must be submitted to the Purchasing Department prior to proceeding with the 

procurement.  

Exercise of Bid Alternates  

Bid Alternates may not be exercised unless it is in accordance with the terms and conditions 

stated in the initial contract. In addition, the requesting department must have made a 

determination that the alternate price is better than the market price or that the option price is 
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more advantageous. Full written documentation supporting this determination must be submitted 

to the Purchasing Department.  

Types of Contracts  

General  

All FTA related procurements must use the Contract/Purchase Order File Index Forms as 

provided in the appendix. These checklists will be used by the Purchasing Agent to ensure 

contract clauses and federal flow down language are included in each contract as required.  

Fixed Price v. Cost Reimbursement  

Procurement by the Sealed Bid/Invitation for Bids (IFB) method when certain conditions are 

present. Among those listed is the condition that:  

a. The procurement lends itself to a firm fixed price contract and the selection of the successful 

bidder can be made principally on the basis of price.  

b. Paragraph 9.d of FTA Circular 4420.1E authorizes procurement by the Competitive 

Proposal/Request for Proposals (RFP) method and either a fixed price or cost reimbursement type 

contract may be awarded.  

c. Paragraph 7.i of FTA Circular 4420.1E requires that departments must document their reasons 

for selecting the contract type as a part of the written record of procurement history.  

d. Paragraph 10.e of FTA Circular 4420.1E prohibits the cost plus a percentage of cost method of 

contracting.  

There are two broad categories of contract types: fixed-price contracts and cost-reimbursement 

contracts. Within these two families of contract types there are a number of subtypes offering 

differing degrees of incentives. At the extremes are the firm-fixed-price contract, in which the 

contractor has complete responsibility for the costs of performance and the resulting profit or 

loss, and the cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, in which the contractor has virtually no risk for 

performance costs and the fee (profit) is fixed. Between these two extremes are the various 

incentive-type contracts where the degree of cost risk and profit incentive can be tailored to meet 

almost any specific program situation.  

Fixed-price contracts  

These contracts are appropriate for acquiring commercial items, or for supplies or services which 

can be clearly defined with either performance/functional specifications or design specifications, 

and where performance uncertainties do not impose unreasonably high risks upon the contractor.  

Cost-reimbursement contracts  

These contracts are one in which the District does not contract for the performance of a specified 

amount of work for a predetermined price, but agrees instead to pay the contractor's reasonable, 

allocable and allowable costs of performance regardless of whether the work is completed. The 

District/Department assumes a high risk of incurring cost overruns, while the contractor has 

almost no risk of financial losses. Cost-type contracts are suitable when (a) you are unable to 
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accurately describe the work to be done, or (b) there is an inability to accurately estimate the costs 

of performance. If either of these conditions is present, the cost-reimbursement contract is the 

proper type of contract. Cost-type contracts are ideally suited to complex requirements because 

the parties can devote their attention to accomplishing the work rather than on the claims process, 

which will be significant on larger, complex projects.  

Time and Materials Contracts  

Departments will use time and materials contracts only:  

(1) After a determination that no other type of contract is suitable;  

(2) The contract specifies a ceiling price, and the contractor shall not exceed that price except at 

its own risk; and  

(3) The Method of Procurement Decision Matrix Form (Exhibit ????) must be submitted to the 

Purchasing Agent and included with the file for this type of contract.  

Labor / Hour Contracts  

Labor / hour contracts are a variation of the time and materials contract, differing only in that 

materials are not supplied by the contractor. You should use this type of contract only when no 

other would be suitable, and you need to document your determination if you choose to use this 

type of contract.  

Cost Plus Percentage of Cost Contracts (CPPC)  

The FTA Circular 4420.1E clearly prohibits the use of this contracting method.  

Out of Scope Changes  

An “out of scope change” is a contract amendment or change order that is not within the scope of 

the original contract is considered a sole source procurement. Please use the sole source policies 

for this type of action. FTA Circular 4220.1E, paragraph 9(f).  

Contract Term Limitation  

The District shall not enter into any contract for rolling stock or replacement parts with a period 

of performance exceeding five (5) years inclusive of options. All other types of contracts (supply, 

service, leases of real property, revenue and construction, etc.) will be based on sound business 

judgment. Length of contracts shall be for not more than the amount of time required to 

accomplish the purpose of the contract, and will also include consideration for competition, 

pricing, fairness, and public perception. Once a contract has been awarded, an extension of the 

contract term length that amounts to an out of scope change, will require a sole source 

justification.  

Revenue Contract  

Revenue contracts are those third party contracts whose primary purpose is to either generate 

revenues in connection with a transit related activity, or to create business opportunities utilizing 

an FTA funded asset. FTA requires these contracts to be awarded utilizing competitive selection 
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procedures and principles. The extent of and type of competition required is within the 

discretionary judgment of the District.  

Tag-ons  

The use of tag-ons, or the addition of work including supplies, equipment or services, that is 

beyond the scope of the original contract that amounts to a cardinal change as generally 

interpreted in Federal practice by the various Boards of Contract Appeals, is prohibited and 

applies to the original buyer as well as to others. In scope “tag-on” changes are not considered 

tag-ons.  

Piggybacking  

Piggybacking is an assignment of existing contract rights to purchase supplies, equipment or 

services. Piggybacking is permissible when the solicitation document and resultant contract 

contain an assign ability clause that provides for the assignment of all or a portion of the specified 

deliverables as originally advertised, completed, evaluated, and awarded. If the supplies were 

solicited, competed and awarded through the use of an indefinite-delivery-indefinite-quantity 

(IDIQ) contract, then both the solicitation and contract award must contain both a minimum and a 

maximum quantity that represents the reasonably foreseeable needs of the party(s) to the 

solicitation and contract. If the District and another party jointly solicit and award an IDIQ 

contract, then there must be a total minimum and maximum.  

E-Commerce  

E-Commerce is an allowable means to conduct procurements. If an E-Commerce solicitation will 

be utilized, full and open competition must be addressed in compliance with the Federal Circular 

4200.1E. A written procedure will be required prior to use of E-Commerce. Please call the 

Purchasing Office prior to use of this alternative.  

Payments  

Advance Payments  

FTA does not authorize, and will not participate in funding payments to a contractor prior to the 

incurrence of costs by the contractor unless prior written concurrence is obtained from FTA.  

Progress Payments  

Grantees may use progress payments provided the following requirements are followed:  

(1) Progress payments are only made to the contractor for costs incurred in the performance of the 

contract.  

(2) The grantee must obtain adequate security for progress payments adequate security may 

include taking title, letter of credit or equivalent means to protect the grantee’s interest in the 

progress payment.  

 

Contract Provisions  
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All contracts shall include provisions to define a sound and complete agreement. In addition, 

contracts and subcontracts shall contain contractual provisions or conditions that allow for:  

a. Administrative, contractual, or legal remedies in instances where contractors violate or breach 

contract terms, including sanctions and penalties as may be appropriate. (All contracts in excess 

of the small purchase threshold.)  

b. Termination for cause and for convenience by the District or sub grantee including the manner 

by which it will be effected and the basis for settlement. (All contracts in excess of $10,000.)  

 

Liquidated Damages Provisions  

The District may use liquidated damages if it may reasonably expect to suffer damages (increased 

costs on project involved) from late completion and the extent or amount of such damages would 

be difficult or impossible to determine. In order to obtain liquidated damages, the District must 

suffer an actual loss. The amount of liquidated damages must be reasonable in light of the loss 

suffered. The assessment for damages shall be at a specific rate per day for each day of overrun in 

contract time; and the rate must be specified in the third party contract. Any liquidated damages 

recovered shall be credited to the project account involved unless the FTA permits otherwise.  

Architectural and Engineering Services Conflicts of Interest  

The following language must be included in all RFPs for design and evaluation services covered 

under this section. This statement prohibits contractors from bidding on follow-up (add on) 

construction work resulting from the design.  

“In order to prevent real or apparent conflicts of interest, the District prohibits contractors that 

have participated in FTA-funded design or evaluation services from bidding on any resulting 

construction work, services, or capital equipment purchases. All specifications prepared by design 

consultants must be written in such a manner that any reasonable, competent contractor could 

understand the requirement and perform the work.”  

Flow down of FTA Clauses  

Please see the attached FTA Contract Clauses as a guide to ensure the proper clauses are included 

in the procurement process. These clauses are required to be included in all FTA contracts and 

purchase orders. See Exhibit “???”  

A full text of all Contract Clauses from FTA Best Practices Manual may be found here.  

Buy America  

As a condition of responsiveness to bidding for procurements of rolling stock, iron, steel, or 

manufactured products greater than $100,000 the bidder must submit with the bid or offer, a 

completed Buy America certificate in accordance with Part 661.6 for steel, iron, and 

manufactured products, or Part 661.12 for rolling stock (including train control, traction power, 

and communication equipment). Once submitted the bidder is bound by the certification 

provided. If the bidder does not submit a certification, the bid shall be considered non-responsive. 

If the bidder executes certification that it cannot comply but may be eligible for an exception, 
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then the District shall review the circumstances and determine if it should request a waiver form 

the FTA. There are specific instances included in the regulations for waiver of Buy America 

provisions including that it is in the public’s best interest, that there are no U.S. products 

available, or there is a 25 percent price difference between the foreign and domestic products.   

See FTA’s Buy America web 

pagehttp://www.fta.dot.gov/legal/buy_america/14456_ENG_HTML.htm for additional 

information on requirements.  

Certifications in compliance with Part 661.6 and 661.12 are provided in Exhibit “???” 

Lobbying  

Contractors who apply or bid for an award of $100,000 or more must file the certification 

required by 49 CFR part 20, "New Restrictions on Lobbying." Each level of FTA fund recipient 

certifies to the level above it that it will not and has not used Federal appropriated funds to pay 

any person or organization for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of 

any agency, a member of Congress, officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a 

member of Congress in connection with obtaining any Federal contract, grant or any other award 

covered by 31 U.S.C. 1352. Each FTA fund recipient must also disclose the name of any 

registrant under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 who has made lobbying contacts on its 

behalf with non-Federal funds with respect to that specific Federal contract, grant or award 

covered by 31 U.S.C. 1352. Such disclosures are forwarded from each level of fund recipient to 

the next level of fund recipient until it reaches the grantor.  

 See “Lobbying” as provided in 

http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/admin/BPPM/appA1.html#BM10.  

 Certifications attached as Exhibit “???” 

 FTA Federally Required and Other Model Contract Clauses – Exhibit??? 

  

(b)  

59. Severability.  

If any provision or application of these regulations is held invalid, such invalidity shall not affect 

any other provision or application of these regulations which be given effect without the invalid 

provision or application.  

60. Effective Date.  

This Resolution shall be effective upon adoption.  

 

ADOPTED this ____ day of ________________ , 20142. 

      North Central Regional Transit District 
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      ____________________________________ 

      Daniel Barrone, Chairman 
 

Approved as to form: 

 

 

___________________ 

Peter Dwyer, Counsel 



 
 

Agenda Report 

NCRTD Board of Directors Meeting 
Meeting Date: December 5, 2014 

  

Agenda Item - D 

 

Title:  Resolution No. 2014-24 Authorizing the adoption of fares for premium transit services. 

 

Prepared By:     Mike Kelly, Transit Operations and Facilities Director  

 

Summary:  The proposed resolution adopts fares to be charged for premium transit services as 

provided by the District. 

 

Background:  On November 7, 2014 the Board approved a MOU with the Town of Taos that 

provided for the exchange of transit route services; specifically the UNM/Klaur route currently 

operated by the District for the Taos Express currently operated by the Town of Taos. The Taos 

Express is operated on Friday (evening), Saturday and Sunday with a fare of $5.00 per one way 

trip charged to the rider. The District will begin operation of the Taos Express in January 2015. 

In the MOU, it is noted that the District will assess a “Premium” fare to be charged only for the 

Saturday and Sunday service portion, as it falls outside the regular free fare transit services 

currently operated by the District Monday-Friday.  

 

The Board has also discussed the possibilities of other future premium services to ski areas to be 

provided by the District on weekends. The Five Year Service plan that was adopted by the Board 

identifies these services as premium and recommends that premium fares be assessed. This 

resolution identifies the District’s ability to assess fares for those types of services or other 

seasonal, dedicated type transit routes that would operate beyond or outside the parameters of the 

District’s regular Monday-Friday free fare services.  

 

The collection of fares for this service will not require any additional staffing or protocols to be 

put in place as there is currently staff who manage the fees collected from the Demand Response 

services. There is a onetime expense of $1,900.00 for the purchase of fare boxes to be installed 

on the Taos Express bus and on the back up bus. The fares collected by the Town of Taos in 

FY14 for the Taos Express totaled $6,919.00. Considering the District would charge no fare for 



service on Fridays, and based on FY14 ridership data, it is estimated that the fares for the Taos 

Express would generate approximately $4,500.00 for the remainder of the FY15 year. 

 

Recommended Action: It is recommended that the board consider adopting Resolution 2014-24, 

Fares for Premium Transit Services as provided by the District. 

 

Options/Alternatives:  
 

Do not adopt the resolution. That would be contrary to the Board’s prior approval of the MOU 

with the Town of Taos. 

 

The Board could take no action at this time. This would delay the commencement of the 

District’s commitment to begin Taos Express operation in January 2015. 

 

Fiscal Impact:   
 

There is the initial expense for fare boxes of $1,900.00. Considering there would be no fare 

charged for Friday service, based on FY14 ridership data, it is estimated that the fares for the 

Taos Express would generate approximately $4,500.00 for the remainder of the FY15 year. 

 

Attachments:  

 Resolution 2014-24 

    



 
North Central Regional Transit District (NCRTD) 

 

Resolution 2014-24 

 

ADOPTION OF FARES FOR PREMIUM TRANSIT SERVICES 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD was created through legislative enactment (NMSA 1978, Sections 73-

25-1 through 73-25-19); and 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD is a subdivision of the State of New Mexico with all the authority and 

duties of the same; and  
 
WHEREAS, it is lawful for the NCRTD to charge fares for transit services (NMSA 1978. 

Section 73-25-6 (A) (4)); and 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD Board has the non-delegable authority to establish all policies 

regarding fees, tolls, rates or charges. (NMSA 1978. Section 73-25-5 (A) (4)); and 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD intends to provide certain “Premium” services consisting of routes and 

operations outside the scope of current operations; and 

  

WHEREAS, the NCRTD will operate seasonal and/or dedicated type transit routes on weekends 

and times outside the regular standard transit service and will charge fares for these kinds of Premium 

services; and 

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD will operate a Premium service on Saturdays and Sundays to be known 

as the Taos Express; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Board deems it economically reasonable and necessary to requires a fare be 

charged for Premium services.  

 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT: THE NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL 

TRANSIT DISTRICT BOARD ADOPTS FARES FOR PREMIUM TRANSIT SERVICES AS 

INDICATED ON THE ATTACHED FARE SCHEDULE (EXHIBIT A). 

 

PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY OF THE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT ON THIS 5TH DAY OF DECEMBER 2014. 
  

 
                                                                                  _ __________________________ 

                                                                                                                   Daniel Barrone, Chair 

Approved as to form: 

_________________________ 

Peter Dwyer, Counsel 



EXHIBIT “A” 

PREMIUM FARE 

 

 TAOS EXPRESS Premium Weekend Service Fare for Saturday and Sunday:  $5.00 cash 

per one way trip (exact change) 

 Mid Route Fare (Española) Stop (Española to Santa Fe or Española to Taos) for Saturday 

and Sunday: $2.00 cash per one way trip (exact change)   



 

 
 

Agenda Report 

NCRTD Board of Directors Meeting 
Meeting Date: December 5, 2014 

 

Agenda Item - E                

 

 

Title:  Resolution No. 2014-25 Authorizing a Budget Amendment for Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 

incorporating revenue adjustments for the receipt of Tribal Transit Program (Federal Transit 

Administration 5311 (c) funds received for FY2015 and carry over expenditures. 

 

Prepared By:  Glenda Aragon, Finance Director, and Pat Lopez Finance Analyst 

 

Summary:  A request to amend the FY 15 budget and incorporate the additional revenues from 

the Tribal Transit Program which supports capital projects, operating costs and planning activities 

under the Formula Grants for Rural Areas Program, also known as §5311(c).   

 

The NCRTD applied on behalf of the Santa Clara Pueblo for FY2012 Public Transportation on 

Indian Reservations Program funds to support the continuation of existing services. Santa Clara 

Pueblo, as the direct recipient of said funds, has determined that the $140,000 is to be sub-allocated 

to the NCRTD to support existing transit services. The Board approved a Memorandum of 

Agreement with the Santa Clara Pueblo in order to satisfy Federal requirements related to the 

5311(c) funding and it sub-allocation from Santa Clara Pueblo to NCRTD on October 10, 2014. 

 

The NCRTD also applied on behalf of its authorizing Member Pueblos for FY2014 Tribal Transit 

Program (TTP) funds to support the continuation of existing services. The TTP funding allocation 

is based off of the information provided within the NTD reports that the NCRTD completes on 

behalf of the Pueblos. For FY14, TTP funding allocations for NCRTD Tribal Members (as 

submitted by NCRTD) were as follows: 

 

 Tribal Transit program Revenue: 

 FY12 Pueblo of Santa Clara-$140,000 

 Pojoaque Pueblo- $38,557 

 Pueblo de San Ildefonso- $41,232 

 Pueblo of Santa Clara- $119,656 

 Tesuque Pueblo- $45,433 

______________________________________ 

         Total Tribal Transit        $384,878 

 



There were MOAs that were agreed upon between the Pueblos and which have been approved by 

both NCRTD and Tribal legal. The Board also approved of these agreements for 5311(c) funding 

and its sub-allocation from NCRTD member Pueblos to NCRTD.  

 

The expenditures for these revenues will offset the initially budgeted GRT match contribution. . 

Normally this was allocated on a 50/50 or 80/20 basis depending on the expenditures category for 

our 5311 grant.  

 

 Summary of GRT Revenue cash balance in FY14 for capital purchase: On February 

26, 2014 an order was submitted for a 14 passenger 2014 Glaval Titan II Bus. As of June 

30, 2014 the Bus had not been received by the District and we were informed by the 

manufacturer that there was a delay (5-6 months with expected delivery in late December) 

as a result of an extra-long lead time for the GM chassis. We had anticipated on receiving 

the vehicle shortly after the fiscal year end of FY14. Due to the much longer than usual 

lead times for the chassis on this bus it was decided to rollover the cash balances of GRT 

in the amount of $66,245 and revenue from Auctioned vehicles in the amount of $9,000 to 

cover the expense and include this capital carryover as a requested amendment in FY 15 in 

the amount of $75,245.  

 

 Cash Balance/Capital Carryover Revenue: 

Gross Receipt carryover - $66,245 

Auction Vehicle carryover - $9,000 

__________________________________________ 

            Total Cash Carryover   = $75,245 

 

 Capital Bus Expense: 

Rolling Stock 14 passenger bus - $75,245 

__________________________________________ 

            Total Capital Expense = $ 75,245 

 

 

 Summary of GRT Revenue cash balance in FY14 for Route development, timing and 

maps service contract: A contracted project of service routes, schedules, timing points 

and route maps to implement the Board approved 5 year service plan was executed in FY14 

with KFH, with an anticipated start date in May of 2014. The project began in the Fiscal 

year 2015. With expected completion by December 2015. This contracted project is 

anticipated to expense $31,389 plus $2,688 in GRT, for a total of $34,077 with a request 

to rollover FY14 GRT cash balances revenue for the contracted expenditure in the FY15 

budget amendment.   

 

 Cash Balance/Project Carryover Revenue: 

Gross Receipt carryover - $34,077 

_____________________________________ 

Total Cash Balance Revenue-$34,077 

 

 Cash Balance/Project Expenses: 

Contract Expense -$34,077 

__________________________________ 

Total Contract Expense -$34,077 

 

 

 



 

Background:   The proposed Resolution will amend and increase the FY 2015 Budget revenue 

line items and expenditures for the total amount of $494,200 in each funding source. 

  

 

Recommended Action:  Approval of Resolution No. 2014-25 Authorizing a Budget Amendment 

to the FY 15 budget.  

 

Options/Alternatives:   

 Take no action thereby jeopardizing the loss of future funding for not expensing the full 

grant amount with 5311 Tribal Transit (FTA) funding; or 

  Adopt the resolution. 

 

Fiscal Impact:  Budget amendment of $494,200 in projected revenues.  

 

Attachments:  
  

Budget Amendment worksheet 

Resolution No. 2014-25 

 

 



 
 

 
North Central Regional Transit District (NCRTD) 

Resolution 2014 - 25 

 

 ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2015 BUDGETED 

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES  
 

WHEREAS, the Governing body in and for the NCRTD has developed a budget for Fiscal Year 

(FY) 2014; and  

 

WHEREAS, the NCRTD was awarded a total of $384,878 in 5311(c) FTA funding for tribal transit  

operating expenditures in FY15; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the NCRTD Board approved Fiscal Year 2014 capital purchase of a Bus in the 

amount of $75,245 with GRT revenue cash balances and auction revenue cash balance to be budgeted into 

FY15 by this amendment; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the NCRTD staff is requesting GRT revenue cash balances from FY14 to be budgeted 

into FY 15 for expenses related to a service contract for implementing the Five Year Short Range Service 

Plan  in the amount of $34,077; 

 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the NCRTD hereby approves the following budget increase 

of $494,200 in revenue and expenditures, in compliance with the NCRTD Financial Policies; and  

 

REVENUES 

o FTA Tribal Transit - $384,878 

o Cash Balance/Project carryover-$109,322 

Total Revenue increase- $494,200 

 

EXPENSES 

o Service Contract - $34,077 

o 5311 Operating expenses - $384,878 

o Capital Rolling Stock - $75,245 

Total Expense increase -$494,200 

 

 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the NCRTD, State of New Mexico, hereby adopts the 

budget amendment described herein and amended FY 2015 budget and respectfully requests approval from 

the State of New Mexico’s Local Government Division of the Department of Finance and Administration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the NCRTD Board of Directors that the request to 

increase funds within the expense budgetary line item and increase revenues in the amount of 

$494,200 as attached hereto amending the FY 2015 budget is approved and adopted this 5th day of 

December, 2014. 

 

 

  
 

 

       __________________________ 

       Daniel Barrone, Chairman 

Approved as to form: 

 

      

Peter Dwyer, Counsel 



North Central Regional Transit District

FY15 Budget Request

FY 2011 FY 2012

NCRTD Revenues

 Actual  Actual Actual Budget Actual-YTD

 Preliminary 

Approved 

Budget 

December 5, 

Amendment 

request

Requested 

Amended Budget

5311 FTA Funding

5311/ADMINISTRATION 594,161$               489,984$               562,886 496,501 327,942 501,322 516,361                  

5311/OPERATING 482,858                 412,168                 579,188 815,559 419,162 772,660 880,805                  

5311/CAPITAL 95,587                  57,545                  40,811 127,494 31,583 355,000 295,000                  

Total 5311 FTA Funding 1,172,607            959,696               1,182,885 1,439,554 778,687 1,628,982 1,692,165

0 0

5316/JARC/OPERATING 137,655               99,166                 201,723 58,089 164,772 58,089 58,089

Other Federal Grants

5304/Federal Grant/PLANNING 16,276                  0 151,250 107,635 60,000 60,000

Tribal Transit FTA grants 261,540 0 384,878.00          0

TAP Funding 215,736 215,736 215,736

Arra Stimulus 303,022                 -                        0 0

Tribal Transit 71,212                  62,344                  0 0

5309 Federal Grant 46,860                  30,982 

5309/ Fed Grant/Earmark-State of Good Repair 51,323                  547,197                 280,000   

Veterans Initiative 333,800 54,400 54,400

Total Other Federal Grants 488,693               609,541               572,522 700,786 107,635 330,136 384,878.00          715,014

State Capital & Local Contributions 0 0

State Capital Outlay/Vehicles -                        608,987                 170,000 0 175,000 175,000

LA Contribution 1,540,000              600,000                 500,000 450,000 450,000 400,000 400,000

Building -                        250,000                 0 0

Total State Capital & Local Contributions 1,540,000            1,458,987            500,000 620,000 450,000 575,000 575,000

GRT Revenue/Misc.

Cash Balance/Project Carryovers -                        -                        245,436 109,322.00          245,436

Gross Receipts Tax 7,477,175              7,083,927              6,871,270 6,757,529 4,142,591 6,809,100 6,809,100

Misc. 28,717                  38,859                  24,312 60,500 25,634 50,000 50,000

Total Local/GRT Revenue 7,505,892            7,161,878            6,895,582 6,818,029 4,168,224 7,104,536 109,322.00          7,213,858

Total Overall Revenue 10,844,847$    10,289,268$     $  9,352,711  $  9,636,458  $      5,669,318  $    9,696,743  $       494,200  $     10,254,126 

FY 2011 FY 2012

 Actual  Actual Actual Budget Actual-YTD

 Preliminary 

Approved 

Budget 

Final Approved 

Budget

Salaries and Benefits

District Salaries  $            1,606,807  $            1,745,048  $        1,699,079  $        1,904,277  $           1,094,145 1,899,860$          1,899,860$              

Benefits & Payroll Taxes                  584,395                  556,308 658,277 825,665 460,679 821,427 821,427
Total Salaries and Benefits  $          2,191,202  $          2,301,356  $      2,357,356  $      2,729,942  $         1,554,824 2,721,287$       2,721,287$           

FY 2014FY 2013

FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015

FY 2015
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North Central Regional Transit District

FY15 Budget Request

Operating Expenses FY 2011 FY 2012

 Actual  Actual Actual Budget Actual-YTD

 Preliminary 

Approved 

Budget 

Final Approved 

Budget

               Cleaning Bus Allowance 260 960 320 1,200                  1,200                      

               Utility Expense Allowance 0 240 80 960                     960                        

               Non-RTD Railrunner 1,909,524                            1,979,700 2,013,811 1,957,780 915,416 2,100,000           2,100,000               

               Non-RTD Los Alamos County 1,238,603                            1,303,870 1,332,081 1,344,173 706,036 1,361,820           1,361,820               

               Non-RTD City of Santa Fe 1,184,703                               967,630 981,932 940,921 554,509 953,274              953,274                  

               Bank Service Charges                          49                          20 13 120 0 120                     120                        

               Penalties/Interest                      1,450                      9,430 62 500 0 500                     500                        

               Internet Service                           -                             -   1,675 4,980 2,921 5,251                  5,251                      

               Postage                        953                      1,176 665 1,350 821 2,420                  2,420                      

               Telephone                    18,915                      7,604 11,427 8,080 6,689 10,172                10,172                    

               Cell Phone                      9,021                      4,195 4,603 5,978 2,238 5,294                  5,294                      

               Health & Wellness 4,500                  4,500                      

               Promotions 7,500                  7,500                      

               Contractual Services 190,869                                  156,210 144,713 371,300 204,038 286,146              34,077                320,223                  

               Audit                    20,670                    53,500 23,005 23,433 23,219 25,000                25,000                    

               Advertising                    96,205                    23,877 16,940 65,940 22,658 66,470                66,470                    

               Advertising-Other                      5,159                        302 18,198 4,500 5,109 7,500                  7,500                      

               Contractual Services - Other 18,640 0 0 -                     -                         

               IT Hardware/Software Support                    20,808                      5,517 7,587 20,736 5,487 25,700                25,700                    

               Dues and Subscriptions                      5,952                      1,831 12,263 9,486 4,752 10,666                10,666                    

               Equipment Rental                           -                          233 1,135 1,000 508 1,000                  1,000                      

               Equipment Repair & Maintenance                      5,879                      1,446 851 4,300 0 4,000                  4,000                      

               Computer Repair &  Maintenance                           -                             -   0 500 0 1,000                  1,000                      

               Building Maintenance 12,224 15,000 4,316 15,000                15,000                    

               Maintenance Machinery & Equipment                        132                           -   3,190 4,500 4,569 2,000                  2,000                      

               Insurance 3,600 0 0 -                     -                         

               Property Insurance 38,927                                       9,927 6,566 39,000 6,670 7,000                  7,000                      

               General and Employee Liability                    22,275                    21,119 21,119 25,000 21,550 22,000                22,000                    

               Civil Rights 3,500                                         3,311 3,311 5,000 3,311 3,311                  3,311                      

               Vehicle Insurance                    41,371                    59,997 54,960 66,000 52,690 68,000                68,000                    

               Snow Removal (MA Agora)                           -                             -   0 6,000 0 6,000                  6,000                      

               Office Rent                    29,050                    28,800 0 0 0 -                     -                         

               Utilities                      6,528                      3,656 24,932 30,000 14,073 25,000                25,000                    

               Janitor                      4,781                      5,842 20,179 24,000 13,812 24,000                24,000                    

               Utility Expense Allowance -                                                  -   120 0 40 -                     -                         

               Uniforms                      8,370                           -   1,540 14,300 0 12,300                12,300                    

               Drug and Alcohol Testing 500                                                 -   0 4,500 0 1,000                  1,000                      

               Physicals 108                                                 -   2,415 3,000 1,637 2,700                  2,700                      

               Printing                      3,132                      5,226 4,869 19,500 3,515 19,500                19,500                    

               Copying                      1,659                        309 1,193 0 13 1,450                  1,450                      

               Supplies                        436                           -   2,938 0 560 350                     350                        

               Office Supplies                    27,243                    17,044 8,041 17,120 5,988 10,300                10,300                    

               Furniture & Equipment under 5K                      9,760                    23,267 4,123 3,250 5,897 4,500                  4,500                      

               Janitorial Supplies                           -                            93 3,056 2,000 0 1,000                  1,000                      

               Training/Registration                      5,793                      3,085 1,358 4,750 1,433 13,624                13,624                    

               Travel                           -                             -   457 0 0 -                     -                         

               Mileage                        212                      5,513 8,837 24,483 5,277 4,075                  4,075                      

               Public Transit Fares                           -                             -   0 140 0 11,535                11,535                    

FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015
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North Central Regional Transit District

FY15 Budget Request

               Per Diem                    22,005                      6,780 449 5,122 384 5,538                  5,538                      

               Registration Fees                           -   -                     -                         

               Lodging and Meals                           -                             -   9,703 14,580 4,222 13,890                13,890                    

               Meals & Meeting Expenses                      1,667                      1,050 3,630 4,150 1,216 9,050                  9,050                      

               Misc. Expenses                           -                            81 791 3,150 463 3,150                  3,150                      

               Fuel                  304,353                  273,576 406,653 430,000 227,936 415,000              415,000                  

               Cell Tower Rental Fees                      2,100                      5,400 3,177 5,400 5,508 9,000                  9,000                      

               Shop Supplies                    11,142                      5,589 7,535 7,000 3,449 6,000                  6,000                      

               Oil and Lubricants                    17,532                      8,603 15,587 15,000 8,214 13,000                13,000                    

               Hazardous Waste Disposal                           -                             -   0 0 0 -                     -                         

               Replacement Parts                    46,703                           -   63,976 58,000 41,159 70,000                70,000                    

               Tires                    24,827 51,981 30,000 11,137 25,000                25,000                    

               Vehicle Maintenance - Repair                    (6,681)                    48,823 62,509 70,000 47,833 80,000                80,000                    

               Painting                      3,513                      3,900 2,891 10,000 1,000 5,000                  5,000                      

               Depreciation 411,917                                           -   511,207 0 0 -                     -                         

               Cell Phone                           -   156 0 0 -                     -                         

               Building Maintenance                           -   195,848 0 249 -                     -                         

               Shop Supplies                      5,928 168 0 0 -                     -                         

               Replacement Parts                           -   1,019 0 0 -                     -                         

               Computers                           -   6,964 1,500 5,557 1,500                  1,500                      

               Mobile Radios 2,000                  2,000                      

Total Operating Expenses 5,339,698$          5,063,456$          5,416,348 5,726,522 2,952,920 5,900,266$       418,955$          6,319,221$           

FY 2011 FY 2012

 Actual  Actual Actual Budget Actual-YTD

 Preliminary 

Approved 

Budget 

Final Approved 

Budget

Capital Outlay

              Capital Expenses                  176,788 27,282 0 0 -                     -                         

               Buildings 880,690                               1,486,574 121,269 8,000 0 -                     -                         

-                     -                         

               Furniture & Fixtures 5,767                                       39,962 46,348 0 0 -                     -                         

               Other Capital Expenses                    65,510 11,032 450,000 216,886 429,700              429,700                  

               Benches and Signage                      5,904 10,241 5,000 0 1,000                  1,000                      

               Rolling Stock 265,880                 771,700                 378,530 376,500 0 584,490              75,245                722,918                  

               Bus Shelters 52,430                  25,831                  48,912 340,494 30,974 60,000                60,000                    

Total Capital Outlay Expenses 1,204,767$          2,572,270$          643,614 1,179,994 247,860 1,075,190$       75,245.00$       1,213,618$           

Total Overall Expenses 8,735,667$      9,937,082$      8,417,318$  9,636,458$  4,755,604$      9,696,743$   494,200$       10,254,126$     

  

FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015
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North Central Regional Transit District 
Financial Summary 

As of November 25, 2014 
 

Summary: 
The North Central Regional Transit District (NCRTD) is currently reporting nearly 5 months of 
financial activity.  The standard for expenses that should be spent for the 5 month’s period is 42% 
of the budget. 
 
The month of November does not reflect all expenses because the Finance Department will 
continue to process invoices that continue to float in from the end of the month and the District is 
continuing to also process revenue income as reported. The GRT revenues are reported for the 
month of activity it has occurred. The State of New Mexico Taxation and Revenue reports this 
revenue for distribution 2-3 months after the actual receipt. Therefore we report activity in the 
month it has occurred following GASB (Governmental Accounting Standards Board) and NCRTD 
utilizes accrual basis of accounting. We began to see the GRT revenue for September now in 
November 2014. Most expenditures related to non-RTD GRT shared expense is not posted and will 
be posted starting the first week of December. We will continue to post as income and expenses 
generated from both State and Federal funding as the activity occurs. 
 
All budget figures in the revenue and expense charts and tables have been divided using a straight-
line method to allocate monthly budget figures. NCRTD reports financials following GAAFR 
(Governmental Accounting, Auditing, and Financial Reporting).  A comparative analysis in revenue 
and expenses is presented to compare the previous year operating results. 

 
 Financial Highlights 

Revenue: 
As of November 25, 2014 total revenue of $3,034,220 has been received which is 31.1% of budgeted 
revenues. Within the revenue amount GRT is reported at $1,933,944 according to GRT report on 
the New Mexico Taxation and Revenue Department website has reported activity for September 
now in November 2014. All revenues are posted in GASB and utilizes accrual basis of accounting. 
NCRTD posts revenue on the date the activity occurred. 
 
Other revenues include $400,000 from Los Alamos County, and miscellaneous revenue of $37,876. 
 
Expenditures: 
As of November 25, 2014, NCRTD recognized expenditures totaling $2,491,636 which is 25.5% of 
total budgeted expenditures. We are in the process of posting continued expenses in which will 
continue to occur prior to the end of the month. 
Of the $2,491,636 spent by NCRTD, $296,052 was in Administration, $2,020,463 in Operations and 
$175,121 in Capital Outlay. 
Administration has spent 24.0% of their budget, Operations has spent 27.4% and 15% in Capital 
Outlay. 
 
Other Matters: 
The NCRTD FY 2014 Audit report was completed by Hinkle and Landers, CPA firm and an exit 
conference was held on November 21, 2014 with the Finance Sub-Committee. The outcome of the 
audit was very positive for NCRTD. NCRTD with Hinkle and Landers have submitted the results of 
the FY 2014 Audit to the State Auditor’s office on November 24, 2014 as required and we will await 
their release prior to presentation to the NCRTD Board and public review. 

 
This Financial Summary should be reviewed in conjunction with the Monthly Board Financial Report 



 Budget Revenue 

FY15 

 Current Year 

FY15 Actuals 

Revenue  

 Budget 

Expenses FY15 

 Current Year 

FY15 Actuals 

Expense 

July 813,327           726,692           813,327           212,049           

August 813,327           1,110,568        813,327           509,969           

September 813,327           869,395           813,327           1,020,817        

October 813,327           169,689           813,327           604,395           

November 813,327           157,876           813,327           144,406           

December 813,327           813,327           -                  

January 813,327           813,327           -                  

February 813,327           813,327           -                  

March 813,327           813,327           -                  

April 813,327           813,327           -                  

May 813,327           813,327           -                  

June 813,327           813,327           -                  

Totals 9,759,926$       3,034,220$       9,759,926$       2,491,636$       

Expenses Revenue

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2014 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

NCRTD Revenue  and Expenses vs. Budget

As of November 25, 2014
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Overall Revenue/Expenses FY 15

Current Year FY15
Actuals Revenue

Current Year FY15
Actuals Expense



2012 2013 2013 2014 2014 2015 2015

Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual Budget Actual
Gross Receipt 7,183,334$             7,013,800$     6,371,538$       6,757,529$          5,868,004$    6,809,100$    1,933,944$    28.4%

Fed Grant  2,397,970$             1,917,879$     1,727,932$       2,368,429$          1,421,779$    2,080,390$    662,400$      31.8%

State Capital/Outlay 608,987$                -$               -$                170,000$             161,000$      175,000$      0.0%

Local Match 600,000$                500,000$        500,000$         450,000$             450,000$      400,000$      400,000$      100.0%
Cash Bal Budgeted -$                       333,000$        -$                -$             245,436$      0.0%

Misc Rev 56,140$                  -$               65,710$           60,500$              49,026$        50,000$        37,876$        75.8%

TOTAL 10,846,431$            9,764,679$     8,665,181$       9,806,458$          7,949,809$    9,759,926$    3,034,220$    31.1%

Budget to Actual FY2014

($ thousands)

% of 

Actual vs 

budget

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

NCRTD Revenue by Sources

As of November 25, 2014
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Budget Actual

Actual Revenue % 

of Monthly Budget

July 591,976$          640,624$        108%

August 617,236$          586,498$        95%

September 709,422$          706,822$        100%

October 506,654$          -$                     0%

November 519,289$          -$                     0%

December 632,997$          -$                     0%

January 501,004$          -$                     0%

February 463,312$          -$                     0%

March 541,081$          -$                     0%

April 563,817$          -$                     0%

May 561,352$          -$                     0%

June 600,962$          -$                     0%

6,809,100$       1,933,944$     28%

Prior Year Current Year

Inc/Dec from Prior 

Year to Current 

Year

FY2014 FY2015

July 631,877$          640,624$        8,747$                      

August 628,640$          586,498$        (42,142)$                   

September 716,096$          706,822$        (9,274)$                     

October 513,320$          -$                     (513,320)$                 

November 518,926$          -$                     (518,926)$                 

December 606,606$          -$                     (606,606)$                 

January 528,397$          -$                     (528,397)$                 

February 498,296$          -$                     (498,296)$                 

March 569,093$          -$                     (569,093)$                 

April 656,754$          -$                     (656,754)$                 

May   503,533$          -$                     (503,533)$                 

June  -$                       -$                     -$                               

6,371,538$       1,933,944$     (4,437,594)$             

Prior Year vs. Current Year

($ thousands)

($ thousands)

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Gross Receipts Revenue Thru June 30, 2015

Budget to Actual FY2015
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Date 

Received  Actual Budget 

Actual Revenue % 

of Monthly 

Budget

 Jul-14 118,858$         107,130$          111% 8.27%

 Aug-14 94,019$            124,617$          75% 9.62%

 Sep-14 218,509$         231,099$          95% 17.84%

 Oct-14 -$                       50,780$            0% 3.92%

 Nov-14 -$                       91,973$            0% 7.10%

 Dec-14 -$                       91,196$            0% 7.04%

 Jan-15 -$                       97,025$            0% 7.49%

 Feb-15 -$                       72,413$            0% 5.59%

 Mar-15 -$                       83,424$            0% 6.44%

 Apr-15 -$                       145,992$          0% 11.27%

May-15 113,995$          0% 8.80%

Jun-15 85,755$            0% 6.62%

YTD Total 431,386$         1,295,400$       33% 100.00%

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Gross Receipts Revenue By County

LOS ALAMOS COUNTY
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Date 

Received  Actual Budget 

Actual Revenue % 

of Monthly 

Budget

 Jul-14 48,852$            49,882$            98%  

 Aug-14 49,585$            51,509$            96%  

 Sep-14 44,001$            50,208$            88%  

 Oct-14 -$                       49,394$            0%  

 Nov-14 -$                       43,593$            0%   

 Dec-14 -$                       50,641$            0%  

 Jan-15 -$                       38,984$            0%  

 Feb-15 -$                       36,002$            0%   

 Mar-15 -$                       40,719$            0%   

 Apr-15 -$                       39,255$            0%   

May-15 42,454$            0%  

Jun-15 49,557$            0%  

YTD Total 142,438$         542,200$          26%  

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Gross Receipts Revenue By County

RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
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Date 

Received  Actual Budget 

Actual Revenue % 

of Monthly 

Budget

 Jul-14 391,422$         364,140$          107%  

 Aug-14 369,825$         374,220$          99%  

 Sep-14 374,721$         362,460$          103%  

 Oct-14 -$                       343,140$          0%  

 Nov-14 -$                       328,020$          0%  

 Dec-14 -$                       406,140$          0%  

 Jan-15 -$                       307,440$          0%  

 Feb-15 -$                       295,260$          0%  

 Mar-15 -$                       350,280$          0%  

 Apr-15 -$                       326,340$          0%  

 May-15 -$                       346,500$          0%  

Jun-15 -$                       396,060$          0%  

YTD Total 1,135,968$      4,200,000$       27%  

** Note one-half of the SF County GRT is allocated to Rio Metro

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Gross Receipts Revenue By County

SANTA FE COUNTY
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Date 

Received  Actual Budget 

Actual Revenue % 

of Monthly 

Budget

 Jul-14 81,492$            70,824$            115%  

 Aug-14 73,069$            66,889$            109%  

 Sep-14 69,591$            65,655$            106%  

 Oct-14 -$                       63,340$            0%  

 Nov-14 -$                       55,702$            0%  

 Dec-14 -$                       85,019$            0%  

 Jan-15 -$                       57,554$            0%  

 Feb-15 -$                       59,637$            0%  

 Mar-15 -$                       66,658$            0%  

 Apr-15 -$                       52,231$            0%  

  May-15 58,403$            0%  

Jun-15 69,589$            0%  

YTD Total 224,152$         771,500$          29%  

TAOS COUNTY

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Gross Receipts Revenue By County
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Budget14 Actual 14 Budget FY15 Actual FY15

Actual Revenue 

% of Monthly 

Budget

July 176,767$       81,096$           173,366$        86,068$           50%

August 176,767$       127,744$        173,366$        124,070$        72%

September 208,261$       195,614$        173,366$        162,573$        94%

October 176,767$       113,855$        173,366$        169,689$        98%

November 392,503$       150,353$        173,366$        120,000$        69%

December 176,767$       102,402$        173,366$        0%

January 176,767$       107,988$        173,366$        0%

February 176,767$       123,056$        173,366$        0%

March 176,767$       108,684$        173,366$        0%

April 176,767$       91,455$           173,366$        0%

May 176,767$       71,069$           173,366$        0%

June 176,767$       148,465$        173,366$        0%

2,368,429$   1,421,779$     2,080,390$     662,400$        60%

Actual Actual Actual

Inc/Dec from 

Prior Year to 

Current Year

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

July 12,892$         81,096$           86,068$           68,204$           

August 156,324$       127,744$        124,070$        (28,581)$         

September 20,023$         195,614$        162,573$        175,590$        

October 98,589$         113,855$        169,689$        15,266$           

November 84,275$         150,353$        120,000$        66,078$           

December 130,478$       102,402$        -$                      (28,076)$         

January 126,499$       107,988$        -$                      (18,511)$         

February 214,632$       123,056$        -$                      (91,576)$         

March 275,465$       108,684$        -$                      (166,781)$       

April 248,497$       91,455$           -$                      (157,043)$       

May 237,820$       71,069$           -$                      (166,751)$       

June 254,362$       148,465$        -$                      (105,897)$       

1,859,857$   1,421,779$     662,400$        

($ thousands)

Budget to Actual FY2015

($ thousands)

Prior Year vs. Current Year

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)
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2014 BUDGET 2014 Expenses 2015 Budget 2015 Expenses

Year to Date 

Budget 

Variance 42%

$ $

1 Salaries 1,902,117$    1,701,197$        1,899,860$        644,188$           33.9%

2 Employee Benefits 843,665$        705,752$           821,427$           240,711$           29.3%

3 Health & Wellness/Promotions -$                 -$                    12,000$              134$                   1.1%

4 Vehicle Maintenance, Repairs 184,920$        192,710$           200,200$           70,375$              35.2%

5 Utilites (phone, gas, electric, cell) 44,298$          38,486$              41,426$              8,938$                21.6%

6 Advertising 70,440$          61,620$              73,970$              10,709$              14.5%

7 Insurance (property, WC Ins,  gen liab, vehicle, civil rights)135,000$        87,589$              174,281$           42,704$              24.5%

8 Equipment & Building Expense 46,036$          23,003$              56,700$              19,581$              34.5%

9 Office Expenses 56,470$          36,948$              43,041$              11,153$              25.9%

10 Operating Expenses 35,700$          15,024$              65,030$              3,128$                4.8%

11 Travel, meetings, lodging and per diem 34,712$          28,914$              44,088$              9,689$                22.0%

12 Contractual Services 506,233$        333,948$           310,146$           43,269$              14.0%

13 Audit 23,433$          23,219$              25,000$              -$                    0.0%

14 Dues, Licenses and Fees 9,486$            5,826$                10,666$              10,599$              99.4%

15 Fuel 430,000$        367,694$           415,000$           133,899$           32.3%

16 Training & Registration fees 18,513$          8,825$                13,624$              996$                   7.3%

17 Railrunner, City of SF and Los Alamos 4,242,874$    3,104,765$        4,415,094$        1,066,443$        24.2%

18 Capital Expenses 1,075,994$    715,120$           1,138,373$        175,121$           15.4%

TOTAL 9,659,891$    7,450,641$        9,759,926$        2,491,636$        25.5%

(6,575,071)$       (9,759,926)$       

-                         

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT

NCRTD Expenses by Type

Comparative Expenses by Type

As of November 25, 2014
Year to Date Budget Variance 42%
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Prior  Year FY13 

Actual
Budget FY2014

 Current Year FY14 

Actual
Budget FY15

Current Year FY15 

Actual

Inc/Dec of Budget vs 

Actual

July 311,578$                777,664$                    546,007$                813,327.17$          212,049$                601,278$                            

August 250,791$                777,664$                    464,828$                813,327.17$          509,969$                303,358$                            

September 683,194$                809,158$                    313,124$                813,327.17$          1,020,817$            (207,489)$                           

October 326,905$                777,664$                    294,912$                813,327.17$          604,395$                208,932$                            

November 936,614$                1,030,164$                783,580$                813,327.17$          144,406$                668,921$                            

December 414,507$                777,664$                    625,552$                813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

January 381,446$                798,164$                    1,534,559$            813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

February 446,430$                777,664$                    287,772$                813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

March 528,488$                777,664$                    429,154$                813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

April 859,345$                777,664$                    640,596$                813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

May 1,534,149$             777,664$                    934,795$                813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

June 292,818$                777,664$                    572,544$                813,327.17$          -$                             813,327$                            

6,966,265$            9,636,458$                7,427,422$            9,759,926$            2,491,636$            7,268,290$                         25.53%

Budget to Actual FY2015

Expenses ($ thousands)

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

NCRTD BUDGET EXPENDITURES OVERALL
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Budget FY14 Actual FY14 Budget FY15 Actual FY15

Inc/Dec of Budget 

vs Actual

Year to Date 

Budget 

Variance 42%

July 94,856$            99,342$                  102,935$                39,530$                  63,405$                  38.4%  

August 94,856$            56,248$                  102,935$                65,576$                  37,359$                  63.7%  

September 94,856$            77,618$                  102,935$                73,236$                  29,699$                  71.1%

October 94,856$            77,447$                  102,935$                90,731$                  12,204$                  88.1%

November 94,856$            84,993$                  102,935$                26,979$                  75,956$                  26.2%

December 94,856$            63,622$                  102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

January 94,856$            110,423$                102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

February 94,856$            76,028$                  102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

March 94,856$            72,862$                  102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

April 94,856$            83,438$                  102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

May 94,856$            102,701$                102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

June 94,856$            50,357$                  102,935$                102,935$                0.0%

1,138,276$      955,079$                1,235,221$            296,052$                939,169$                24.0%

Budget to Actual FY2014/FY2015 Comparative

($ thousands)

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Administration Expense Summary
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Budget 14 Actual 14

Budget FY15
Current Year 

FY15 Actual
Inc/Dec of Budget 

vs Actual

Year to Date 

Budget 

Variance 42%

July 611,224$           446,665$        615,611$                148,532$        467,079$                  24.1%

August 611,224$           408,580$        615,611$                396,418$        219,193$                  64.4%

September 611,224$           204,531$        615,611$                1,095,317$    (479,706)$                 177.9%

October 611,224$           217,465$        615,611$                262,769$        352,843$                  42.7%

November 611,224$           602,638$        615,611$                117,427$        498,184$                  19.1%

December 611,224$           561,929$        615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

January 611,224$           1,304,199$    615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

February 611,224$           211,744$        615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

March 611,224$           350,376$        615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

April 611,224$           395,970$        615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

May 611,224$           736,145$        615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

June 611,224$           323,722$        615,611$                615,611$                  0.0%

7,334,688$       5,763,965$    7,387,333$             2,020,463$    5,366,870$               27.4%

($ thousands)

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Operating Expense Summary

Budget to Actual FY2014/FY2015 Comparative
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Budget FY14 Actual FY14 Budget FY15 Actual FY15

Inc/Dec of 

Budget vs Actual

Year to Date 

Budget 

Variance 42%

July 71,583$          -$                    94,781$         23,987$         70,794$                25%

August 103,077$        -$                    94,781$         47,975$         46,806$                51%

September 71,583$          30,974$         94,781$         47,975$         46,806$                51%

October 71,583$          -$                    94,781$         55,184$         39,597$                58%

November 236,583$        95,949$         94,781$         94,781$                0%

December 71,583$          -$                    94,781$         94,781$                0%

January 92,083$          119,937$       94,781$         94,781$                0%

February 71,583$          -$                    94,781$         94,781$                0%

March 71,583$          5,916$           94,781$         94,781$                0%

April 71,583$          161,188$       94,781$         94,781$                0%

May 71,583$          95,949$         94,781$         94,781$                0%

June 71,583$          198,465$       94,781$         94,781$                0%

1,075,994$     708,378$       1,137,373$   175,121$       962,252$              15%

($ thousands)

MONTHLY BOARD REPORT
FY2015 (July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015)

Capital Expense Summary

Budget to Actual FY2014/FY2015 Comparative
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NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT (NCRTD) 

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE 

 

August 22, 2014 

9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

 

Executive Conference Room 

1327 N. Riverside Drive 

Espanola, NM 87532 

 

AGENDA  
 

 CALL TO ORDER: Tim Vigil, Chair 

 

 Roll Call:  
                   

 ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/RECOMMENDATION 

 

A. Fiscal Year 2014 Audit Entrance Conference with Hinkle and Landers 

Sponsor: Anthony Mortillaro, NCRTD Executive Director and Glenda Aragon, Finance Director. 

No Attachment.  

 

B.   Discussion and Review of Quarterly Investment Report   
Sponsor: Anthony Mortillaro, NCRTD Executive Director and Glenda Aragon, Finance Director. 

Attachment.  

 

C.         Minutes from May 23, 2014 

             Draft Minutes.  

 

 MATTERS FROM THE SUBCOMMITTEE 

 

 ADJOURN 

 

If you are an individual with a disability who is in need of a reader, amplifier, qualified sign language 

Interpreter, or any other form of auxiliary aid or service to attend or participate in the hearing of the 

meeting, please contact the NCRTD Executive Assistant at 505-629-4702 at least one week prior to the 

meeting, or as soon as possible.  Public documents, including the agenda and minutes, can be provided in 

various accessible formats.  
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Finance Subcommittee Meeting  

August 22, 2014 

9:00 a.m. 

Board Members Present: Leandro Cordova - Taos County (Telephonically), Pete Sheehey – 

Los Alamos County, Tim Vigil – Pueblo of Pojoaque 

Staff Present: Anthony Mortillaro – Executive Director, Glenda Aragon – Finance Director, 

Dalene Lucero – Executive Assistant 

Guest(s) Present: Farley Vener – Hinkle and Landers 

Absent: Commissioner Miguel Chavez – Santa Fe County, Commissioner Barney Trujillo - Rio 

Arriba County  

Transcribed By: Dalene E. Lucero – Executive Assistant 

ROLL CALL 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

A regular Finance Subcommittee meeting was called to order on the above date by Mr. Anthony 

Mortillaro at 9: 21 a.m.  

                   

 ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/RECOMMENDATION 

 

A. Fiscal Year 2014 Audit Entrance Conference with Hinkle and Landers 

 

Ms. Aragon gave a brief overview on this item, stating that she and Mr. Vener reviewed 

the contract and it was submitted to the State Auditor’s Office for Hinkle and Landers to 

proceed with the FY14 audit. Ms. Aragon then turned it over to Mr. Vener. 

 

Mr. Vener proceeded to go over the PowerPoint presentation, in which he gave a brief 

introduction in regards to the Audit Entrance Conference. He stated that he, Katelyn 

Constantin, and another staff member would be working on this years’ audit for the 

District. He went on to state the general objectives of the audit, stating that they wished to 

provide an overview of the FY14 Audit Process; to establish two-way communication 

with management and the governing Board of Directors; to define the auditor and 

management responsibilities under generally accepted auditing standards; to provide an 

overview of the planned scope and timing of the audit; as well as discuss any questions or 

changes. Mr. Vener went on to define the auditors responsibilities stating that the auditor 

is responsible for forming and expressing an opinion about whether the financial 

statements that have been prepared by management with the oversight of those charged 

with governance are fairly, in all material respects, in conformity with generally accepted 

accounting principles.  
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Mr. Vener continued stating that the audit is designed to form an opinion about the 

District’s financial statements. He noted that Management is then responsible for 

providing the financial statements to the auditors and to have internal controls over the 

financial reporting, which includes the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards 

(SEFA), as well as to designate individual(s) with the skill set to work with the auditors 

in evaluating the adequacy and results of the audit. Mr. Vener referred to slide (7) seven 

of the presentation in which he continued to briefly go over the Management 

responsibilities. He went on to describe the three (3) components of a New Mexico 

Audit: (FS) Financial Statement Audit, (A-133) Single Audit where they audit federal 

awards, and (OSA) the State Auditor Compliance Audit.  

 

Mr. Vener went on to the next slide stating that by state law they are required to look at 

compliance in regards to the Procurement Code, Per Diem and Mileage Act, Personnel 

Act and State Personnel Administration, Investment of Public Money, and the Public 

Employees Retirement Act (PERA), etc.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro asked if there was a new GASB regulation regarding PERA in this audit 

year or next audit year.  

 

Mr. Vener noted that the District is going to rely on PERA as the total “collective” 

pension liability will then be allocated to the participant employers for financial 

reporting.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that this would be done in FY2015.   

 

Mr. Cordova stated that it would be done next year. He noted that his wife was the new 

CFO for PERA, and that this was a new project for her.  

 

Ms. Aragon, noted that the District would be relying on information from PERA in order 

to report that liability. It is almost impossible for the individual entities in PERA to 

estimate what the liability may be.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated that the District makes contributions to PERA while an individual is 

employed with the District, but once they leave there is no further liability. So it is 

perplexing as to how that is to be assigned to the entity.  

 

Mr. Vener mentioned that it would be interesting and very complex. However, it is 

believed that PERA will have outside assistance to come up with the unfunded liability in 

which they will later allocate it to everyone participating in PERA.  

 

Mr. Cordova noted that it is the employer’s liability while they are under the entities 

pension.  

 

Councilor Sheehey stated that after the most recent reform, PERA was up around seventy 

(70) percent funded. However, the remaining thirty (thirty) percent is still a lot of money. 

So the question is, who is truly liable for the remainder. Does this mean that all of the 

participating entities will be called back to pay the liability?  

 

Further discussion went on regarding this item.  
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Mr. Vener continued with the presentation noting the various areas of compliance in 

which the auditors will be testing for. He went on to mention the new GASB standards 

and regulations that were previously discussed regarding pensions (GASB 67 and 68).  

 

Mr. Vener noted that he believed nothing would impact the District this year. He stated 

that GASB 65 was implemented early. He explained this item further.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro noted that last year there was an issue where an asset was purchased, but 

not received until the following year, which is when it was booked. This year, we book it 

into the same year it is purchased.  

 

Ms. Aragon agreed, she noted that it would be booked under other assets because the 

District does not prepay for anything until it is received.  

 

Mr. Vener stated that it books when title passes. However, it seems like a timing issue.  

 

Ms. Aragon noted that as discussed with Mr. Vener and Ms. Katelyn Constantin, it was 

agreed that the District would be booked as an other asset. She went on to explain that the 

asset is not paid for until it is received. Ms. Aragon stated that she wanted to ensure it 

would not be a finding in this year’s audit report.  

 

Mr. Vener stated that it would be straightened out because it sounded like an 

encumbrance.  

 

Mr. Vener went on to ask if there were any significant accounting issues, unusual 

transactions, changes to accounting methods, fraud, etc. He then noted that he read an 

article in the Rio Grande Sun stating that revenues were down.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated they were not, and the initial article was incorrect; a correction was 

later submitted in the Rio Grande Sun the following week for the misprint.   

 

Mr. Vener mentioned that he heard a new potential route could be brought to the Santa Fe 

Ski area.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated that there were some knew routes being brought forth as approved 

by the Board effective January 2015 that will be on a six (6) month trial basis. However, 

the Board has not authorized the Ski Santa Fe route as of yet; it is still under discussion 

and analysis.  

 

Mr. Vener asked if there was anything new coming on or any significant changes.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that the District had a new capital expenditure, which was the Avail 

Intelligent Transportation System. She noted that it was about seventy (70) percent 

complete as of June 30th. Ms. Aragon went on stating the Avail is still getting information 

regarding the actual equipment and installation cost segregated from the actual service; 

this should be in by the end of next week, this will be booked as an asset for the 

percentage that has been completed.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that another significant issue, is that the District found that a Section 

218 Agreement had not been implemented by which it was taken to the Board and an 
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individual election  had taken place. She continued further stating that the District is no 

longer collecting Social Security for a total of fifteen (15) employees that opted out of 

Social Security. Therefore, the District had to perform 941 corrections for a period of 

three (3) years, which has already been done. Now the District is waiting on the fully 

executed Section 218 Agreement from the Social Security Administration, as well as a 

refund check for the 941 corrections for both the employee and employer contributions.  

 

Mr. Vener asked if an accrual had already been booked for that or if it was something that 

needed to be discussed further.  

 

Ms. Aragon replied, stating that it was something that needed to be discussed along with 

booking the assets for capital expenditures.  

 

Mr. Vener asked if there were any legal issues.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated that there were a couple.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that she already spoke with Ms. Constantin. 

 

Mr. Mortillaro asked if the Board members had any other items for the auditors to look 

at.  

 

Mr. Vener asked for the Board to let him know if anything else comes to mind.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated that Mr. Vener’s number was on the presentation if they Board 

members had any questions.  

 

B. Discussion and Review of Quarterly Investment Report   

 

Ms. Aragon mentioned that The NCRTD began recently participating in the LGIP 

government investment fund, known as the New MexiGROW Local Government 

Investment Pool or LGIP, and other Certificate of Deposits from Local and surrounding 

banks in New Mexico. The NCRTD established the short-term investments (no more than 

12 months) throughout various FDIC insured institutions in the state of New Mexico. The 

total amount set for investment totaled approximately $5,975,492. 

 

Ms. Aragon continued stating that there was approximately $1.7 million in the District’s 

operating bank account. As of June 30, 2014, the total Investment inclusive of interest 

revenue is $5,981,186, with a total earning of $5,693.95 since the accounts have been 

established and began earning interest. The average rate of return is .325% with and 

average earned income of $356. The highest earned income is .70% with US New 

Mexico FCU for a 6 month term earning the district a total of $598.10 in interest; this 

will be renewed for an additional 6 months. The current Quarter from April-June of 2014 

earned a total of $3,466 in interest, and last Fiscal Year (FY2013) the district generated 

approximately $3,377 in total, which has already been surpassed in approximately 5 

months.  

 

Ms. Aragon referenced the Certificate of Deposit Report on page 4 of the packet. She 

stated that 12-month CDs make up a total of 18% of the District’s Investment Portfolio; 
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the 9 to 11-month CDs make up 12%; 6 to 8-month CDs make up 21%; 3 to 5-month 

CDs make up 17%; and LGIP makes up a total of 32%.  

Councilor Sheehey asked if LGIP was like a checking account.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that it was. She noted that it held a high liquidity, which was done 

purposely for safety reasons. For instance, if the District called to request all of their 

money be removed from LGIP, the District would receive their funds within 48-hours.  

 

Ms. Aragon went on to mention that the District was making more than they were in their 

checking account. Although LGIP is not a whole lot better, the earnings are at .100433%. 

She continued, stating that there was about 48 municipalities and special districts 

currently contributing to the LGIP pool.  

 

Ms. Aragon proceeded, stating that the District investment strategy is passive. Given this 

strategy, the Ms. Aragon and Mr. Mortillaro have determined the market yields are being 

achieved by comparing the average District portfolio yield to the 90 day U.S. Treasury 

Bill in which as of June 30, 2014 the 91 day rates are paying at .04%; the District is 

averaging a rate of return at .325% 

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated that U.S. Treasury Bill rate is the benchmark that the District must 

meet. However, the District has exceeded that amount substantially.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro moved on, stating that the District has set up a sweep account at LANB. 

He asked Ms. Aragon to discuss the item further.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that the District created a sweep account at LANB, by which a total of 

eleven (11) accounts are held there. This account is set up for when the cash account 

exceeds a certain amount, the excess balance will be swept into a higher earning money 

market account so that those funds are invested.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro asked if there were any comments or questions.  

 

Mr. Vigil stated that there were none.  

 

Mr. Cordova commended the District for all of their hard work.  

 

It was recommended that the Finance Committee discuss and review the information 

presented in relation to the LGIP and District Division of Certificate of Deposit 

Investments report, and recommend that the Board of Directors review the information 

presented. 

 

Mr. Cordova made a motion to pass on to the Board of Directors for review. 

Councilor Sheehey seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous voice vote (3-

0).  

 

C. Minutes from May 23, 2014 

 

Mr. Mortillaro asked the Finance Subcommittee to review and approve the minutes from 

May 23, 2014.  
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Councilor Sheehey made a motion to approve the minutes from May 23, 2014 as 

presented. Mr. Cordova seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous voice vote 

(3-0).  

 

MATTERS FROM THE SUBCOMMITTEE 

 

Mr. Mortillaro noted that there would not be a subcommittee meeting in September.  

 

Ms. Aragon stated that field work would commence at the end of September or the 

beginning of October for the audit.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro stated that the Board meeting would be held September 5, 2014 and the 

10th Anniversary would be held September 12th.  

 

ADJOURN 

 

The Finance Subcommittee meeting was adjourned at 10:03 a.m.  

 

The next Finance Subcommittee meeting will be held on November 21, 2014 at 9:00 a.m. 



Tribal Subcommittee Meeting 

July 1, 2014 

1:30 p.m. 

Board Members Present: Alisha Cata – Ohkay Owingeh Pueblo, Lonnie Montoya – Nambe 

Pueblo, Sandra Maes – Pueblo of Tesuque, Sandra Maes – Pueblo of Tesuque, Lillian Garcia – 

San Ildefonso Pueblo 

Staff Members Present: Anthony Mortillaro – Executive Director, Stacey McGuire – Projects 

and Grants Specialist 

Absent: Tim Vigil – Pojoaque Pueblo, Mary Lou Valerio – Santa Clara Pueblo 

Transcribed By: Dalene E. Lucero 

CALL TO ORDER 

A regular Tribal Subcommittee meeting was called to order on the above date by Ms. Stacey McGuire.  

ROLL CALL 

INTRODUCTIONS 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

Ms. Maes made a motion to approve the agenda as presented. Ms. Garcia seconded the motion and 

it passed by unanimous voice vote (4-0). 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Ms. McGuire asked the committee members to review the minutes from March 11, 2014.  

Ms. Maes asked that the second to last sentence in Agenda item B, on page three (3) of the minutes be 

amended to reflect Ms. McGuire rather than Ms. Maes.  

Ms. Maes made a motion to approve the minutes from March 11, 2014 as amended. Ms. Cata 

seconded the motion and it passed by unanimous voice vote (4-0).  

A. MAP-21 and Tribal Funding, 5311 (c) TTP Funding  

 

Ms. McGuire stated that an award went out for TTP funds to Ohkay Owingeh, Pojoaque, San Ildefonso, 

Santa Clara and Tesuque. Therefore, the Pueblos must now decide how to allocate those funds, by 

which it should be brought to Governors or Tribal Councils to determine that. Once complete, a letter 

must be submitted to the District informing us of how the funds will be allocated. Ms. McGuire noted 

that one had already been submitted. She continued, stating that until the designation from the Pueblos 

have been made the funding drawdowns could not occur.   



 

Ms. McGuire went on to reference the Tribal Transit Funds Policy Diagram to assist in the conversation 

with Tribal governments as to how the process works. She noted that she is also available to answer 

any questions.  

 

Ms. McGuire asked if there were any questions as to how the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 

worked.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro noted that it did not apply to Ohkay Owingeh because they have their own transit 

program.  

 

Further discussion went on regarding this item.  

 

Mr. Montoya stated that the Nambe Pueblo is leaning towards a split allocation due to the District 

providing the services within the Pueblo. He then asked how the Pueblo would initiate the split 

allocation between the District and the Pueblo.  

 

Ms. McGuire stated that the District would need a letter on Pueblo letterhead, specifying how the 

Pueblo would like the breakdown of funds. She noted that the allocation had to be used for 

transportation and could not be used for anything else.  

 

Mr. Montoya then referred back to the Tribal Transit Funds Policy Diagram. He asked if Nambe 

decided on a split allocation, if they would have to abide by the recipient responsibilities on the 

document.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro clarified further, and asked Ms. McGuire if they decided on a split allocation, would the 

Pueblo be expected to follow the obligations as listed on the document.  

 

Ms. McGuire stated that they would. She noted that they would have to perform the maintenance, drug 

testing, safety training, oversight, Title VI and EEO Policies and so on.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro noted that it was important to weigh the cost to implement a transit program when 

deciding on how the funds would be allocated.  

 

Mr. Montoya agreed.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro mentioned that because of the new services in the Nambe and Pojoaque area, it is more 

of a doorstep service that will be implemented versus people having to go to a bus stop to wait for a 

route. He continued further stating that it was more of a premium service.  

 

Mr. Montoya agreed, stating that it would be more beneficial to passengers in the area.  

 

Ms. McGuire stated that there was a lot more flexibility with this new service. She noted that there was 

more of an opportunity to make it work within your personal schedule.  



 

Ms. McGuire asked if there were any further questions.  

 

Ms. Garcia went on to ask if the Pueblo retained the full award, would the District’s services remain 

the same, or would they change.  

 

Ms. McGuire responded, stating that the services provided by the District would not change based on 

the allocation. However, next year when reporting in the NTD reports, the District will be reporting the 

contribution as defined by the FTA. This year when the District reported, the GRT is what is essentially 

used for contribution. Because when the District first started trying to report on behalf of the Pueblos, 

it was initially thought that the Pueblos couldn’t report any of the mileage that that NCRTD was putting 

in, because the Pueblos weren’t technically paying for it; it wasn’t contracted out as GRT wasn’t 

considered a payment. Ms. McGuire continued further, noting that the District eventually got it squared 

away with the FTA, stating that the District was able to utilize GRT as a contribution from the Pueblos, 

because that’s what replaced the initial contributions when the District first started the NCRTD. Ms. 

McGuire elaborated on this item in more detail. She mentioned that next year she did not think the FTA 

would allow the District to report GRT as a contribution as it was done last year. However, the awards 

that were allocated this year, would be considered the Pueblo contribution if the money is sub allocated 

to the NCRTD. Although this is not for sure, in the conversations with Joe Eldredge, it feels like that 

will be used as the contribution portion of the reporting.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro noted that the funds could not be allocated for school transportation.  

 

Ms. McGuire stated that it had to be public transit.  

 

This item was discussed further.   

 

B. TEAM/TrAMS Certs and Assurances 

 

Ms. McGuire thanked everyone for getting in Certs and Assurances. She then mentioned that all of 

them had been pinned into TEAM, by which they can now move forward.  

 

C. NTD RU-22 FY 2013 Reports 

 

Ms. McGuire mentioned that they are still awaiting validation from NTD. However, they are not 

completed as of yet. She went on to mention that she did not foresee any issues, but it may be on hold 

due to transitioning to a new system and so on.  

 

Ms. McGuire proceeded, stating that once the information has been received, she would then submit 

the reports for each individual Pueblo to the committee members.  

 

D. Critical Document Translation Per Title VI Policy (Annual Reports, Complaint Forms, 

Schedules) 

 



Ms. McGuire stated that per Title VI Policy, the District will be updating critical documents, 

specifically schedules, complaint forms and possibly annual reports; each of these documents will be 

available in Spanish. She went on further, to state that Title VI assesses the language in the communities 

by which we serve and what would make the most sense in communicating information more 

effectively. Ms. McGuire went on to mention that the translation of documents into Spanish came up, 

as well as the possibility of translating documents into Tewa. She noted that she was aware that there 

was some cultural sensitivity. However, she wanted to get some input from committee members 

regarding this.  

 

Ms. Cata stated that she did not think it should be done in Tewa. She noted that an audit was conducted 

by the FTA by which it was recommended documents be translated into Tewa. However, it was 

determined that the Tribal members would not agree to this.  

 

Ms. McGuire asked if it was because of resources or if there was a preference to keep it more private.  

 

Ms. Cata said it was due to keeping it more private. She noted that the resources were there, but they 

were unsure if Tribal leaders would agree to it.  

 

Ms. Maes stated that she initially thought it was a great idea, because she was meeting with the Tewa 

language group who wanted to change all Pueblo signage into Tewa. However, in meeting with the 

community on the issue, it was determined that it should be kept private, and not all translation is the 

same throughout each of the Pueblos, which could leave room for misinterpretation.  

 

Mr. Montoya agreed.  

 

Ms. McGuire stated that she appreciated the input and was comfortable with the decision to keep 

document translation simply in English and Spanish.  

 

E. Tribal Feast Days for 2014 – Notification Procedure, Detours, etc.  

 

Ms. McGuire asked if there were any upcoming feast days.  

 

Ms. Garcia noted that Picuris and Santa Clara had upcoming Feast Days in August.  

 

Mr. Montoya noted that Nambe’s would take place in October.  

 

Mr. Mortillaro asked if there was an annual schedule that was made publicly available.  

 

Mr. Montoya stated that there was. He noted that it can be found on the Eight Northern Pueblos website.  

 

 

F. 5-Year Service Plan Update (Bus Stop Locations) 



Ms. McGuire referenced the document taken from the 5-Year Service Plan. She mentioned that she 

wanted to go over it with committee members. Ms. McGuire noted that they would be going over the 

bus stops and service changes, so that if there are any suggestions, they can be provided to KFH before 

the new changes are implemented.  

Mr. Montoya asked if the document was set in stone.  

Ms. McGuire said they were not, and that is why she wanted to discuss this item further, because once 

the schedules are set up it will be a lot more difficult to change.  

Mr. Montoya suggested that the document be forwarded to Ms. Mary Lou Valerio and Mr. Tim Vigil 

for further clarification on Santa Clara and Pojoaque recommendations and schedule changes.  

Ms. McGuire agreed. She then asked if there were any recommendations regarding the Santa Clara 

route.  

Ms. Maes asked if there was a stop at the clinic.  

Ms. McGuire stated that she would check on that.  

Mr. Montoya noted that it would be a good idea if there was a stop there.  

Further discussion went on regarding this item.  

The committee went on to discuss the Pojoaque route.  

Mr. Montoya went on to mention that the ridership on the Pojoaque-Nambe route needed to increase. 

Therefore, it needs to be determined how to advertise the upcoming changes.  

Ms. McGuire agreed.  

Mr. Montoya recommended that the boundary and mile marker be noted on the map for the Pojoaque 

route. He then went on to recommend that the text “Cities of Gold” be placed under “Park and Ride”.  

Mr. Montoya stated that the map be corrected, because the Phillips 66 and the Supermarket are on 

opposite sides of the road.  

Ms. McGuire asked if there were any additional recommendation.  

Mr. Montoya stated there were none.  

The committee went on to discuss the Tesuque route.  

Ms. Maes mentioned that there was discussion regarding time changes. She then went on to ask when 

they would see those changes.  

Mr. Mortillaro stated it would be done on the actual schedule.  

Ms. Maes went on to mention that there was also a recommendation for a stop to the Pojoaque Market. 

She asked if that too, would also be included on the schedule.   



Mr. Mortillaro stated that it would also need to be included on the map, which would be very similar 

to the Pojoaque route map. It was then determined that RV Park and Phillips 66 be included, as well as 

the Nambe Travel Center.  

It was also recommended that Buffalo Thunder be a stop as well because it was an employment center 

and major destination.  

Mr. Mortillaro noted that the District initially had a stop at Buffalo Thunder. However, they asked that 

it be removed; thus it is now located at the Nambe Travel Center.  

Ms. Maes went on to state that the IGC center is not indicated on the map. She recommended that it be 

added to the map because it was a major stop. It is between Camel Rock Casino and Residential Loop 

806.  

Ms. Maes also went on to state that the Tesuque trailer village was on Exit 170, and that it be corrected. 

Additionally, she asked that a stop at the Tesuque Market also be added.  

Mr. Mortillaro agreed and clarified the recommended changes as discussed.  

Ms. Maes agreed.  

Further discussion continued on this item.  

The committee went on to discuss the San Ildefonso route.  

Ms. Garcia asked where the Sombre de Jose stop was located.  

Ms. Maes asked if there was a stop at the El Rancho Community Center.  

Ms. McGuire stated that she would check into that.  

It was later determined that the Sombre de Jose stop was the trailer park located near the carwash.  

Ms. Garcia said that the stop could be potentially unsafe. She went on to ask why there would be a stop 

there.  

Ms. McGuire mentioned that it would possibly be to access 84D.  

It was determined that the stop be moved to the old post office, because Sombre de Jose is a dead end.  

[Mr. Mortillaro exited the meeting.] 

Further discussion continued on this item.  

Ms. McGuire stated that she would give Ken Hosen the information provided at today’s meeting. She 

noted that the new maps would be provided at the beginning of August at the earliest.  

G. Tribal Subcommittee Chair (Position Discussion) 



Ms. McGuire asked if there was anybody interested in Chairing the Tribal Subcommittee, as Ms. 

Valerio mentioned the possibility of no longer chairing the committee. She went on to state that she 

would discuss it with Ms. Valerio further before moving further.  

Further discussion continued on this item.  

H. Future Meeting Topics 

 

      ADJOURN 

 The next Tribal Subcommittee meeting will be held on November 18, 2014 at 1:00 p.m.  

  

 

  

    



 EXECUTIVE REPORT 

 

 

EXECUTIVE REPORT

 

November 2014 

EXECUTIVE 

 

 Participated in interviews of 

consultants proposing ITS and new 

route rollout.  

 Conducted Human Resources 

Director interviews.  

 Conducted Finance Director 

Interviews.  

 Participated in Long Range Transit 

Plan kick off meeting with FHU.  

 Drafted procurement policy changes.  

 Meet with representatives of Verizon 

Wireless.  

 Participated in extensive and multiple 

route reviews.  

 Attended Sustainability Committee 

meeting.  

 Meet with Tesuque representative 

regarding concerns related to Ski SF.  

 Participated in interviews of Fleet and 

Facilities Manager.  

 Participated in demonstration of new 

camera system and Wi-Fi live view.  

 Continued review of outstanding site 

property issues with Attorney and 

Land Use consultant.  

 Attended Rio Metro RTD Board 

meeting.  

 Attended technical advisory 

committee for Santa Fe MPO.  

 Met with Attorney and Staff 

regarding various legal issues and 

associated documents.  

 Prepared Board and Finance 

Subcommittee meeting materials.  

 Met weekly with Board Chair 

Barrone on various issues.  

 Continued review, revision and 

creation of various NCRTD policies.  

 Maintained continuous 

communication with board members, 

subcommittee members, and Chair. 

 Attendance at various NCRTD staff 

and subcommittee meetings, 

including Board, Finance and Tribal 

subcommittees meeting. 

 Addressed a variety of employee 

human resources issues and prepared 

memorandums to document district 

actions.  

 

MARKETING/PUBLIC INFORMATION  

 Met with four marketing firms to 

assist us with marketing efforts for 

the ITS launch and rollout of 

modifications to the routes and 

schedules as a result of the Service 

Plan Update.  Griffin and Associates 

out of Albuquerque was selected. 

 Attended Long Range Service Plan 

kick-off meeting with Felsburg, Holt 

and Ullevig 

 Met with director of KSWV 

 Submitted NCRTD quarterly 

ridership numbers to APTA for the 

national quarterly transit ridership 

report 

 Reviewed, analyzed NCRTD route 

and schedule modifications, 

submitted changes and corrections 

and met with fellow staff members to 

discuss 



 EXECUTIVE REPORT 

 

 

 A press release was issued regarding 

Veterans Day and Thanksgiving 

closures 

 NCRTD ADA Program page 

developed and posted on website 

 Participated in four Finance Director 

Interviews 

 Worked with Templeton Marketing to 

help arrange for four wraps that are 

being requested for RTD buses 

 Updated the FY2014 Quick Facts 

brochure 

 Began modifying RTD ads to begin 

producing them in-house 

 Signed up to participate in the 

Espanola Holiday Lights Parade and 

Los Alamos Lights Parade 

 Began work on Winter Blue Bus 

Times 

 Began laying groundwork for 

marketing of Taos Express 

 Provided various updates and rider 

alerts to ncrtd.org throughout the 

month 

 KDCE – 950 AM radio in Espanola, 

:30 sec radio spot and sponsorship of 

the 7:30 AM news ran 17 days in 

November excluding Saturdays and 

Sundays 

 KSWV 810-AM in Santa Fe, :30 sec 

spot ran 20 times in November as 

well as 30 :20 sec promos announcing 

RTD sponsorship during the 7:30 AM 

½ hour 

 KTAOS 101.9 FM in Taos, 14 :30 

sec radio spots ran each week in 

November 

 Two ads ran in November in the Rio 

Grande Sun, Los Alamos Monitor 

and the Taos News.   

 A strip ad ran in the Santa Fe New 

Mexican on November 7 and 19 on 

front page of Locals section 

 Green Fire Times ad did not run in 

November 

 Chama Valley Times ¼ page ad ran 

in November issue 

 

SERVICE DEVELOPMENT 

 October 2014 5311 Ridership Report  

 Participated in the Employee 

Recognition Committee 

 ITS AVL/CAD project work 

including: 

o Continued biweekly concalls 

to discuss progress 

o Avail onsite to test external 

modems, system testing, 

schedule data entry assistance 

o Ongoing Staff training and 

teambuilding throughout 

organization 

o StrataGen/Adept paratransit 

and Avail data entry and 

oversight 

o Continued QR code 

discussions and strategizing 

regarding implementation 

 TAP FY14 and FY15- most qualified 

firm selected to be Wilson & 

Company; contract work ongoing; 

contract to be submitted to NMDOT 

for approval and work to begin 

 TAP FY 16 and FY17 application 

process begun; training attended at 

SFMPO; PFF submitted to NPRTPO 

and initial meeting with NPRTPO 

and NMDOT set for Dec 16 to assess 

feasibility of project 

 Ongoing communication with KFH 

Group regarding service plan update 

implementation including schedules, 

timetables, maps; multiple internal 

discussions to review schedules, 

running times, and general route 

modifications  

 Involved in ongoing discussion 

regarding transit service request for 



 EXECUTIVE REPORT 

 

 

Ski SF and SFNF; attempts to 

coordinate a meeting to discuss 

funding mechanisms- tentative 

meeting set for Dec 1 with Santa Fe 

City and County 

 Ongoing work with NCRTD legal, 

FTA, and member Pueblos to 

complete FY14 TTP award MOA 

process 

 Participated in kickoff meeting with 

FHU regarding NCRTD Long Range 

Strategic Plan 

 Coordinated and facilitated Tribal 

Subcommittee November meeting 

 Ongoing discussions with landowner 

representative and property manager 

regarding potential bus bench 

placement at the bus stop southbound 

on Riverside at Chili’s; NMDOT 

included in discussion as a drainage 

easement at location 

 

OPERATIONS 

 Assisted Executive Director and 

Projects and Grant Specialist on 

discussions and agreements with the 

Town of Taos on the exchange of 2 

bus routes. 

 Continued working with Avail and 

team on ITS, AVL & CAD testing 

and acceptance. 

 Continued working on new route 

structure and schedules 

 Hired Fleet and Facilities Manager. 
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Performance Measures for Fiscal Year 2014

The performance measures that were developed are designed to provide data that can be evaluated in a logical manner. It

allows the District to identify areas in which its performance may need to be improved and to understand the characteristics

and factors that impact that performance. In addition, to the extent feasible a peer comparison or a benchmark has been

included as available or appropriate. This performance data is important since many times the District’s costs, efficiencies

and productivity is not measured against any benchmark or standard or attempts are made to compare it against systems

that bear no similarities in mission, complexity or service area. Therefore, the data presented should provide some context

in which to assess the District and its efforts to deliver services based upon its mission, goals and objectives.”

The report data collected is grouped into 3 areas: Administrative, Fleet and Customer Related:

1. Administrative:

A. Ridership, All Funded Routes

B. Ridership, NCRTD Operated Routes

C. Monthly Expenditures

D. Cost Per Mile

E. Cost Per Trip

2. Fleet:

A. Vehicle Back Up Ratio

B. Average Vehicle Age

C. Percentage of “On-Time” PM / Inspections

C. Accidents, Major/Minor Tracking

3. Customer Relations:

A. Complaints

B. Incidents

The In-state/local comparable is Sandoval/Valencia Counties which are operated by the Rio Metro Regional Transit District. This

benchmark/peer entity was chosen since they are within New Mexico and somewhat similar to rural transit service. The FTA

benchmarking data used originates from the Rural Transit Fact Book 2013. The data is for 2011 in FTA Region 6, rural providers

which includes New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.
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Performance Measure - Administrative:

Ridership Tracking of All NCRTD Funded Routes

Tracking ridership is the #1 way a public transportation agency can gauge its effectiveness of the service it provides.  Ridership data for all 

routes funded by the NCRTD are collected by City of Santa Fe and Los Alamos County. This data is forwarded and combined with the  

data from the District’s operated routes. These numbers are then compiled into a monthly ridership report. This measurement tracks the 

number of one way trips taken on all the routes within the district. This graph shows the NCRTD combined total ridership numbers, and 

compares them each month, identifying any increases or decreases in the number of monthly trips. This also indicates how well the 

regional district is continuing to address the issue of accessible mobility by routes that are in areas where there is public demand.  

Sandoval/Valencia counties are used local/in-state comparison benchmark, as they are similar in service but smaller in size: a two county 

service of the Rio Metro Transit District.    
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July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May June

FY 10-11 26,655 23,679 27,202 32,325 29,835 31,743 30,570 29,368 38,395 35,114 35,480 33,845

FY 11-12 36,666 37,522 39,298 37,650 30,923 27,051 34,236 35,541 39,611 33,474 40,027 39,942

FY 12-13 41,135 43,836 36,784 44,720 35,825 30,576 35,214 33,352 35,549 38,724 43,060 57,985

FY 13-14 48,552 49,624 49,034 46,976 37,369 36,320 40,271 40,871 44,627 44,335 43,930 39,934

FY 14-15 46,374 50,295 46,680 47,152
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Ridership Tracking of NCRTD Operated Routes

This ridership data is collected by the NCRTD drivers for all routes operated by the District. This includes 20 fixed and commuter routes as 

well as the demand response routes.  Totaling the number of one way trips on NCRTD routes, allows staff to evaluate effectiveness and to 

ensure that the service is reaching areas in the district that have high demand for accessible mobility. Sandoval/Valencia counties were 

selected as a local/in-state comparison benchmark.

Performance Measure - Administrative:
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July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May June

FY 10-11 9,942 11,300 11,614 11,011 10,885 11,504 12,824 11,709 14,356 13,299 14,586 14,516

FY 11-12 13,081 15,739 16,397 15,567 14,886 14,167 17,274 17,071 15,650 15,178 16,244 14,573

FY 12-13 15,200 16,995 15,052 17,943 15,317 13,872 16,642 15,471 15,729 17,465 17,285 15,653

FY 13-14 17,504 17,934 18,033 19,205 14,792 15,069 17,102 17,380 18,719 19,804 18,021 16,187

FY 14-15 17,415 17,419 17,781 17,843
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Ridership NCRTD Operated Routes



Monthly Expenditures for Administrative and Operating 

The NCRTD’s Finance Department provides the administrative and operating expenses in a monthly budget status report.  It is important 

to measure the expenditures to maintain a balanced budget, as well as tracking the administrative and operating margins. This data is 

used in determining the cost per trip and the cost per mile.  Tracking the budget and monitoring operational costs allows management to 

target specific dollar amounts when creating future budgets and requesting federal funding from the NM Department of Transportation.

Performance Measure - Administrative:
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July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June

Admin $36,674 $20,438 $72,053 $90,731

Operating $144,466 $188,698 $193,661 $262,769

Total $181,140 $209,136 $265,714 $353,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
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Operational Cost per Vehicle Mile

Cost per vehicle mile is the total operating costs per month in relation to the total vehicle miles per month traveled on NCRTD routes. The 

mileage data is logged daily for each route and compiled into a monthly report. Monthly operating costs are obtained from the Monthly 

Expenditures (chart above) and the number of miles travelled for NCRTD operated routes. As a cost efficiency measure, operating costs 

per vehicle mile assesses the financial resources needed for the District’s route operations. This measurement is a beneficial tool for the 

planning and operation’s departments. The NM Department of Transportation uses this as one of their performance measures in the state-

wide transit guide published annually. Additionally this is used when NMDOT evaluates a transit system for the state-wide awards of 5311 

funding. This is a management tool to track our cost per mile vs. the amount of budget being spent to operate a particular route as well as 

collectively for all routes.  Sandoval and Valencia counties’ annual average are used as a local/in state comparable benchmark, even 

though their system is smaller than NCRTD. Data from the 2013 Rural Transit Data Fact Book, specifically FTA’s District 6 (our district) 

annual cost per mile is included as a benchmark.

Performance Measure - Administrative:
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Monthly Cost per Mile $1.79 $2.47 $2.45 $3.18

Sandoval/Valencia $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07 $4.07

Region 6 Total Cost Per Mile $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17 $2.17
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Operating Cost Per Vehicle Mile



Performance Measure - Administrative:

Operating Cost per Trip

When transit data is collected, passengers, riders and rides are counted and referred to as “trips.”  One passenger can generate several 

trips in a day, and these are counted individually.  Example, a particular rider may board in Questa (1 trip) and transfer to the Taos to 

Espanola bus (1 trip) and again transfer to the Santa Fe bus in Espanola (1 trip) for a total of three trips.  The cost per trip is computed on 

a monthly basis by dividing the monthly operating costs from the Monthly Expenditures (chart above), by the total monthly number of trips 

(ridership). NM Department of Transportation uses this as one of their performance measures to the state-wide transit guide published 

annually. Additionally this is used when NMDOT evaluates a transit system for the state-wide awards of 5311 funding. This is a 

management tool to track our cost per trip vs. the amount of budget being spent to operate a particular route as well as collectively for all 

routes. Sandoval and Valencia counties’ annual average are used as a local/in state comparable benchmark, even though their system is 

smaller than the NCRTD. Data from the 2013 Rural Transit Data Fact Book, specifically FTA’s District 6 (our district) annual cost per trip

is included as a benchmark.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Monthly Cost per Trip $8.30 $10.83 $10.89 $14.73

Sandoval/Valencia $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24 $21.24

Region 6 Total Cost Per Trip $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79 $15.79
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Spare Vehicle Ratio/Combined all Vehicles

FTA defines the spare ratio as the percentage of spare vehicles in comparison to the number of vehicles required for annual maximum 

service. Recommended FTA spare vehicle ratio is 20% for fleets over 50 vehicles.  NCRTD’s fleet totals 35 and is exempt from this 

guideline but it is a good benchmark to keep in place. With an annual maximum service of 27 and a backup fleet of 8, the backup ratio is 

30%. This higher number is needed and reasonable due to the variety of passenger seating requirements for specific routes throughout the 

District. These backup vehicles ensure consistent coverage of all routes when vehicles are off line due to routine maintenance or 

unexpected breakdowns.  

Performance Measure - Fleet:
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July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb
Marc

h
April May June

Spare Vehicles 11 11 11 11

# Needed to run 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Spare Ratio 42.31% 42.31% 42.31% 42.31% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Recommended 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00%
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Average Fleet Age

The FTA allows the use of years or mileage to attain usable life. The District uses mileage rather than the year of manufacture because of 

the large area of the district and the high number of miles traveled on an annual basis.  This compares the age of specific kind of vehicles 

by mileage in accordance to the FTA guidelines. This is useful in fleet replacement planning.  The numbers will vary month to month as 

mileages increase and old vehicles are replaced by new.

Performance Measure - Fleet:
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Percentage of “On-Time” PM  / Inspections

The federal benchmark for the percentage of “on-time” preventative maintenance (PMs) and inspections for the fleet is 87%. 

Inspections are required to be conducted within certain mileage timeframe by vehicle manufacturers for the various sizes of 

vehicles. Manufacturer’s recommended maintenance schedules may range in mileage due to the component makeup of a 

particular vehicle.  The FTA recommends they be conducted within the manufacturer’s recommended maintenance schedule.  

However, as a sub recipient of NMDOT we are allowed varied standards as approved by NMDOT. With the variety of sizes 

and component makeup of District vehicles, we have determined and hold to a standard of 6000 mile intervals for the light  

and medium  gasoline powered fleet and 7000 miles for the  diesel powered medium-heavy fleet. This ensures frequent safety 

inspections and PM services at reasonable intervals that result in a more dependable and safer fleet. This data is collected 

and tracked by the Fleet Maintenance Manager.    

Performance Measure - Fleet:
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Accidents per Month

This measurement shows us how many accidents occur within a month and to what frequency they occur. These are logged as minor or

major accidents. A minor accident for example, is one where a driver hits a stationary object while backing but there is minimal damage. A 

major accident is one where there may be significant damage and/or injury, and a FTA Post accident drug screen is required.  All accidents 

are reported to the Operations and Maintenance Manager to decide on what corrective action needs to be taken.  There are established 

internal reporting and follow up procedures. All accidents, major or minor, are investigated and documented, and dealt with accordingly by 

the operations management team. As a result, disciplinary measures and/or driver re-training may be required by the outcome of the 

investigation.

Performance Measure - Fleet:
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1. An El Rito rider called to commend the Taos bus driver, Shelly Outman for being an outstanding excellent driver. She also complained of or 

advertising on the windows and the tint of the windows are too dark to enjoy the scenery when riding in northern New Mexico.

Complaints per Month

This performance tracks monthly the number and type of complaints received by the Operations Division of the NCRTD.  The complaints 

are received by the Operations and Maintenance Manager.  These are categorize by the type of complaint, and evaluated as to the 

seriousness of the complaint and whether or not a course of action needs to be taken, i.e. driver reprimand, driver retraining, vehicle 

maintenance, etc.  This measure is intended to measure the percentage of complaints versus the total ridership for the month. Driver 

performance can be graded and we can see if more drivers training needs to be scheduled for particular drivers.  Customers also have 

complained about routes, stops, dispatch, bus cleanliness and other various categories.

Performance Measure – Customer Relations:
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Performance Measure – Customer Relations:

Complaints per Month

FY 14-15 Number of Complaints

Total Schedule Issues Driver Performance Against other Passengers Miscellaneous* Percent VS Ridership

July 3 3 0.02%

August 2 2 0.01%

Sept 1 1 0.01%

Oct 1 1 0.01%

Nov

Dec

January

Feb

March

April 

May

June

Total 7 1 5 0 1



Customer Incidents

This performance measure calculates the number of customer incidents reported to the Operations and Maintenance Manager on a monthly basis.  

Customer incidents are any serious occurrence that may have an outcome that could be potentially hazardous to the driver or other passengers.  These 

situations could be anything such as two passengers arguing over something, or a rider threatening a driver, or a non rider harassing a driver for not 

being on time.  It could also be a passenger falling down on the bus, or a passenger stepping in front of the bus as it pulls away from the curb to stop it to 

get on the bus. This data is collected by the driver writing an incident report and turning it in to the Operations and Maintenance Manager.  This is 

intended to measure the types of situations that arise and how frequently they arise on the various routes of service provided by the NCRTD.  This 

measurement tells us the frequency of incidents versus the number of monthly riders.  We can then see if additional training needs to be implemented for 

the driver to avoid or control incidents that may occur on his route.

Performance Measure – Customer Relations:
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1. Santa Fe – Man was unresponsive but woke up, 2 passengers assisted him off the bus. Driver discovered an empty vodka bottle where he was sitting.

2. Tesuque – Man was passed out unresponsive in back of bus at Espanola Park & Ride. Called in for assistance. Supervisor and paramedics responded to 

aid the individual.

3. Riverside – A man seemed ok when he boarded but had his head down as bus continued. Driver asked if he was ok and he was unresponsive. Stopped at 

the DQ stop and another man assisted him as both got off the bus. Driver radioed to dispatch the circumstance and his description.

4. Riverside - A passenger at the Tire Factory stop had an open soft drink container. Driver asked them not to board with it. The passenger got very 

belligerent towards the driver and said that they would report it and get their job.

5. Demand Response – At the Arroyo Seco Fire Station a scheduled student tried to board with her boyfriend who was not on the schedule. Driver 

explained that she was ok to get on but he was not. She got mad at driver and refused to get on bus. A Supervisor called her parent to advise.

6. Demand Response – Driver was blocked in from leaving by another vehicle whose driver refused to move at the Fairview Elementary School. Before a 

supervisor could arrive, the driver of the other vehicle finally moved leaving the RTD driver 10 minutes behind schedule.

7. Tesuque – A man became disruptive on bus just outside Espanola, harassing others and driver while talking to himself. Driver reported the incident and 

Supervisors met the bus and escorted the man off the bus without incident.

8. Riverside – Driver had to deny 3 riders at the Allsups stop due to a full capacity bus.

9. Chama – A lady came by the driver’s house and spoke to her husband. She asked if the driver would pick up her prescription drugs from a friend in 

Espanola. Driver was already in bed for the night. The next day in Espanola a person approached the driver to asked to send the drugs to the lady. When 

the driver refused and said it was against policy, the person got very upset and was cussing at her. That night the lady came to her home looking for her 

drugs and got upset too. Driver had to tell her to leave her home.

10. Riverside – A young man said he was sick and needed to go to the hospital at the Okay stop. Driver said she could get him to Park & Ride to transfer to 

the Westside bus. After leaving the stop he became very loud and said he had an erection and it would not go away that he was in great pain, hollering 

very loud with his feet up on the seat. The driver told him he should get down from the bus at next stop but he would not. He kept on handling himself 

and driver stopped at the yard and supervisors met him and demanded he leave the bus and the premises. He did as police we called and his description 

was given to the officer.

11. Chimayo – A girl ran out in the road in front of the bus. When driver applied the brakes, a passenger fell forward out of his seat and hit his head on the 

floor. He had some minor cuts and scratches and was attended with first aid. He needed no further medical attention.
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Customer Incidents

FY 14-15 Number of Customer Incidents

Total Driver-Non Rider Rider-Rider Driver-Rider Rider % of Ridership

July 4 2 2 0.02%

Aug 10 3 7 0.06%

Sept 9 1 8 0.05%

Oct 11 1 10 0.06%

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

March

April 

May

June

Total 34 1 6 27 0



October 1, 2014 through October 31, 2014

This Year

Jul-14 22

Aug-14 21

Sep-14 21

Oct-14 22

Nov-14

Dec-14

Jan-15

Feb-15   

Mar-15

Apr-15

May-15

Jun-15

This Year Last Year %Change This Year Last Year Difference %Change

NCRTD Operated 17,843 19,205 -8% 70,470 72,676 -2,206 -3%

NCRTD Funded 29,309 27,771 5% 120,043 121,510 -1,467 -1%

All Systems 

Funded Total 47,152 46,976 0% 190,513 194,186 -3,673 -2%

This Year Last Year % Change

811 873 -8%

1,332 1,262 5%

2143 2135 0%
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Ridership Report

 

 October 2014

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY 11-12 23585 21783 22901 22083 16037 12884 16962 18470 23961 18296 23783 25369

FY 12-13 25935 26841 21732 26777 20508 16704 19235 17881 19820 21259 25775 26679

FY13-14 31,048 31,690 31,001 27,771 22,577 21,251 23,169 23,491 25,908 24,531 25,909 23,747

FY14-15 28,959 32,876 28,899 29,309
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35000 Comparative Ridership NCRTD Funded Routes

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY 11-12 13081 15739 16397 15567 14886 14167 17274 17071 15650 15178 16244 14573

FY 12-13 15200 16995 15052 17760 15317 13872 16642 15471 16315 17465 17285 15653

FY13-14 17,504 17,934 18,033 19,205 14,792 15,069 17,102 17,380 18,719 19,804 18,021 16,187

FY14-15 17,415 17,419 17,781 17,843

0
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15000

20000

25000 Comparative Ridership NCRTD Operated Routes Only

FY11-12=  185,827 / FY12-13= 193,027 / FY13-14= 209,750 / FY14/15= 70,470

FY11-12= 246,114 /  FY12-13= 269,146 / FY13-14= 312,093 / FY14-15= 120,043



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY11/12 662 642 1158 1376 1157 775 1380 1342 1000 1147 975 587

FY12/13 616 654 1170 1459 1179 1056 1250 1267 1127 1474 1068 593

FY13/14 552 665 1116 1371 787 833 1125 1151 830 962 824 576

FY14/15 443 608 1158 1230
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Questa to Taos Route

FY11-12=  12,201 /  FY12-13= 12,913 / FY13-14= 10,792 / FY14/15= 3,439

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 662 778 709 660 629 776 705 803 796 630 690 859

FY-12/13 930 953 565 847 700 648 818 735 708 769 812 704

FY-13/14 733 681 697 759 618 400 516 608 702 736 674 583

FY14-15 436 551 600 680
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1200 Penasco to Taos Route

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY- 11/12 1002 1186 1012 935 841 922 1033 1028 1050 1055 1093 1012

FY-12/13 1051 1126 849 1009 879 722 742 668 750 883 942 879

FY-13/14 985 998 928 907 652 627 792 830 813 930 872 909

FY14-15 986 891 911 948
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1400 Taos to Espanola Route

FY11-12= 12,169 /  FY12-13= 10,500 /  FY13-14= 10,243 / FY14/15= 3,736

FY11-12=8,697 / FY12-13= 9,189 / FY13-14= 7,707  / FY14/15= 2,267



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 3474 3720 3447 3357 3185 2813 3921 3395 3356 3051 3630 3158

FY-12/13 3526 3848 3257 3631 3139 2820 3468 3224 3324 3550 3799 3884

FY-13/14 4382 4145 4001 4213 3220 3548 3687 3890 4716 4962 4354 3825

FY14-15 4479 4405 4422 4146
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Riverside Drive Route

FY11-12= 40,507 / FY12-13= 41,470  / FY13-14= 48,943  / FY14/15= 17,452

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 363 416 583 376 381 500 574 635 580 594 434 437

FY-12/13 517 543 445 455 609 534 576 510 743 576 589 548

FY-13/14 538 550 498 580 622 750 690 718 677 835 676 684

FY14-15 814 892 833 782
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1000 Espanola to Chimayo Route

FY11-12=  5,873 / FY12-13= 6,645 / FY13-14= 7,818  / FY14/15= 3,321

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 111 130 173 197 150 142 165 190 230 179 191 194

FY-12/13 172 202 168 158 204 143 192 165 223 210 214 145

FY-13/14 181 205 150 238 142 210 201 173 158 235 210 208

FY14-15 271 239 271 244
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Las Trampas Route

FY11-12= 2,052 / FY12-13= 2,196 / FY13-14= 2,311  /  FY14/15= 1,025



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 1013 1346 1363 1156 1128 837 1175 1230 975 859 1054 926

FY-12/13 936 1193 1113 1186 966 745 1125 1193 1288 1123 1184 1307

FY-13/14 1321 1305 1402 1437 972 902 1281 1388 1374 1467 1319 1225

FY14/15 1239 1345 1111 1082
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Westside Route

FY11-12= 13,062 /  FY12-13= 13,359 / FY13-14= 15,393  /  FY14/15= 4,777

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 285 274 295 310 288 310 358 344 407 469 371 438

FY-12/13 438 422 396 480 441 355 441 433 371 424 363 312

FY-13/14 488 435 407 463 347 358 434 414 438 436 365 395

FY14/15 393 380 396 372
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El Rito to Espanola Route

FY11-12= 4,149 / FY12-13= 4,876 / FY13-14= 4,980  / FY14/15= 1,541

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 95 181 106 164 177 199 157 161 171 125 163 188

FY-12/13 269 266 188 281 287 207 343 224 273 313 334 307

FY-13/14 362 363 346 396 263 238 377 282 254 326 291 336

FYFY14/15 287 179 315 301
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Chama Route

FY11-12=  1,887 / FY12-13= 3,292  / FY13-14= 3,834  /  FY14/15= 1,082



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY 11/12 1773 2144 1953 1732 1776 1912 2563 2229 1939 2037 2016 2096

FY 12/13 2151 2316 1867 2265 1960 1934 2096 1890 2067 2217 2146 2377

FY 13/14 2620 2671 2583 2583 2179 2102 2123 2325 2700 2718 2531 2508

FY14/15 2744 2529 2374 2536
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3000 Espanola to Santa Fe Route

FY11-12 =  24,170 /  FY12-13= 25,286 / FY13-14= 29,643  / FY14/15= 10,183

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 422 550 586 552 588 528 560 642 640 600 826 528

FY-12/13 515 452 448 542 527 470 649 699 802 812 789 520

FY-13/14 655 737 663 691 549 596 690 586 781 864 713 502

FY14/15 532 413 424 534
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1000 Santa Clara to Espanola/Santa Fe Route

FY11-12= 7,022 / FY12-13 =7,225  /FY13-14= 8,027  /  FY14/15= 1,903

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 109 120 115 102 100 103 93 114 117 121 103 120

FY-12/13 156 159 118 116 96 105 108 94 93 143 113 160

FY-13/14 174 147 142 135 96 105 133 100 153 164 167 169

FY14/15 178 217 179 210
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Espanola to Los Alamos Route

FY11-12 =1,317 / FY12-13 = 1,461 / FY13-14= 1,685  /  FY14/15= 784



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 686 693 619 627 600 576 564 620 586 497 543 565

FY-12/13 485 519 548 756 541 513 669 522 666 771 734 800

FY-13/14 822 829 831 916 802 820 995 937 938 928 825 805

FY14/15 865 834 777 831
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1200 Tesuque Santa Fe Route

FY11-12 = 7,176 / FY12-13 = 7,524 / FY13-14= 10,448  /  FY14/15= 3,307

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 189 277 190 237 297 426 279 338 272 296 332 266

FY-12/13 299 260 236 305 266 291 325 286 270 323 269 217

FY-13/14 167 241 223 308 264 233 202 201 263 276 289 284

FY14/15 171 163 133 163
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San Ildefonso Pueblo Route

FY11-12= 3,399 / FY12-13= 3,347/ FY13-14= 2,951  /  FY14/15= 630

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 0 154 394 304 309 240 307 317 362 308 367 26

FY-12/13 6 247 437 410 375 268 343 392 363 295 379 0

FY-13/14 0 292 563 480 359 325 377 381 379 348 407 0

FY14/15 0 227 367 354
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Demand Response Pojoaque Students

FY11-12= 3,088 / FY12-13=  3,515 / FY13-14 = 3,911 / FY14/15= 948



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 350 373 333 322 272 524 534 597 438 254 406 487

FY-12/13 403 421 291 358 336 521 614 538 467 423 452 495

FY-13/14 511 404 284 304 241 484 437 372 336 234 279 494

FY14/15 572 329 216 187
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700 Red River Route

FY11-12= 4,890 / FY12-13= 5,319  / FY13-14= 4,380  / FY14/15= 1,304

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 373 589 836 750 728 584 699 722 674 687 744 376

FY-12/13 432 636 586 656 670 613 695 671 747 937 782 434

FY-13/14 418 603 696 802 699 663 794 734 743 764 766 348

FY14/15 431 565 683 656
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1000 Demand Response Route

FY 11-12= 7,762 / FY12-13= 7,849 / FY13-14= 8,030  /  FY14/15= 2,335

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 350 410 364 280 333 338 229 184 145 165 157 212

FY-12/13 221 181 140 259 182 121 119 160 176 166 179 131

FY-13/14 159 156 128 135 96 54 93 109 115 139 107 98

FY14/15 146 109 96 85
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Pojoaque/Nambe Route

FY11-12= 3,167 / FY12-13= 2,035 / FY13-14= 1,389 /FY 14/15= 436



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 530 732 664 703 575 447 553 567 464 491 569 557

FY-12/13 623 598 458 596 475 470 563 458 371 469 429 389

FY-13/14 669 655 594 585 467 498 526 559 713 727 745 700

FY14/15 852 773 733 869
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NM 599 Route

FY11-12= 6,852 / FY12-13= 5,899 / FY13-14= 7,438 / FY14/15= 3,227

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 486 726 761 718 663 574 673 761 729 769 718 665

FY-12/13 544 799 689 745 521 484 546 518 584 552 576 487

FY-13/14 564 642 670 697 485 409 576 598 565 528 484 418

FY14/15 441 524 527 492
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Eldorado Route

FY11-12= 8,243 /  FY12-13= 7,045  / FY13-14= 6,636 / FY14/15= 1,984

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 353 455 438 396 455 496 496 581 618 658

FY-12/13 699 743 608 663 563 479 572 481 586 640 804 730

FY-13/14 933 894 733 783 648 720 794 693 779 817 888 930

FY14/15 897 912 794 750
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FY11-12= 4,946 / FY12-13= 7,568 / FY13-14= 9,612  / FY14/15= 3,353



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 146 297 383 254 271 245 297 356 223 263 244 218

FY-12/13 211 457 475 583 401 373 388 343 316 395 328 234

FY-13/14 270 316 378 422 284 194 259 331 292 408 235 190

FY14/15 238 334 461 391
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UNM Klauer Route

FY11-12= 3,197 /  FY12-13= 4,504 / FY13-14=  3,579 / FY14/15= 1,424
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NCRTD Funded Routes - Member Operated

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 3576 6579 6785 6403 5492 3899 5711 6178 6875 5487 5922 3913

FY-12/13 3920 6907 6809 7549 5529 4072 5381 5021 6572 6196 5908 2659

FY-13/14 3075 4278 4637 5556 3851 3588 4592 4508 5273 3869 4705 3216

FY14/15 3481 4772 5945 5965
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Los Alamos Enhanced

FY11-12= 66,820 /  FY12-13= 66,523 / FY13-14= 51,148 / FY14/15= 20,163

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 0 417 750 850 745 436 690 774 796 690 782 0

FY-12/13 0 477 672 771 655 536 669 642 742 662 966 0

FY-13/14 0 458 709 649 576 517 575 627 770 601 748 0

FY14/15 0 641 1019 655
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Los Alamos Route 11 formerly route 10

FY11-12= 6,930 /  FY12-13= 6,792  / FY 13-14= 6,230  / FY14/15= 2,315

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 3640 3946 2903 2755 2523 1264 2641 2856 3356 2884 3413 5171

FY-12/13 4936 4294 2859 2937 2628 2217 2808 2630 2924 3068 4068 10639

FY-13/14 11310 10405 8837 9433 6994 6408 7464 7736 8834 9206 9092 10952

FY14/15 9937 9092 8663 8308
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12000 Los Alamos Route 2

FY11-12= 37,352 /  FY12-13= 46,008  / FY13-14= 106,671 / FY14/15= 36,000



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 7894 3691 3927 3188 3169 3016 3229 3200 5137 3309 3956 5057

FY-12/13 6160 4116 4276 3929 4348 3700 3457 3447 1016 4094 4700 5139

FY-13/14 5224 4716 6556 4539 4099 3934 3483 3229 2824 3224 3822 3743

FY14/15 5218 6743 3404 3534
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Santa Fe Route 2

FY11-12= 48,773  / FY12-13= 48,382 /  FY13-14= 49,393 / FY14/15= 18,899

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 851 964 1095 835 890 853 766 804 1288 940 988 842

FY-12/13 785 902 808 818 1128 475 757 801 854 782 985 920

FY-13/14 976 1183 1585 1135 894 963 855 707 967 659 899 720

FY14/15 913 835 667 756
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Santa Fe Route 4

FY11-12= 11,116 / FY12-13= 10,015 / FY13-14= 11,543 / FY14/15= 3,171

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY-11/12 421 481 1001 1050 616 446 554 913 879 1002 835 752

FY-12/13 739 965 1155 1074 928 475 844 1092 904 1105 973 671

FY-13/14 645 879 1483 1453 899 568 703 1191 670 963 223 641

FY14/15 502 699 1065 904
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Santa Fe Route 22

FY11-12= 8,950  / FY12-13= 10,925 / FY13-14= 10,318 / FY14/15= 3,170



Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

FY 11-12 7203 5705 6440 7002 2602 2967 3371 3755 5630 3984 7887 9634

FY 12-13 9395 9180 5153 9699 5292 5046 5319 4248 6808 5352 8175 6651

FY13-14 9818 9771 7194 5006 5264 5273 5120 5493 6570 6009 6420 4475

FY14/15 8908 10094 8136 9187
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FY11-12= 66,180 /  FY12-13= 80,318 / FY13-14= 76,413  / FY14/15= 36,325

July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June

FY-11/12 39,322 37,307 32,420 30,251 23,730 25,517 24,593 24,466 29,909 27,813 30,816 33,932

FY-12/13 36,767 33,994 30,270 33,336 25,750 25,194 26,887 26,541 30,434 29,068 30,278 31,021

FY- 13/14 35,176 33,786 30,401 31,949 25,522 27,034 27,692 28,176 29,859 29,724 29,930 31,020

FY14/15 34,454 33,020 29,923 30,811
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FY11-12= 360,076 / FY12-13= 309,115 / FY13-14= 360,269 / FY14/15= 128,208
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